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Abstract
The requirements engineering process has been criticised for its immaturity. Firstly, in the
context of safety-critical systems, missing, misunderstood, and erroneous requirements have
been attributed as the cause of many safety-system faults; and secondly, in the context of
project success factors, many IT projects have identified requirement defects as a primary
cause of being over-time or over-budget. Ambiguity is a requirement defect that is
commonly associated with challenged IT projects, however there are but few empirical
studies on how ambiguity can be reduced or eliminated from requirement specifications.
Eliminating the ambiguity inherent within a requirement specification is the seemingly
unattainable ambition of the systems engineering zealot. This is because ambiguity is
considered an unavoidable side-effect of using natural language, and most requirement
specifications are written in natural language. One proposed solution to the ambiguity
problem is to express requirements in Controlled Natural Language (CNL). CNLs enforce
grammatical and/or lexical constraints to reduce the inherent ambiguity of natural language
without sacrificing correctness, readability, or expressiveness. There is , however, a view in
the literature that CNLs are overly restrictive and unnatural to read and write. Furthermore,
the design and development of CNLs is both labour-intensive and time-i ntensive.
This thes1s describes how a requirements spec1fication can be automatica11y re-expressed
in a way that significantly reduces its lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its
correctness or conventionality. The thesis specifical1y focuses on lexical ambiguity, since
this is the fom1 of ambiguity most attributable to the lexicon used to express the
specification. 111e tem1 re-expression is used to di stinguish this approach from that of CNLs,
since the lexicon is not static, but is optimally selected on a word-by-word basis such that
lexical ambiguity is minimi sed, whilst correctness and conventionality are maximised.
Fundamental to the optimal word selection is a new concept: replaceability(W 1, W 2) , which
is the degree to which word W 1 can replace word W 2 • The replaceability equation developed
within this thesis is a function of semantic similarity, polysemy , frequency , and lexical
width.
We implement a software prototype, and execute it on an existing industry-specification.
A controlled expe1iment is used to measure the effects of the re-expression in terms of
correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity . Data are collected from project
stakeholders using a questionnaire-style approach, and hypothesis testing is used to decide
whether or not the optimal re-expression has significantly reduced lexical ambiguity without
significantly reducing correctness or conventionality.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1.

Research Problem

Systems Engineering has been defined as "an engineering discipline whose responsibility
is creating and executing an interdisciplinary process to ensure that the customer and
stakeholder's needs are satisfied in a high quality, trustworthy, cost efficient and schedule
compliant manner throughout a system's entire life cycle" (International Council on Systems
Engineering 2005). EIA-632 (2003) and IEEE-Std-1220 (1994) are two of the most widely
invoked standards for engineering a new system or modifying an existing system. Both
standards recognise that establi shing and evolving a complete and consistent set of
requirements that will enable delivery of a feasible and cost-effective system solution is a
primary activity of systems engineering.
A requirement is a condition, capability, or characteristic of a system or service that is
needed, wanted, or desired by some user or stakeholder (Davis 2005; Sommerville & Sawyer
1997). The definition of a requirement is achieved by the requirements engineering process,
which is comprised of eliciting, analysing, specifying, agreei ng, and evolving requirements
(Nuseibeh & Easterbrook 2000). Requirement speci fi cations become larger and more
complex as more adv anced capabilities and characteri8tics are needed, wanted, or des ired by
the users or takehoJders of systems and services.
The requirements engjneering process has been criticised for its immaturity (Faulk 1997).
Firstly, in the context of safety-critical systems, missing, misunderstood, and erroneous
requirements are causal to many safety-related software faults (Lutz 1993; Marszal &
Scharpf 2002); and secondly, in the context of project success factors, only 16.2% of IT
projects are successfully completed on-time and on-budget. A large share of the remaining
83.8% attribute their challenges to requirements defects (The Standish Group 1994).
One of the most recognised requirements defects is ambiguity. Ambiguity is characteristic
of natural language, and natural language is used to express 71 % of requirement
specifications (Mich, Franch & Novi Inverardi 2002). Ambiguity is a major problem in
requirements specifications because the different readers of the requirements specification
may understand different things. If the implementers' understanding of the document differs
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from that of the customer or users, then the customer and the users are likely not to be
satisfied with the implementation produced by the implementers. Many times, ambiguity is
not noticed by anyone looking at the requirements document. Very often, each
subconsciously disambiguates the document to the first interpretation he or she finds and he
or she thinks that this first interpretation is the only interpretation (Berry & Kamsties 2003).
Furthermore, a case study has shown that ambiguous requirements, when detected, lead to
requirements volatility (Nurmuliani 2007) since the authors want to disambiguate. However,
requirements change is characteristic of challenged projects (The Standish Group 1994), so
there is a need to detect and resolve ambiguity problems very early in the requirements
engineering process.
Berry and Kamsties (2003) suggest three possible solutions to the ambiguity problem: 1)
Learn to write less ambiguously and less imprecisely, 2) Learn to detect ambiguity and
imprecision, and 3) Use a CNL which is inherently less ambiguous and more precise. We
have decided to focus on 3) CNLs, since this is the solution that appears to have the least
empirical evaluation and the most speculation in the literature. CNLs aim to express text
using a grammar and/or lexicon that will reduce the inherent ambiguity of natural language
without sacrificing correctness or readability (Fuchs & Schwitter 1996; Schwitter 2002).
However CNLs are often criticised for being overly restrictive and unnatural to re.ad and
write (Goyvae11s 1996; Somers 2003). Furthermore, the development of CNLs is both
labour-intensive and time-intensive, for example at least 5 years from inception to industry
adoption (Allen 2004; Nyberg, Mitamura & Huijsen 2003). Nyberg, Mitarnura and Huijsen
(2003) suggest that "perhaps an ideal situation for CNL is for the machine to rewrite texts

automatically into CNL without changing the meaning expressed by the sentence. For
example, vocabulary selection could be done automatically when the author uses a term
outside the controlled vocabulary. Sentences would be rewritten if the author uses
expressions outside the CNL grammar. Furthermore, disambiguation would be done
automatically with no author interaction. After the machine's rewrite is completed, the
author would just read the text to confirm that it still expresses the original intention and that
there are no major stylistic errors. Such a rewriting system could help to maximize author
productivity and minimize training problems, while taking full advantage of the benefits of
CNLs".
In summary, the problem addressed by this thesis is ambiguous requirements. Our
motivation for solving this problem is driven by its significance, specifically the impact on
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project costs, schedule, and potential safety consequences. We are inspired by the vision of
Nyberg, Mitamura and Hui jsen (2003), and so focus this thesis on automating the reexpression of requirements in a way that significantly reduces their lexical ambiguity,
without significantly reducing their correctness or readability. For reasons that we explain
later in Section 2.6.1, we have bound the research question to conventionality rather than

readability since it is extremely difficult to build an automated system that predicts human
understanding.

1.2.

Research Question

How can a requirements specification be automatically re-expressed in a way that
significantly reduces its Lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness or
conventionality?

1.3.

Motivation to Answer Research Question

Throughout the past 10 years I have been challenged with requirements-related issues
almost daily. I have worked for the Royal Australian Air Force, BAE Systems, ADI-Limited,
Raytheon Australia, Thales Australi a, and Downer EDI Rail. I have elicited, analysed,
specified, negotiated, and evolved requirements using a range of Requirements Management
tools, e.g. DOORS, CORE, Requisi tePro. I have been involved in all lifecycJe stages of
engineering a system , from the operatio nal concept through to user acceptance testing. I have
experienced requ irements problems fi rst hand, and cannot over--emph asise, the enormou amount of time that is spent trying to understand the meaning of poor quality requirements.
The project I am on at the time of writing thi s thesis has over 200 requi rement changes in
process. At least half of these are classed as ambiguous requirements. The time spent
negotiating changes at preliminary design review is significantly more than what it would
have been back at system requirements review, and in almost every case, the requirement
could have been identified as ambiguous from the outset. The problem as I see it is that we
allow our projects to live with ambiguity, without really understanding the consequences. I
am motivated to change this mindset because I have seen the problems created by ambiguity
in the design , implementation, test, and acceptance phases of a project.
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1.4.

Research Scope

The scope of our research is necessarily limited. Such limitations are progressively
introduced throughout the course of this thesis, however, to assist the reader, we summarise
the key boundaries from the outset.
1. There are numerous quality factors considered relevant to requirements and requirements

specifications, e.g. (Davis et al. 1993). This research focuses primarily on reducing
ambiguity. Specifically we focus on reducing lexical ambiguity, which occurs when a
word has several meanings, also referred to as polysemy and homonymy . This research
does not focus on reducing other forms of ambiguity such as syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic ambiguity as defined by Berry and Kamsties (2003).
2.

There have been various methods proposed to reduce ambiguity, such as inspections
(Kamsties, Berry & Paech 2001), style guides (Buley, Moore & Owess 1988; Kovitz
1998; Oriel 1999), sentence patterns (Adi-wijaya 2003; Rolland & Proix 1992; Rupp &
Goetz 2000), and words-to-avoid lists (Gray 2000), however, in this thesis we focus
primarily on Controlled Natural Languages (CNLs). Furthermore, we focus on
controlled lexicons rather than controJled grammars due to our previous decision to
focus on lexical ambiguity.

3.

We limit our consideration of CNL side-effects to conectness and conventionality. We
do not consider the multitude of other pos ·ible quality factors affected, such as those
defined by Davis et al. (1993). We justify this decision in the thesis.

4. We develop artifacts in accordance with the design-science paradigm (March & Smith
1995). Thus the ai1ifacts are limited to constructs, methods, models, and instantiations.
5. The scope of our evaluation is limited to a single industry specification from a single
application domain, i.e. the rail-industry. We do not evaluate other specifications from
other application domains.
6.

The scope of our evaluation is also limited to the re-expression of verbs within
requirements, and not other parts of speech. This limitation is made to control
confounding effects.
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7.

We develop a software prototype for proof-of-concept. Since the software is a prototype,
software testing is limited and informal , i.e. not documented in this thesis.

1.5.

Research Contributions

This research combines design-science and natural-science using the framework and
method described by March and Smith (1995), thus the artifacts produced are: constructs,
models, methods, and instantiations. There are five key contributions of this research:
1. The Model: the model is a set of unique propositions that express relationships amongst
domain constructs. Thi s thesis defines four new propositions: a) Similar b) Correct, c)
Conventional, and d) Unambiguous. The novel contribution is the formal definition we
have provided for these concepts, which we consider to be an extension upon the
literature reviewed e.g. our proposition for conventional is an amalgamation of
Fellbaum' s richly-lexicalised (Fellbaum 1990) and Green's frequently occurring (Green
2006) concepts. The synthesis of new defini6ons and propositions from exi sting
literature is the reason that the Model presented in Section 4 .3 is considered to be a
unique contribution to the body of knowledge.
2.

The -rvfolhod: the method defines how we intend to calculate each function u ed by the
model. This thesis define s six new functions: a) Meaning, b) Senses, c) Frequency, d)
Width, e) Similarity, and f) Replaceabili ty. The novel contribution is the formal
defi ni tion we have developed for each function . The n ethod also defi nes the exact
sequence of acti vities that need to be folJowed to enabl e optimal re-expression to occur.
We believe the largest single contribution within the Method is the replaceability metric
(Boyd, Zowghi & Gervasi 2007) which aims to provide the optimal trade-off between
correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity. It is for these reasons that the
Method presented in Section 4.5 is considered to be a unique contribution to the body of
knowledge.

3. The Software Prototype: the software prototype is a re-usable and fuJJy-functionaJ
implementation of the method. The purpose of the software prototype is to demonstrate
proof-of-concept and to provide a tool to facilitate evaluation. The novel contribution is
the source code itself. Other researchers may wish to re-use our software prototype to
extend the evaluation to other requirement specifications; or to develop a plug-in
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validation tool for existing requirements management tools. It is for these reasons that
Appendix F: Prototype Software is considered to be a valuable contribution.
4.

The Evaluation Method: the evaluation method defines a set of new metrics that we have
designed for comparing the correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity of
optimally re-expressed specifications to their original NL source specification. The
literature review confirmed that such metrics did not previously exist. Since there is
recognition within the literature that more empirical validation of CNLs is needed to
justify their merit, we believe the evalua6on method and metrics that we have created in
Chapter 5 are a unique contribution to the body of knowledge that can be re-used by
future researchers.

5. Empitical Evidence: this thesis provides valuable empirical evidence in support of the
claim that constraining natural language, in particular the lexicon, can improve the
quality of requirement specifications. This evidence is a novel contribution since there is
a lack of empirical evidence to support the claims made in the CNL literature.
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1.6.

Roadmap

Research Question

j

I

~
L:::J

Figure 1 - Thesis Roadmap

In Chapter 2 we review and evalu ate the literature relating to the topic of reducing
ambiguity in requirements , and we identify our research opportunity. In Chapter 3 we
transform the research opportunity into the research q uestion addressed by this thesis.
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We select March and Smith's (1995) strategic combination of design-science and naturalscience as the appropriate research methodology to answer the research question. In Chapter
4 we present the design of the artifacts to answer the research question in terms of constructs,
models, methods, and instantiations. One key instantiation is a software prototype that we
use to evaluate our solution to the research question.
In Chapter 5 we define the metrics to collect to measure the dependent variables:

correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity. We nominate the evaluation method and
design the controlled experiment to collect the required data using questionnaires. We use an
industry-based specification as the sample specification. We define hypothesis tests for
determining the significance in change to correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity
when compared to the original unconstrained industry-specification.
In Chapter 6 we answer the research question by determining whether it is possible to

automatical ly re-express a requirements specification in a way that significantly reduces its
lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness or conventionality. We
consider the internal and external vaUdity of our answer, and we highlight key implications
for future research and industry practice with respect to our topic. We conclude the thesis by
providing our suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1.

Purpose

The purpose of the literature review as defined by Leedy & Ormrod (2005) is:
•

to establi sh the importance of the problem;

•

to demonstrate familiarity with significant research related to the problem;

•

to describe theoretical perspectives and previous findings on the problem

•

to compare and contrast existing research on the problem

•

to highlight significant research opportunities relating to the problem

2.2.

Systems Engineering

Systems Theory first originated in biology in the 1920s out of the need to explain the
interrelatedness of organisms in ecosystems (Bale 1995). The term systems engineering can
be traced back to Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 1940 (Schlager 1956). The need to
identify and manipulate the properties of a system as a whole, which in complex engineering
projects may greatly differ from the sum of the parts' properti es, motivated the Department
of Defense. NASA, and other industries to apply the

di~ciphne

(Hall 1962). That is, systems

engineering was born out of a need to manage the growing complexity of systems (Sage

J 992). Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means for enabling the
realization and deployment of successful systems (B ernhard 1993).
The International Council on Systems Engineeri ng (INCOSE) (2005) defi ne a system as
"a construct or collection of different elements th at together produce results not obtainable
by the elements alone. The elements, or parts, can include people, hardware, software,
faci Ii ties, policies, and documents; that is, all things required to produce systems-level
results. The results include system level qualities, properties, characteristics, functions ,
behaviour and performance. The value added by the system as a whole, beyond that
contributed independently by the parts, is primarily created by the relationship among the
parts; that is, how they are interconnected". The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE-S td-1220 1994) defines a system as " the top element of the system
architecture, specification tree, or system breakdown structure that is comprised of one or
more products and associated life-cycle processes and their products and services" . The
Electronic Industries Association (EIA-632 2003) defines a system as "an aggregation of end
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products and enabling products to achieve a given purpose". The primary difference between
these definitions is that INCOSE defines a system as inclusive of people, however both
IEEE-Std-1220 and EIA-632 define a system as an aggregation of products, where products
are defined as physical items: hardware, software, documents, or services, i.e. excluding
people.
A consensus of INCOSE fellows has defined Systems Engineering as "an engineering
discipline whose responsibility is creating and executing an interdisciplinary process to
ensure that the customer and stakeholder's needs are satisfied in a high quality, trustworthy,
cost efficient and schedule compliant manner throughout a system's entire life cycle"
(INCOSE 2005). Noting that INCOSE fellows are described as "individuals with significant
verifiable contributions to the art and practice of Systems Engineering in industry,
government or academia" (INCOSE 2005), we should have some confidence in the validity
of this

definition.

IEEE-Std-1220

(1994)

defines

Systems

Engineering

as

"an

interdisciplinary collaborative approach to derive, evolve, and verify a life-cycle balanced
system solution that satisfies customer expectations and meets public acceptability". We do
not find there is any major conflict between these two definitions.
Sy terns engineedng is not new. Figure 2 has been extracted from Martin (2008) and
shows the histori ~al evolution of standards and models that describe the systems engineering
process. Furthermore, in the author ' experience, such standards and models often form part
of a developer's contract, and can therefore be considered reflective of industry practice. In
particular standards IEEE-Std-1220 (1994) and EJA-632 (2003) are a foundation to the latest
standards, and tend to be mandated in many recent defence and rail industry contracts
(authors' experience).
zoo°"'

Systems
Engineering

(Upda!esj

Figure 2 - Heritage of Systems Engineering Standards {from {Martin 2008))
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IEEE-Std-1220 (1994) describes the process of defining the consumer product

requirements in terms of functional and performance requirements, quality factors,
producibility, supportability, safety, and environmental impacts. EIA-632 (2003) describes
the process of establishing and evolving a complete and consistent set of requirements that
will enable delivery of feasible and cost-effective system solutions. I.e. both standards focu s
heavily on the importance of requirements engineering.
Thi s thesis intentionally addresses the higher-level topic of system requirements, as
opposed to the lower-level topic of software requi rements. Thi s is because the authors'
background and experience is as a systems engineer (recall Section 1.3), and it is often the
case that requirements ambiguities originate at the system level. That being said, it is worth
highlighting the fact that Sommerville (1992), Davis (1993), and Boehm (1975) all concur
that the establishment, definition, analysis, and evolution of requirements is fundamental to
the development of a software system. Furthermore, Brooks ( 1987) has claimed that
"defi ni ng precisely what to build" is the single hardest part of building a software system.

2.3.

Requirements Engineering

2.3.1.

What is a Requirement

The IEEE Standard Glos ary (IEEE Std 610.12 1990) defines a requirement to be:
1) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective.
2) A condjtion or capabj lity that must be met or possessed by a system or system
component to satisfy a contract,. standard, specification, or other formally imposed
documents.
3) A documented representation of a condition or capability as in 1) or 2).
Sommerville and Sawyer (1997) define a requirement as a capability that stakeholders
want or a statement of a system service or constraint. Davis (2005) defines a requirement as
externally observable characteristics of a desired system.
For simpli city, and to demonstrate consistency, we amalgamate these definitions as
follows: a requirement is an externally observable behaviour or properry of a sy:;tem or

service that is needed, wanted, or desired by some user or stakeholder. The complete set of
requirements for a system or service is captured in a requirement specifi cation.
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2.3.2.

Requirements Engineering Process

The requirements engineering process is responsible for producing the requi rement
specification. Nuseibeh and Easterbrook (2000) explain the RE process consists of:
I) Eliciting requirements,

2) AnaJysing requirements,
3) Specifying requirements,
4) Agreeing requirements, and
5) Evolving requirements.
Zave (1997) agrees, and provides a software-oriented definition of requirements
engineering as "the branch of software engineering concerned with the real-world goals for,
functions of, and constraints on software systems. It is also concerned with the relationship
of these factors to precise specifications of software behaviour, and to their evolution over
time and across software families".
Hsia, Davis and Kung (1993) describe RE as one of the most crucial steps in the process
of creating a high-quality software product, explaining that RE consists of all activities
relating to 1) identifying and documenting customer and user needs, 2) creating a document
that describes the external behaviour and the associated constraints that will satisfy those
needs, and 3) analysing and validating the requirements document to ensure consi tency,
completeness and feasibility , and satisfying evoiution need . The RE process described by
Nuseibeh and Easterbrook (2000) L consistent with the RE process described by Hsia, Davis
and Kung (l 993), which indicates some level of matmity in the RE process. Interestingly,
Faulk (1997) criticises the RE process as being "characterised by its immaturity".

2.3.3.

Properties of a High-Quality Requirements Specification

IEEE Std 830 ( 1993) states that a requirements specification should be: a) Correct, b)
Unambiguous, c) Complete, d) Consistent, e) Ranked for importance, f) Verifiable, g)
Modifiable, and h) Traceable.
EIA-632 (2003) states that a requirements specification should be:

a) Correct, b)

Feasible, c) Focused (what not how), d) Complete, e) Modifiable, f) Unambiguous, g)
Verifiable, and h) Consistent.
Other sources (Boehm 1975; Davis et al. 1993, Davi s 2005; Zowghi & Gervasi 2002)
suggest one or more of the following: a) Understandable, b) Unambiguous, c) Complete, d)
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Consistent, e) Correct, f) Feasible, g) Minimal , h) Not Redu ndant, i) Agreed, j) Under/OverSpecified, k) Quantified/Precise, 1) Closed, and m) Verifiable.

This highlights two key points:
1) There is no single agreed list of quality factors for requirements, and

2) There are a large number of quality factors to consider.

2.3.4.

Important Quality Factors

We consider quality factors causal to schedule-overruns, cost-overruns, and safety-related
accidents to be the most important quality factors .

The U .K Health and Safety Executive conducted a study of thirty-four accidents in
different industries that were all caused by control and safety system failures. The results
indicate the main cause of these accidents was errors in the system specification (Marszal &
Scharpf 2002). Lutz ( 1993) agrees, and identifies that in the context of safety-critical
systems,

missing

(incomplete) , misunderstood

(unclear),

and

erroneous

(i ncorrect)

requirements are causes of safety-rel ated software faults.
The CHAO S Report (The Standish Group 1994) fou nd that only 16.2% of projects are
successfully completed on-time and on-budget, 52.7% of projects are completed late, run
over budget, or deliver Jess features than originall y specified, and 31.190 of projects are
cancelled. Jn urveying 365 JT executive managers about why projects succeed and why they
fail. The repmt fou nd that:

The top three reason s why a project will succeed are:
l . User involvement,
2. Executive management support, and
3.

A clear statement of requirements.

The top three reasons why a project will fail are:

1.

Lack of user input,

2.

Incomplete requirements, and

3.

Changing requirements.

Bell and Thayer's historical report (Bell & Thayer 1976) on the analysis of requirement
problem reports concluded th at the most common types of requirement problems detected
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were incorrect, incomplete and unclear requirements. Interestingly, Nurmuliani's much more
recent empirical case study into reasons for requirements volatility (Nurmuliani 2007) shows
that unclear (ambiguous) requirements were the second most significant reason for
requirements change (15.7%), missing (incomplete) requirements were the fourth most
significant reason for requirements change (11.2% ), and erroneous (incorrect) requirements
were not listed in top five significant reasons for requirements change. Of interest, the case
study found that functionality enhancements were the most significant reason for
requirements change (21.8% ). Thus, after 30 years of RE, it appears that requirements
defects continue to trigger requirements change, and that requirements change continues to
have adverse effects on software project attributes, such as schedule and cost (Stark,
Skillicorn & Ameele 1999), performance (Zowghi & Nurmuliani 1998), and development
effort (Pfahl & Lebsanft 2000).
Thus, whilst there are many quality factors relevant to requirement specifications, for the
reasons outlined above, we consider incorrectness, incompleteness and ambiguity to be
important, since they have been linked to schedule-overruns, cost-overruns, and safetyrelated accidents . Note however, that since the scope of this research is to focu s on optimalconstraint, and since a primary goal of constrained languages is to reduce ambiguity (Berry
& Kamsties 2003; Fuchs & Schwitter 1996; Huijsen 1998), we focus the remainder of this
literature review on ways to r duce ambiguity, rather than on improving conectness or
improving completeness.

2.4.

Requirements Am biguity

There is no single comprehensive definition of ambiguity in the software engineering
literature. Berry and Kamsties (2003) derive two possible meanings for ambiguity from the
Merriam Webster Engli sh Dictionary (2004), highlighting that ambiguity is itself
ambiguous! (Beny, Kamsties & Krieger 2003):
1) "the capability of being understood in two or more possible senses or ways"; and

2) "uncertainty".
Berry and Kamsties (2003) explain that ambiguity is a much deeper concept than
suggested by the dictionary, and present a taxonomy of ambiguity types. Bach (2000) aJso
proposes a model of ambigui ty i.e. lexical and structural, where structural in (Bach 2000)
appears to be equivalent to syntactic in (Berry & Kamsties 2003). Hence the latest model
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proposed in (Berry & Kam sties 2003) and shown in Figure 3, also appears to be the most
comprehensive and granul ar.
Va~

/Homonymy
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Figure 3 - Taxonomy of Ambiguity Types (from Berry & Kamsties (2003))

Note th at whil st Figure 3 shows vagueness and generahty as a type of requirements
ambigui ty, in a separate section of (Berry & Karnsties 2003) , it is stated that vagueness and
generality are a form of indeterminacy, which i

closely related, but different from

arnbigu·ty. Boehm (1975) suggesb that indeterminacy (due to mis ing information) is indeed
a fom1 of incompleteness rather than ambiguity. Furthermore we note that the followi ng
definitions of ambiguity by Schneider, Martin, and Tsai (1992), and Gause and Weinberg
( 1989) ten d to relate more to the topic of indeterminacy and incompleteness than to
ambiguity.

•

Schneider, Marti n, and T sai (1992) define ambiguity as: "An important term, phrase, or
sentence essenti al to an understanding of system behaviour has either been left undefined
or defined in a way that can cause confusion and misunderstanding. Note, these are not
merely language ambiguities such as an uncertain pronoun reference, but ambigui ties
about the actual system and its behavior"

•

Gause anG Weinberg ( 1989) define ambiguity as relating to missing information and

communication errors. Missing information has various reasons. For instance, humans
make errors in observation and recall, tend to leave out self-evident and other facts , and
general ize incorrectly. Communication eITors that occur between the author and the
reader are typically due to expression inadequacies in the writing.
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2.4.1.

Linguistic Ambiguity

Berry, Kamsties and Krieger (2003) state that linguistic ambiguity is investigated in
linguistics and in related fields, namely, computational linguistics, e.g. (Allen 1995; Hirst
1987; Lyons 1977; Voorhees, Claudia and Geoffrey 1995). There is no universally accepted
definition of linguistic ambiguity. We believe the foIJowing definitions from the literature
relate to linguistic ambiguity.
•

IEEE-Std-830 (1993) states "An SRS is unambiguous if, and only if, every requirement
stated therein has one interpretation."

•

Davis et al. (1993) explain ambiguity: "Imagine a sentence that is extracted from an
SRS, given to ten people who are asked for an interpretation. If there is more than one

interpretation, then that sentence is probably ambi guous."
•

Harwell et al. (1993) define unambiguity as : "A requirement must be unambiguous in
the sense that different users with similar backgrounds would give the same

interpretation to the requirement"
•

Kamsties, Berry and Paech (2001 ) defin e a requirement as ambiguous "if it has multiple

interpretations despite the readers knowledge of the context". Kamsties and Paech
(2000) also state: "a reguiremenr is genuinely ambiguous if it has a discrete number of
interpretations, no general meaning is avail able which covers the distinct readings, and
clarification is required to make sense of it."
•

Berry, Kamsties and Krieger (2003) state "an ambiguity is anything that causes different

people to understand differently".
•

Hooks (1994) states that "terms are ambiguous because they are subjective -- they mean
something different to everyone who reads them. "

•

Chantree (2004) says that ambiguity means "capable of being understood in more than

one way" .
•

Ide and Veronis (1998) state "Ambiguity is the property of being ambiguous, where a
word, term, notation, sign, symbol , phrase, sentence, or any other form used for
communication, is called ambiguous if it can be interpreted in more than one way.
Ambiguity is context-dependent: the same communication may be ambiguous in one
context and unambiguous in another context. For a word, ambiguity typically refers to an
unclear choice between different definitions as may be found in a dictionary. A sentence
may be ambiguous due to different ways of parsing the same sequence of words."
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•

Bach (2000) states "ambiguity is, strictly speaking, a property of linguistic expressions.
A word, phrase, or sentence is ambiguous if it has more than one meaning."
These definitions of ambiguity all relate to having more than one interpretation. We note

that whilst the taxonomy of ambiguity types in Figure 3 shows three types of linguistic
ambiguity 1) Lexical, 2) Syntactic, and 3) Semantic. The more recent work of Berry and
Kamsties (2003) extends thi s to a fourth type, pragmatic ambiguity. Interestingly, this aligns
with the syntactic-structural-semantic-pragmatic quality model proposed by Fabbrini et al.
(1998) where syntactic is equivalent to lexical , and structural is equivalent to syntactic.
Conversely, we note that Bach (2000) uses a more limiting definition, restricting linguistic
ambiguity to lexical ambiguity and syntactic ambiguity (note that Bach refers to syntactic
ambiguity as structural ambiguity). I.e. Bach excludes semantic ambiguity and pragmatic
ambiguity from hi s definition of lingui stic ambiguity. We now explain these forms of
linguistic ambiguity.

2.4.1.1.

Lexical ambiguity

Berry and Kam ti es (2003) say that lexical ambiguity occurs when a word has several
meanings. Ide and Veronis (1998) agree that for a word, lexical ambiguity typi cally refers to
an unclear choice between different definitions as may be found in a dictionary. Lexical
ambiguity can be further ubdivid d into 1) homonymy and 2) polysemy.
l) Hornonymy: occurs when two different words have the same written and phonetic

representation, but unrelated meanings and different etymologies, i.e. different histories
of development (Berry & Kamsties 2003). For example, bank has several distinct
definitions, including financial institution and the edge of a river.
2) Polysemy: occurs when a word has several related meanings but one etymology (Berry
& Kamsties 2003). For example, the word gas in the requirement there shall be a

warning light telling the driver when they need more gas could be interpreted as:
a.

gasoline, gasolene, gas, petrol -- (a volatile flammable mixture of hydrocarbons
(hexane and heptane and octane etc.) derived from petroleum; used mainly as a fuel
in internal -combustion engines)

b.

accelerator, accelerator pedal , gas pedal, gas, throttle, gun -- (a pedal that controls
the throttl e valve; "he stepped on the gas")

Of course interpreting the gas warning light as a need to "step on the gas" is unlikely, yet
possible and highly dangerous!
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The distinction between polysemy and homonymy is often unclear: is it one word with
two related meanings, or two completely separate words that just happen to have the same
form? (Frath 2001). Polysemy is a much larger contributor to lexical ambiguity than
homonymy, since related meanings are harder to distinguish than unrelated meanings (Berry
& Kamsties 2003). There are a few exceptions to this, for example, words like light and bear
are homonyms that induce ambiguity in phrases or sentences in which they occur, such as

light suit and the duchess can't bear children.
Veale (2004) states "Ambiguity is such a vexing problem in natural language processing
that it is easy to forget that, like cholesterol, lexical ambiguity comes in both a good form
and a bad form . Homonymy, the bad form, is ambiguity arising from historical coincidences
of language that do not folJow any predictable conceptual patterns, and which generally
serve no useful purpo e beyond the generation of puns. The study of homonymy may
illuminate in some small way the diachronic development of language but sheds no light at
all on its conceptual underpinnings. Polysemy, on the other hand, arises when two or more
related meanings are shoehorned into the same lexical form for reasons of linguistic
economy or creativity. Polysemy i thus a good form of lexical ambiguity. Its presence, if
detected, can reveal the workings of a systematic conceptual trend at work, or a relational
simil arity between senses that has not been explic1tly marked in the lexicon". The key phrase
here is "if detected", thus Veale argues that ambiguity is acceptable in sp cifications,
providing it i, in the form of polysemy and providing the ambiguous words are detected and
not misinterpreted.
Bach (2000) explains there are various tests for detecting lexical ambiguity. One test is
having two unrelated antonyms, as with hard, which has both soft and easy as opposites.
Another is the conjunction reduction test. Consider the sentence, "The tailor pressed one suit
in his shop and one in the municipal court". Evidence that the word suit is ambiguous is
provided by the anomaly of the crossed interpretation of the sentence, on which suit is used
to refer both to an article of clothing and to a legal action.

2.4.1.2 .

Syntactic ambiguity

Berry and Kamsties (2003) say syntactic ambiguity (also called structural ambiguity
(Bach 2000)), occurs when a given sequence of words can be given more than one
grammatical structure, and each has a different meaning. In the terminology of compiler
construction, syntactic ambiguity occurs when a sentence has more than one parse. Syntactic
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ambiguity can be further subdivided into 1) attachment ambigui ty and 2) coordination
ambiguity.

1) Attachment ambiguity: occurs when a particular syntactic constituent of a sentence, such

as a prepositional phrase or a relative clause, can be legally attached to two parts of a
sentence. E.g. "The police shot the rioters with guns" which can be interpreted as "The
police shot [the rioters with guns] " or " [The police shot] the rioters [with guns]" (Hirst
1987), also, "Tibetan history teacher", which can be parsed in two structurally different
ways, e.g., "[Tibetan history] teacher" and "Tibetan [history teacher]" (Berry, Kamsties
& Krieger 2003) .

2) Coordination ambiguity: occurs when a) more than one conjunction (i. e. and/or) is used
in a sentence, orb) when one conjunction is used with a modifier. E.g. (a) "I saw Peter
and Paul and Mary saw me". E.g. (b) "young man and woman" (Berry, Kamsties &
Krieger 2003) .
We have discovered two articles of literature that appear to speci ficaJly define ambiguity
as syntactic ambiguity rather than the more general linguistic ambiguity.
•

Grover et al. (2000) believes that if an input sentence results in more than one formalism
then the sentence is ambiguous.

•

Gillon (1990) says that an expression is ambiguous iff the expression can accommodate
more than one structura] analysis.

2.4.1.3.

Semantic ambiguity

Ben-y and K am sties (2003) say semantic ambiguity occurs when a sentence has more than
one way of reading it wi thi n its context although it contains no lexical or structural
ambiguity. They define semantic ambiguity as being inter-twined with syntactic ambiguity
and pragmatic ambiguity . We focu s here on the aspect of the definition that is not intertwined with other definitions, that is, scope ambiguity.
Berry and Kamsties (2003) say scope ambiguity occurs when using quantifier operators
such as "every", "each", "all", "some", "a", etc. and the negation operators such as "not".
E.g. "all linguists prefer a theory" generates the semantic ambiguity as to whether all
linguists prefer the same one theory, or whether that they prefer a perhaps different theory.
We assume that Bach (2000) is considering scope ambiguity as another form of syntactic
ambiguity since he does not explicitly recognise semantic ambiguity as a type of ambiguity .
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Further confusing the definition of semanti c ambiguity, Ravin and Leacock (2000) define
semantic ambiguity as "the ways in which multiple meanings, or senses, are represented in a
dictionary or lexicon and related to each other; the principles that govern these relations and
the mechanisms that allow the creation of new senses." We ignore this definition because it
does not make sense in the context of Berry and Kamsties (2003) taxonomy of ambiguity

types.

2.4.1.4.

Pragmatic ambiguity

Pragmatics is the study of the relations between language and context (Levinson 1983).
Berry and Kamsties (2003) say pragmatic ambiguity occurs when a sentence has several
meanings in the context in which it is uttered. The context comprises the language context,
i.e. the sentences uttered before and after, and the context beyond language, i.e. the situation,
the background knowledge, and expectations of the speaker or hearer and the writer or
reader.
1) Referential ambiguity: occurs when an anaphor can take its reference from more than
one element, each pl aying the role of the antecedent. E.g. "The trucks shall treat the
roads before they freeze". The antecedent of the anaphor they can be ei ther trucks or
roads.
2) Deictic ambiguity: occurs when pron un , time and place adverbs, such as now and here,
and other grammatical features, such as tense, have more than one reference point in the
context.
We now compare Berry and Kamsties (2003) definition of pragmati c ambiguity to the
definition of pragmatic quality provided by Fabbiini et al. (1998). Fabbrini et al. (1998) state
that pragmati c quality means 1) valid comprehension: everything that has been understood
by the reader is actually a statement in the requirements, and 2) complete comprehension:
every statement in the requirements has been understood by the reader. It seems that Berry
and Kamsties define pragmatic in a more limited sense than Fabbrini et al. , since referential

ambiguity and deictic ambiguity relate to valid comprehension, but complete comprehension
does not appear to be within the scope of Berry and Kamsties (2003) definition.
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2.4.2.

Why are Requirements Ambiguous?

Mich, Franch and Novi Inverardi (2002) conducted an online survey to compare natural,
restricted, and formal specification languages, and they discovered that 71.8% of
requirement specifications are written in Natural Language. We have noticed that this one
survey has been cited by many other researchers, e.g. (Berry, Kamsties & Krieger 2003;
Kiyavitskaya et al. 2008), perhaps highlighting the lack of empirical evidence on the subject.
It is not clear from this study whether the trend is heading towards more formal methods, or
whether NL is becoming even more popular for writing requirement specifications.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary (2005), the 500 words used most in the
English language each have an average of 23 different meanings. The word round, for
instance, has 70 di stinctly different meanings. The variance of word meani ngs in natural
language has always posed problems for those who attempt to construct an unambiguous and
consistent statement. It is often the case that a written statement could be interpreted in
several ways by different individuals, thus rendering the statement subjective rather than
objective.
Byrd et al. (1987) finds that out of approximately 60,000 ent1ies in Websters Seventh
Dictionary, 21488, or almost 40%, have two or more senses. Moreover the most commonly
used words tend to be the most poJysemous. This finding supports Zipf s law (Zipf 1949),
which states that "the number of meanings of a word is con-elated with its frequency. Zipf
argues that conservation of speaker effort would prefer there to be only one word with all
meanings while conservation of hearer effort would prefer each meaning to be expressed by
a different word. Assuming that the e forces are equally strong, Zipf (1949) argues that the
number of meanings 'm' of a word obeys the Jaw : m ex:

"1f '',

where 'f' is the frequency of

occunence.
Berry and Kamsties (2003) claim "we al] know that natural language is so imprecise, so
ambiguous, and so inherently so!" IEEE-Std-830 (1993) states that "requirements are often
written in natural language (for example, English). Natural language is inherently
ambiguous". lGyavitskaya et al. (2008) agrees that ambiguity is an intrinsic phenomenon of
natural language. Requirements written in NL are often ambiguous, inaccurate, inconsistent
and therefore very difficult to process automatically (Fraser, Kumar & Vaishnavi 1991;
Schwitter 2002; Sommerville 1992). Yet 71 .8% of requirement specifications continue to be
written in Natura] Language (Mich, Franch & Novi Inverardi 2002). Jackson (1995) suggests
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this is because "Requirements Engineering is where the informal meets the formal ", Berry
and Kamsties (2003) explain that "there is no escaping NL requirement specifi cations". They
believe "ambiguity in natural language specifications is inescapable when producing
computer-based system specifications".
Davis and Rauscher ( 1979) explain that "one of the most commonly used languages for
expression of requirements is English. Although the freedom of expression available in
English makes it easy to use and inexpensive to generate, it suffers from high inherent
ambiguity level. This leads to misunderstandings between customers and suppliers,
requirements writers and software designers, software designers and management, and
software designers and test generation teams. "
We have explained that the English lexicon is lexically ambiguous, and

~ ince

most

requirements are written in the English language they will inherit the same lexical
ambiguities.

2.4.3.

Reducing Ambiguity in Requirements

Berry and Kamsties (2003) suggest three possible solutions to the ambiguity problem: 1)
Learn to write Jess ambiguously and Jess imprecisely, 2) Learn to detect ambiguity and
imprecjsion, and 3) Use a restricted natural

langua~e

which L inherently less ambiguous and

more p recise. So 1) and 2) reduce the disadvantage of existing natural language, and 3)

restricts the natural language to disallow the djsadvantages. Berry and Kamsties (2003) omit
modelling as a solution to reducing ambiguity. For instance, the Unified Modelling
Language (UML) is a mainly graphical way of expressing problems and their solutions
(Fowler & Scott 2000). This is relevant because some things that can be difficult to express
textually, such as multiplicity, are easily handled by modelling languages. We have decided
not to investigate modelling languages any further in this literature review, since our
research question pertains to reducing lexical ambiguity which is textual, not graphical.

2.4.3.1.

Learn !o write less ambiguously and less imprecisely

Berry, Kamsties and Krieger (2003) explain that at least three distinct strategies can be
identified to avoid ambiguity in the written requirements. First, the precision of natural
language can be increased. Second, more contextual information can be provided in order to
allow the reader to resolve ambiguities herself. Third, conventions on how ambiguous
phrases shall be interpreted can be set up between the writer and the reader. We now
consider glossaries, styl e gui des, sentence patterns, and poor word lists as potential solutions.
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A glossary or dictionary defines important terms and phrases used in a requirements
document. Thus, it helps avoid lexical ambiguity. It requires considerable effort to create and
validate a glossary, but the initial effort pays off since it can be reused for future projects
within the same application domain. For example, Kovitz (1998) gives detailed guidelines
for creating a glossary. Designations by Jackson (1995) and the Language Extended Lexicon
by Leite and Franco (1993) are other techniques for grounding terms in reality.
A style guide is a set of rules on good practices in requirements writing. Ben Achour
(1998), Buley, Moore and Owess (1988), Hull, Jackson and Dick (2002), Kovitz (1998),
Oriel (1999) have all proposed style guides to assist requirements authors in writing better
quality requirements. An example of a rule that is found in many style guides is "use active
voice rather than passive voice".
Sentence patterns have been proposed to give the requirements author support in
articulating requirements. Alexander and Stevens (2002), Rolland and Proix ( 1992), Rupp
and Goetz (2000), Wiegers (2006), and Adi-Wijaya (2003) have all proposed sentence
patterns for writing requirements. Typically, the requirement must be rewritten slightly to fit
the pattern. E.g.:
[when?]

[under what conditions?]

THE SYS'fEM SHALL

! SHOULD I WII,L

<process> <thing to be processed> [<process detail>*] .

Poor word lists provide a collection of ambiguous words that should be avoided. For
example Gray (2000) provides a collection of ambiguous words that should be avoided.
Similarly, Hooks (l 994) Ii ts ambiguous and vague words to avoid e.g. "acceptable",
"accurate", "appropriate", "easy", "efficient", "essential", "immediately'', "minimum",
"maximum", "periodically", "sufficient", "user-friendly", etc.
Thus, we have found that glossaries, style guides, sentence patterns, and poor word lists
are already welJ addressed by the literature.

2.4.3.2.

Learn to detect ambiguity and imprecision

Berry, Kamsties and Krieger (2003) explain that there are a few different strategies for
detecting ambiguities.
1. Search for particular patterns of ambiguity, as done in reading techniques for
requirements inspections, e.g. (EIA-632 2003; Kamsties, Berry & Paech 2001;
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Kamsties 2001; Gause & Weinberg 1989). Some ambiguity detection techniques
have been automated by natural language processing tools, e.g. (Fabbrini et al. 2001;
Gervasi & Nuseibeh 2000; Ishihara, Seki & Kasami 1993; Mich & Garigliano 2000).
2.

Compare the interpretations of a document by different stakeholders; if they differ,
there is an ambiguity in the original document, e.g. (Easterbrook & Callahan 1998;
Lami 2005; Shubert et al. 1995 ; Stewart 1998).

3.

Communicate an interpretation back to the requirements author, after which she can
easily point out misinterpretations, e.g. (Lami 2005; Wilson, Rosenberg & Hyatt
1997).

The last two are perhaps the most effective strategies for finding ambiguities in
requirements specifications, but they demand more resources than other strategies and are
therefore applicable only in situations in which the cost of not finding ambiguities is at least
the cost of the resources required to find the ambi guities (Berry, Kamsties & Krieger 2003).

2.4.3.3.

Use a restricted natural language

We have explained th at requirements are ambiguous because they are typically written in
natural language, and that natural language is inherently ambiguous. Formal Languages (FL)
such as Z, B, and LOTOS have been introduced to combat the ambigui ty of NL. In theory,
formal languages should be the preferred choice of developers si nee they ai
unambiguous, clear,

11

to be

concise, precise, and computer proce ·sab]e (Schwitter 2002;

Sommervil.le 1992), ho we er, Fraser, Kumar & Yaishnavi (1991) explain that formal
languages typically require a degree of mathematical sophistication to learn and understand.
Schwitter (2004) acknowledges that FLs are difficult fo r non-specialists to appl y. It can be
very cumbersome to descri be the total behaviour of a complex software system becau se of
the vast number of possible uses of the future system. Neither is it clear what kind of
language should be used to describe the behavioural requirements so that a specification can
be derived in a systematic way from these requirements (Jackson 1995).
Berry and Kamsties (2003) state "There is that old trade-off: requirements specifications
written in natural languages versus mathematics-based formal languages. On one hand,
natural language is inherently ambiguous, but there is always someone who can write it, and
it is always more or less understood by all stakeholders, albeit somewhat differently by each.
On the other hand, mathematics-based formal language is inherently unambiguous, but there
is not always someone who can write it, and it is not understood by most stakeholders,
although all th at do understand it undersiand it the same".
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Davis and Rauscher ( 1979) state "as requirements become more formal, there are fewer
inter-party disagreements and misunderstandings. As a requirements language becomes more
applications-oriented and better human-engineered, there is more customer understanding.
Ideally, we would like to have a language which is the ultimate in both aspects." They go on
to say "The ultimate situation is to have different requirements languages for different
application areas". Whilst this may seem unrealistic, impractical and highly-costly, it
highlights the key point that requirements languages must be adaptable to be useful. This
important point influences the construction of our research question.
Dodd (1990) sums it up: "Somewhere between ridiculous pedantry and erroneous
formulation there presumably exists a reasonably precise way of specifying a problem in
English".

2.5.

Controlled Natural Language

IEEE-Std-830 (1993 ) states that "one way to avoid the ambi guity inherent in natural
language is to write the requirements in a particul ar requi rements pecifi cation language" .
Berry, Kamsties and Krieger (2003) defin e a controlled (restricted) language as "a precisely
defined subset of natural language for the use in specific environments". Schwitter (2002)
agree~,

and c1a1ifies that a CNL is a subset of a NL, such as Standard English (Quirk &

Greenbaum 1996) that has been restricted with respect to its grammar and/or lexicon.
Huijsen (l 998) desc1ibes a CNL as " . .. an expllcitly defined restriction of a natural language
that specifies constraints on lexicon, grammar, and style. The overall aim here is the
reducti on in ambiguity, redundancy, size and complexity" .
Grammatical restrictions result in less complex and less ambi guou s sentences. Lexical
restrictions reduce the size of the vocabul ary and the meaning of the lexical entries for a
particular application domain. Mich, Franch and Novi Inverardi (2002) estimate that 15.9%
of specifications are written in structured natural language. It is unclear whether this number
is on the rise, or whether CNLs have lost popularity since the survey. We were unable to find
any other surveys to use as a source of compari son.
There appears to be conflict within the literature about the effects of CNLs. On the one
hand, there are claims that CNLs "increase the readability and understandability" (Fuchs &
Schwitter 1996; Grover et al. 2000; Pulman 1996). I.e. CNLs have been proposed to solve
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the problem of over-flexibility of natural language, and to improve the quality of
specifications without losing their readability (Schwitter 2004; Sommerville 1992). On the
other hand, there are claims that CNLs tend to be unnatural to read and write (Somers 2003).
IEEE-Std-830 (1993) states that a disadvantage in the use of CNLs is the length of time
required to learn them. Goyvaerts (1996) claims that writing requirements in controlled
languages is 20% more time consuming that writing requirements in unrestricted NLs.
Unfortunately, we were unable to ascertain the specific method Goyvaerts used to make such
an es ti mate.
Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) provide a detailed description of CNL evolution
and highlight that there is no standardised CNL, say for English, which is approved by some
global authority. Rather than simply repeating their exceJJent historical account, we have
attempted to add value by summarising the key information, and by citing other relevant
work that was for some reason omitted by Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen.

2.5.1.

Evolution of Controlled Natural Languages

The notion of CNLs can be traced back to the 1930s (Ogden 1932) and 1940s (Ogden
1942). Ogden's Basic English consists of 850 words and few rules that describe how to
inflect these words and how to derive other words. The first CNL put to actual use was
Caterpillar Fundamental English (CFE), used by Caterpillar Inc. in the l 970s. CFE was to
enable non-English speaker: to read technical manuals after some basic training. The
intention of CFE was to elimjnate the need to translate documents into other languages.
However, the vocabulary was a mere 743 words in 1972. CFE was abandoned in 1982
primarily because equipment became too complex to express with such a limited vocabulary
(Kamprath et al. 1998). As a pmt of a major modernization effort by Caterpillar Inc., and to
overcome the limitations of CFE, Caterpillar Technical English (CTE) was created. CTE was
designed to be an Enforceable Controlled English - in contrast to CFE, which was not
enforced by Caterpillar Inc. at its time of use.
Rather than training technicians in CFE, CTE was designed to be machine translatable
into 35 different languages. This was a fundamental shift from Caterpillars initial approach
which was to write all manuals in fundamental English such that there was no need for
translation into other languages. CTE was developed from 1992- 1997 by 5 full-time people,
specifically, linguists and domain experts. CTE contains over 70,000 words that were
designed to be unambiguous to the human reader.
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The large volume of documentation (over 100,000 new pages each year) and the
requirement of translation in up to 35 languages necessitate heavy automation of the
translation process. To this end, Caterpillar engaged Carnegie Group Inc. and the Center for
Machine Translation (CMT) at Carnegie Mellon University to develop and deploy a
combined authoring and translation system based on CMT's KANT technology. The KANT
Machine Translation (MT) system (Nyberg & Mitamura 1992) produces high-quality
translation provided that the source language is strictly controlled for both vocabulary and
grammar.
In 1979, the Douglas Aircraft Company constructed a dictionary of about 2,000 words

which it uses fo r technical manuals. In the UK, Perkins Engines Ltd. introduced Perkins
Approved Clear English (PACE) (Douglas & Hurs 1996) to simplify their publications and
to aid translation in the 1980s. In Sweden, the Scania company, a leading manufacturer of
heavy trucks, has defined ScaniaSwedi sh (Alqvist & Sagvall Hein 1996), a CNL for the
automati c translation of truck maintenance documentation. Documentation is written by
technical writers at Scani a in Swedi sh, and is then translated in its fu11 versions into seven
languages : E ngli sh, German, Dutch, French, Ital ian, Spanish and Finnish.
One of the best-known CNLs is Simplified English (SE), a human-oriented CNL for
aircraft-maintenance documentation (AECMA 1986). SE includes a limited basic vocabulary
of approximately 3,100 words and a set of 57 wri ting rules. The guiding p1i nciple in the SE
lexicon, as in an y other CL lexicon, is "one word one meani ng". The vocabu lary can be
extended with aircraft-industry termi nology as needed: technical names, which are noun s
denoti ng specialized aircraft entitie (e.g. fuselage, air-traffic control) , and manufacturi ng
processes, which are verbs denoti ng industrial activities (e.g. anneal, poli sh). The writing
rules pertain to punctuation, word choice, sentence length, syntactic constructions, text
structure, style, and layout.
Very few researchers have ttied to employ CNLs for writing requirements specifications;
we found (Fuchs & Schwitter 1996; Grover et al. 2000; Schwitter 2002). There has been
limited research into the formali sation of NL requirements; we found (Ishihara, Seki &
Kas ami 1993; Macias & "?ulman

199 ~;

Pul man 1994).

Attempto Controlled English (ACE) (Fuchs & Schwitter 1996) is designed specifically
for specifying software requirements such that the requirements can be translated into firstorder predicate logic. The translated document can be verified for completeness and
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consistency by querying it in ACE, thus validation and prototyping in concepts close to the
application domain become possible and the results can be understood by all parties
concerned. Schwitter defines PENG (Processable ENGiish) as a computer-processable CNL
(Schwitter 2002). PENG covers a well defined subset of standard English and is precisely
defined by a controlled grammar and a controlled lexicon. The controlled language contains
domain specific content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) and predefined function
words (pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, determiners, and interrogatives). Like ACE,
PENG is designed for specifying software requirements (in fact Schwitter was heavily
involved in the development of ACE). There are no obvious differences between the
controlled grammar and controlled lexicon of PENG versus the contro11ed grammar and
controlled lexicon of ACE.
According to Schwitter, the primary advantage PENG has over ACE is ECOLE -- a look
ahead text editor that guides the requirements engineer through the grammar of the CNL. In
this way, the domain specialist does not need to learn and to remember the restrictions of the
controlled language. The development of ECOLE was based on the premise that if the
syntactic and lexical restrictions are too hard for the author to remember, or if 1.t takes too
long for the author to come up with a sentence that conforms to the contro11ed language
definition, then . uch controlled languages wi11 not be acceptable. This view is shared by
Berry & Kamsties (2003) who state ''there is a genuine need for ool support for writing
requirements documents in order to enforce the grammar and the fixed vocabulary of the
controlled language."
Grover et al. (2000) have developed a contro11ed language for the specification and
verification of hardware designs js used in interactive, dialogica1 settings, without extensive
redrafting of the input documents and without requiring its users to be trained in the use of
the language. In this way Grover's hardware language is similar to PENG with ECOLE.
Table 1 was first presented in (Boyd, Zowghi & Fanoukh 2005) and provides a
comprehensive list of the CNLs we have encountered throughout our review of the literature.
We later discovered that Spaggiari, Beaujard and Cannesson (2003) created a similar list importantly, the two lists overlapped, giving a greater degree of confidence in the
completeness of Table 1.
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Alcatel COGRAM (Adriaens & Schreurs 1992)

Telecommunications

Attempto Controlled English (ACE) (Fuchs & Sch witter 1996)

General

Caterpillar Fundamental English (CFE) (Kamprath et al. 1998)

Heavy Equipment

Caterpillar Technical English (CTE) (Kamprath et al. 1998)

Heavy Eq uipment

Simplified English (SE) (AECMA 1986)

Aerospace Technical Manuals

Controlled Automotive Service Language (CASL) (Allen 2004)

Auto Manufacturing

Grover et al Hardware Specification Language (Grover et al. 2000)

Hardware Specifications

IBM EasyEnglish (Bernth 1997)

Information Technology Services

r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~ ·-------~-

K od a k International Service Language (KISL) (Allen 2004)

Photographic/Digital Technology

Perkins Approved Clear English (PACE) (Douglas & Hurs 1996)

Diesel Engine Manufacturing

Processable ENGiish (PENG) (Schwitter 2002)

General

ScaniaSwedish (Alqvist & Sagvall Hein 1996)

Truck Maintenance Manuals

Sun Controlled English (Allen 2004)

Computer Hardware

Xerox Multilingual Customized English (Allen 2004)

Printing Equipment

Airbus A3XX (Spaggiari , Beaujard & Cannesson 2003)

Aircraft Warning Messages

2.5.1.1 .

Development of Controlled Natural Language

In order to define a controlled vocabulary for a particular application domain , pre-existing
documents are analyzed as an initial source of vocabulary (Grover et aL 2000 ; Nyberg,
Mitamura & Hu ijsen 2003). Domajn experts are engaged. and au tomatic parsers are utBised
to extract domai n keywords and re-occurring phrases respectively (Kamprath et al. 1998).
The rterature confirms that:
0

ScaniaSwedi sh was derived from 15,000 pages of text (Alqvist & Sagvall Hei n 1996),

•

Caterpillar Technical English fro m 50Mb of data (Kamprath et al. 1998),

•

A3XX from 3000 sentences and 700 word (Spaggiari, Beaujard & C annesson 2003)

•

SE was derived from four large aircraft maintenance manuals (AECMA 1986).
Note that in all cases it is unclear whether these sample sizes were decided to support an

external validity argument or whether this was all that was available at the time. We note thi s
because in our research we need to make an external validity claim, and we are interested in
how other researchers have approached the sample size question. Unfortunately the sample
sizes were all defined in different and non-comparable units.

Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) state that when defining a contro11ed English for a
new domain, there are two key rules: 1) limit one meaning per word-part-of-speech pair, and
2) replace po lysemous words with their monosemous synonyms. Applying these rules was a
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manual process for all CNLs reviewed. For example, in CTE, an instruction was given to the
lexicographer to "identify ambiguous terms and eliminate polysemy by restricting each term
to a single meaning" (Kamprath et al. 1998).
Due to the manual effort involved in the development of a CNL, the resources required
are not insignificant. For example, the personnel required at Caterpillar for CTE
development, pilot, and training, averaged about five full-time equivalent employees per
year for five years (Nyberg, Mitamura & Huijsen 2003). Allen states that creating a domain
specific CNL can take from 1 month to 2-4 years in research, and 5-6 years to implement
(Allen 2004).
We notice that all of the CNLs designed for specifying requirements, i.e. ACE, PENG,
and the Grover et al. Hardware Language, constrain the grammar and function words
(pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, determiners, and interrogatives) but do not constrain
the content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs). Their reason for not constraining
content words is to maintain domai n independence, i.e. content words are those words that
typically reflect the domain - e.g. proper nouns. However, since content words are the most
polysemous parts of speech (Merriam Webster Eng li sh Dictionary 2004; Oxford English
Dictionary 2005), and since content words represent more than 99% of the English lexicon
(Oxford English Dictionary 2005), the effect of constrained function words on the lexical
ambiguity of a req uirements specification is arguably negligible.

2.5.1 .2.

Claimed Quality Improvements

We have encountered many claims in the literature about the advantages of various
CNLs. We have found th at in the majority of cases, the cl aims appear to be unsubstantiated
in terms of any empirical evidence. In thj s section we briefly describe the. e claims.
•

Kamprath et al. ( 1998) state that CTE is "designed to be unambiguous to the human

reader". This is because in the event of polyserny, the linguists chose the most
appropriate sense of the word for a particular pait of speech. Kamprath et aJ. limit the
definition of ambiguity to polysemy, i.e. lexical ambiguity. We note there is no reference
to any empirical evidence to validate whether CTE actually is unambiguous to the

human reader. They also explain that "CFE was abandoned in 1982 primarily because
equipment became too complex to express with such a limited vocabulary", however it is
not clear how CTE was desi gned to be more expressive.
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•

Alqvist and Sagvall Hein (1996) claim that ScaniaSwedish applies "Systematic
restrictions with the aim of eliminating unnecessary linguistic variation whilst preserving
the expressive power that is required'', however it is not explained what "expressive
power" means.

•

Grover et al. (2000) claims to " ... finding an optimal trade-off between expressiveness
and tractability" but it is not clear how her CNL has achieved the optimal trade-off.

•

Spaggiari, Beaujard and Cannesson (2003) claims that "reducing the complexity of
syntactic structures of a text increases its readability'', but it is not explained how
reducing the complexity increases readability.

•

Reuther (1998) states that "it is a well known and indisputable fact within the CL
community that the use of a Contro11ed Language (CL) in technical documentation leads
to quality improvement with respect to readability, consistency and translatability". But
clearly, as evidenced by this literature review, it is disputable.

•

Fuchs and Schwitter (1996) make a number of unsupported claims about ACE.
o

" ... specifications can be written in (controlled) natural language, so that they are

readily understood, while their interpretation is unambiguous."
o

"ACE can be accurately and efficiently processed by a computer, but is expressive

enough to allow natural usage."
o

"ACE enforces w1iting standards that restrict the grammar and the vocabulary, thu s
leading to documents contajning more predictable and less ambiguous language"

o

"ACE js sufficiently expressive to write specificahons of high quality and high

readability and understandability"

•

o

"the right trade-off between expressiveness and processability"

o

"The meaning of the specification text can finally be represented unambiguously"

Schwitter (2002) makes similar unsubstantiated claims about PENG.
o

"Grammatical restrictions result in less complex and less ambiguous sentences"

o

"By reducing the size of the vocabulary, texts become easier to read and to

understand for humans, and easier to process for machines."

ACE and PENG constrain the grammar and function-words (i.e. determiners,
prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns). ACE and PENG do not constrain the content-words
(i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) . Since nouns and verbs are the most polysemous parts
of speech (Merriam Webster English Dictionary 2004; Oxford English Dictionary 2005),
Fuch's and Schwitter's claim to unambiguity is considered to be weak. It seems that

syntactic ambiguity was meant instead of the more general ambiguity, since ACE and PENG
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focus on the grammar, whereas lexical ambiguity is expected to be largel y unimproved since
there is no constrai nt on the use of polysemous content words.

2.6.

Quality Model

In Section 2.3.3 we highlighted two key points:
1) There is no single agreed list of quality factors, although there is considerable overlap
between existing lists and essentially no conflict between them, and
2) There are a large number of quality factors to consider.

In Section 2.3.4 we explained that whilst incorrect, incomplete and ambiguous
requirements are reported as contributors to schedule-overruns, cost-overruns, and safetyrelated accidents, we decided to limit the scope of the literature review to ways of reducing
ambiguity in requirement specifications.
In Section 2.5 we explained that there appears to be conflict within the literature about the

effects of CNLs. On the one hand, there are claims that CNL increase readability (Fuchs &
Schwitter 1996; Grover et al. 2000; Nyberg, Mitamura & Huijsen 2003; Pulman 1996;
Reuther 1998; Schwitter 2002; Sommerville 1992; Spaggiari, Beaujard & Cannesson 2003),
and on the other hand there are claims that CNLs reduce readability (Huijsen 1998; IEEEStd-830 l 993; Somer 2003) . Furthermore there is a tendency to assume that CNLs reduce
the expressiveness (Nyberg, Mitamura & Huijsen 2003; Somers 2003), and are more time
consuming to write (Goyvaerts 1996; lEEE-Std-830 1993; Nyberg, Mitamura & Huij 'en
2003; Somers 2003). In Section 2.5.1.2 we highlighted that many of these c1aims are
speculatory because they lack any empirical support.
We therefore believe that the minimum set of quality factors that must be addressed when
measuring the effectiveness of a CNL are:

•

Ambiguity,

•
•
•
•
•

Readability,
Conventionality
Writability,
Expressiveness, and
Correctness
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Since ambigui ty has already been di scu ssed at length in Secti on 2.4, we now continue
with covering the remaining qual ity factors.

2.6.1.

Readability

Readability is regularly mentioned in the CNL literature, but is rarely defined by the
authors that use it. Perhaps this is because it is an idea that is prevalent in general language,
and authors assume that readers understand the concept as "the ease with which written
language can be read with understanding" (Crystal 1992). Klare (1974) states that when we
talk of readable writing, " ... we mean that the intended readers are able to read it quickly,
understand it clearly, and accept it readily (i.e. persevere in reading it)" .
Sommerville (1992) explains that CNLs try to reduce the ambiguity of specifications
without losing their readability . Somers (2003) explains that one of the biggest criticisms of
CNLs is that they tend to be unnatural to read. IEEE-Std-830 (1993) states that a
disadvantage in the use of CNLs is that many non-technical users find the resulting
specification unintelligible. Huijsen (1998) says many controlled languages risk reducing
readability by replacing ambi guous words with unconventional alternatives. For example,
authors may be told to use the word "right" only in the sense of "right-hand side" and not in
the sense of "correct". This can create problems when the reader is familiar with the word
''right" meaning ''con-ect". On the ot her hand, Spaggiari, Beaujard and Cannesson (2003)
demonst1ate that reducing the complexity of syntactic structures of a text increase the
readabili ty. Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) agree that a reduction in the comple:i ty
of the lexicon and the adherence to writi ng rules may improve the readability.

Hence the literature is divided about whether constraining a langu age has positive or
negative effects on readability. Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) find that there are but
a few empirical studies on this subject. Knops (2000) highlights that: Generally speaking,
there is an urgent need for facts and figures obtained in experimental situations and real-life
production environments and relating to the effects of particular CL standards, rules and rule
sets on readability. We found the following:

•

Chervak, Drury and Ouellette (1996), Holmback, Shubert and Spyridakis (1996),
Kincaid (1997), and Shubert et aL (1995) have all studied the effects of Simplified
English on the readability of maintenance documentation for native English speakers
versus non-native English speakers. The results of these studies suggest that the
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improvements in readability and ambiguity gained by using SE are much more
pronounced for non-native English speakers than for native English speakers.
•

Spaggiari, Beaujard and Cannesson (2003) interviewed 64 people, and concluded that
aircraft warni ng texts rewritten in A3XX appear to be more readable than those written
naturally. So this provides some empirical evidence that constraining text can improve
its readability.

•

Cadwell (2008) aims to answer the question "is readability increased by applying

controlled-language rules to texts?" Cadwell conducts a survey of text-user attitudes and
finds that a majority of participants find the text written in CNL is more readable that the
text written in NL. We note that Cadwell's survey includes CTE, PACE, Grover, SE,
A3XX but excludes RE specific CNLs such as ACE and PENG .
Interestingly, Cadwell (2008) finds that extra-linguistic variables including technical
expertise, participant profile, and familiarity with the terminology and subject matter, have a
high impact on readability and must be taken into account. In particular, familiarity with
domai n terminology appeared to have a strongly positive impact on readability. Thi s would
seem to suggest that being familiar with the domain of a text, even if you do not necessarily
comprehend it, or use it effectively, makes that text seem more readable to you. The view of
Cadwell (2008) is consistent wjth that of Swaffar, Arens and Byrnes (1991) which suggests
that what makes text readable is that it "deals with topics of interest or familiar to the
jntended readers (so that it allows for communication and expressions from within the
r ·aders' frame of reference)" .
Thus we understand from Cadwell (2008) and Crystal (1 992) that the readability of a text
is essentially a function of 1) whether the words within the text are conventional to the
reader, and 2) whether the reader is able to understand the meaning of the text. In our
opinion, whether the words within a text are conventional to a reader, is more controllable
than whether the reader is able to understand the meaning of the text. Thi s is becau se reader
understanding is largely a function of reader background, education, intelligence, etc
(Cadwell 2008), whereas conventionality is largely a function of word frequency and word
position within a lexical hierarchy (as we explain in the next section). Cadwell (2008) has
empirically shown that terminology that is conventional in the domain is more likely to be
readable; however, it is difficult to build an automated system that predicts human
understanding. This explains our bounding of the research question to conventionality rather
than readability.
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2.6.2.

Conventionality

A word hierarchy provides a logical arrangement of words, e.g. from the most general to
the most specific as found in WordNet (2003). Words are likely to be more familiar to the
reader, and therefore more readable, when they are expressed at a hierarchical level known
as the basic level - than is the case for superordinate or subordinate levels (Berlin 1992).
When we refer to a specific entity, we usually do so by using a label for a class the entity is a
member of (Brown 1958; Lakoff l 987; Rosch et al. 1976). For example, we seldom bother
to refer to an automobile by its Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), which would enable us
to name it uniquely, but, given a neutral context, we typically refer to it as a car. But the
class of cars is not the only class that could be used for referring to a specific automobile;
both more specific (e.g., sedan) and more general (e.g., vehicle) classes/names are also
available. Importantly, more specific and more general categories are more difficult to
comprehend than basic level categories (Brown 1958; Rosch et al. 1976).
Fellbaum (1990) suggests the basic-level can be identified as a bulge, that is to say, a
level far more richly lexicalized than the other levels in the same hierarchy. The extent to
which a word is richly Lexicalised is measured as the number of coordinate (sibling) terms in
a word hierarchy (i.e. the size of the set of words that have the same parent concept).
Fellbaum caJJs the most richly Iexicalised layer LO, the layer above it L+ 1, and the layer
below L-1.
Alternatively, Green (2006) proposes a , et of linguistically-oriented heuristics for
automatically identifying basic-level words in a noun hierarchy. We note that one of Green's
lingui stically-oriented heuristics suggests that the frequency of occurrence of a word is some
measure of the conventionality of the word. So the conventionality of a word can be
measured both in terms of how richly Jexicalised the word is in some hierarchy (Fellbaum
1990), and in terms of how frequently used the word is in some textual corpus (Green 2006).
Since readability is a function of both understanding and conventionality (Cadwell 2008),
it seems that an appropriate goal for CNLs is to replace words with more conventional
alternatives, or at least to not replace with less conventional alternatives.

2.6.3.

Writability

To be writable means: "capable of being put in writing" (Merriam Webster English
Dictionary 2004) . Somers (2003) explains that one of the biggest crjticisms of CNLs is that
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they tend to be unnatural to write. Being unnatural tends to reduce the authors' capability to
put their intended meaning into writing.
IEEE-Std-830 (1993) states that a disadvantage in the use of CNLs is the length of time
required to learn them. Goyvaerts (1996) claims that writing requirements in controlled
languages is 20% more time consuming that writing requirements in unrestricted NLs.
Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) agree that the writing task may become more timeconsuming. It can take more concentration to write documents if they must conform to the
rules of a CNL, which can slow down the writing process. Berry and Kamsties (2003) ask "is
writing in such a [controlled] language really different from writing in a mathematics-based
formal language?" Thus we have found con sensus in the literature that writing in CNL is
more time consuming than writing in NL.
In Section 1.1 we quoted a vision expressed by Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003)
which stated that ''perhaps an ideal situ ation for CNLs is for the machine to rewrite texts
automati cally into CNL without changi ng the meaning expressed by the sentence. For
example, vocabulary selection could be done automatically when the author uses a term
o utside the controlled vocabulary. Sentences would be rewritten if the author uses
expressions outside the CNL grammar". Writability would no longer be a problem, since the
a uthor would write naturally, and the machine would re-express the authors' original text
into CNL. The key message here is that by au tomatically tran lating NL into CNL, the single
most agreed disadvantage of CNLs could be overcome. This explains why our research
question foc uses on automatic re-expression rather than writability.

2.6.4.

Expressiveness

We have found three definitions of expressi veness:
1) Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) believe the expressiveness of a language is
some measure of the variety of lexical and grammatical constructions it allows.
2) Gnesi et al. (2005) believe the expressi veness of a language relates to its ability to
convey meaning such that the meaning is understood by the human recipient.
3) Fabbrini et al. (1998) imply that the expressiveness of a controlled language is
different for every domain/problem, and is defined as the ability of the CL to express
the problem.
There are fundamental differences between these three definitions. Gnesi et al. (2005)
believe expressiveness is dependant on whether the human actually understands what is
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expressed, whereas Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) and Fabbrini et al. (1998) base
their definitions on what can be expressed, and exclude the human understanding in their
definitions. Furthermore, Fabbrini et al. believe expressiveness is a domain or problem
specific measurement, whereas Gnesi et al. and Nyberg, Mitamura and Huijsen maintain a
more general domain independent definition.
It is common for CNL developers to try and justify the expressiveness of their CNLs
(Alqvist and Sagvall Hein 1996; Fuchs and Schwitter 1996; Grover et al. 2000). We assume
this is because reduced expressiveness is perceived as an unavoidable consequence of
constraining the English language, i.e. the expressiveness of a language is some measure of
the variety of lexical and grammatical constructions it allows (Nyberg, Mitamura & Huijsen
2003). Since a CNL constrains such lexical and grammatical constructions - the subsequent
expressiveness of the language is expected to decline (Boyd, Zowghi and Gervasi 2007).
Berry and Kamsties (2003) state that "by restricting the natural language, it is not so natural
anymore. Then the question of expressibility comes up: Have we lost somethi ng valuable in
the restrictions?" Nyberg, Mitamura & Huijsen (2003) explain that authors may experience a
reduction in the power of expre sion if words that expre s the meaning they want to convey
are unapproved and no good alternatives are provided. This is important since our research
question relates to automatic re-expression.

2.6.5.

Correctness

Perhaps. one of the earliest definitions of the correctness of a requirement specification
comes from Davis and Rauscher ( 1979) who state "correctness in requirements
specifications is defined as the absence of incompleteness, redundancy, inconsistency, or
ambiguity". Zowghi and Gerva i (2002; 2004) admit that "correctness by itself is a vague
concept" but that "from a formal point of view, correctness is usually meant to be the
combination of consistency and completeness. Consistency refers to situations where a
specification contains no internal contradictions, whereas completeness refers to situations
where a specification entails everything that is desired to hold in a certain context." We note
the key difference between these definitions is that Zowghi and Gervasi do not consider
"ambiguity" as a cause of incorrectness. We would also question Davis and Rauscher (1979)
on whether redundancy (e.g. repeated statements of the same requirement) is a cause of
incorrectness. Instead, it might be argued that redundancy is a risk to consistency in the
advent of change. Le. changing one requirement in a set of redundant requirements may
create inconsistency within the specification.
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Wilson, Rosenberg and Hyatt (1997) and Stokes (1991) agree that for a requirements
specification to be correct it must accurately and precisely identify the individual conditions
and limitations of all situations that the desired capability will encounter and it must also
define the capability's proper response to those situations. In fact, this agrees with Zowghi
and Gervasi (2002; 2004) in that "all situations that the desired capability will encounter"
infers completeness; furthermore consistency and unambiguity are implied.

Zowghi and Gervasi (2004) suggest that "from a practical point of view, however,
correctness can be more pragmatically defined as satisfaction of certain business goals. This
indeed is the kind of correctness which is more relevant to the customer, whose goal in
having a new system developed is to meet hi s overall business needs." Jackson (1995) has
formalised this so-called " practical " definition of correctness. That is, a specification (S) is
correct if when deployed in the domain (D), satisfies the customer's business goals (B).

Is uDI== B

If we refer to the original requirements pecification as S 0 , where S0 U D

1=

B, and the

optimal re-expression of S 0 as Sr, then Sr is a cone.ct re--expression of S 0 iff Sr U D

1=

B. In

other words, thi s thesis is about optimal re-expression of requirements, so the definition of
correctness that we adopt, is that the re-expressed specification (Sr) is correct if it con tinu es
to express the business goal when deployed in the domain of S 0 •

2.7.

Summary and Research Opportunities

In Section 2.2 we summmised the process for engineeri ng a system, we highlighted that
requirements engineeri ng is one phase of the systems engineeri ng lifecycle. Jn Section 2 .3
we defined what is meant by a requirement, we summarised the requirements engineering
process, and identified the important quality factors of a requirement. We explained that
specifying an unambiguous statement of requirements is critical to the success of a project,
and to the safety of people and the environment. In Section 2.4 we presented a taxonomy of
ambiguity types and looked at how ambiguity could be avoided in requirement
specifications. We identified that controlled natural languages are one of three primary
solutions to the ambiguity problem. In Section 2.5 we delved into the history and presented
the most popular controlled natural languages. We discovered that historically, the CNL
development process has been ad-hoc, time-consuming and preference-based - rather than
structured, automated and optimised. We found a distinct 1ack of empirical evidence to
suppo11 the claim that CNLs actually improved the quality of requirement specifications. In
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Section 2.6 we investigated the quality of a requirements specification. We found that there
is no universal quality model applicable to requirement specifications, but that there is some
consistency across the CNL literature in terms of the quality factors described.
In summary, this literature review has revealed three important findings:
1.

Historically, the CNL development process has been ad-hoc, time-consuming and
preference-based,

2. There is no trade-off between important quality factors when developing a CNL,
3.

There is a distinct lack of empirical evidence to support the claim that CNLs actually
improved the quality of requirement specifications

Each finding presents a research opportunity that we di scuss in the next chapter.
1. Instead of humans trying to pick high-quality words for the CNL lexicon, why not
develop a metric that identifies the optimal word to express any concept, where
optimal is defined in terms of key quality factors ?
2.

Instead of humans having to learn to write in the CNL, why not design a machineautomatable way of re-expressing natural English requirements?

3.

Instead of speculating about quality improvements when w1iting in CNLs, why not
re--express a specification using optimal words, and then empirically measure the
change in key quality factors?
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Chapter 3 Resea rch Question and
Methodology
3.1.

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to convert the research opportunities identified from the
previous chapter into a research question that we answer in this thesis. We also describe and
justify the research methodology we have chosen to answer the research question.

3.2.

Research Question

The literature review identified three key research opportunities.
1. Develop a metric that identifies the optimal word to express any concept, where
optimal is defined in terms of key quality factors .
2. Design a machine-automatable way of re-expressing natural English requirements.
3.

Re-express a specification using optimal words, and then empirically measure the
change in key quality factors.

We have transformed these research opportunities into a single research question:

[

How can a requirements specification be aut~matically re-~xpressedir~-:Vay /h~l

slgn~+zcantly

reduces its lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness or

II conventionality?
3.2.1.

Explanation of Research Question

The research question has been carefully constructed :
•

The first word "how" is used to suggest that a design solution needs to be developed ,
which subsequently implies a research methodology such as design science.

•

The word "automatically" has been usecl, since recall from Section 1.1, Nyberg,
Mitamura and Huijsen (2003) state that "Perhaps an idea} situation for CL is for the
machine to rewrite texts automatically into CL without changing the meaning expressed
by the sentence". Also Davis and Rauscher (1979) stated "The ultimate situation is to
have different requirements languages for different application areas". Thus we highly
encourage the development of an automated solution. Furthermore, as discussed in
Section 2.6.3, th is explains why our research question excludes reference to writability,
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i.e. the intention is to write naturally, but to automatically re-express in a way that is less
ambiguous.
•

The word "re-expressed" is used instead of "constrained' or "CNL" to demonstrate
openness to solutions other than the traditional static CNL. That is, there may be more
dynamic ways to constrain a requirements specification that are not bound by a fixed
lexicon, perhaps involving the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques.
This would also support the "automatically" keyword.

•

The word "significantly" is used to mean statistical significance. This implies some kind
of formal hypothesis test is required. More importantly, the word "significantly" implies
some trade-off, perhaps between correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity is
required to optimise the re-expression.

•

The phrase " reduces its lexical ambiguity" is referring to the overall reduction in lexical
ambi guity of the requirements specification. We explained in Section 2.3.4 that the focus
of this thesis is on ways to reduce ambiguity. We have further Umited ambiguity to
lexical

ambiguity

since

grammaticalJy

related

ambiguities

have

been

more

comprehensi vely addressed in other studies (refer Section 2.4.1.2 for syntactic, 2.4. 1.3
for semantic, and 2.4.1.4 for pragmatic). We are looking for a statistically significant
reduction in lexical ambiguity of the requirement specification. The evaluation section
defines precisely how lexical ambiguity wiJl be quan tified for a specification.
•

The phrase "without significantly reducing its correctness or conventionality" is
referTing to a statistically significant reduction in coITectness and conventionality of the
requi rements specification as a result of the re-expression. Again, the evaluation section
needs to defi ne precisel y how correctness and convention ality will be quantified for a
specification. As explained in Section 2.6.1, we have bound the research question to

conventionality rather than readability since it is difficult to build an automated system
that predicts human understanding.

3.2.2.

Relationship to Contributions

It is imperative that solving the research question produces the research contributions
outlined in Section 1.5. Here we briefly explain how this occurs.
1.

We first need to develop a model to describe the causal relationships between
correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity. This produces the first contribution:
the Model.

2. Next we develop the method of optimal re-expression. In doing so we devise a new
measure called replaceability, which is used to trade-off correctness, conventionality,
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and lexical ambiguity and to identify the most optimal replacement. Additionally we
make decisions about how the method is to be implemented, and in what sequence the
activities occur. This produces the second contribution: the Method.
3. Next we develop the software prototype by developing software to implement the
method. This produces the third contribution: the Software Prototype.
4. We then define a set of metrics and variables that are used to develop an evaluation
method. The evaluation method explai ns how data are to be collected, analysed, and
interpreted to determine the significance of any change in correctness, conventionality,
and lexical ambiguity resulting from the optimal re-expression. This produces the fourth
contribution: the Evaluation Method.
5.

Finally, the execution of the Software Prototype on an exi sting industry specification
provides empi1ical evidence to support/refute the claim that constraining the lexicon of a
natural language improves the quality of requirement specifications . Thi s produces the
fifth contribution: Empirical Evidence.

3.3.

Research Methodology

Hevner et al. (2004) find that two paradigms characterize much of the research in the
Infom1ation Systems di scipline: natural science and desi gn science. The natural science
paradigm seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or predict human or
organizational behaviour. TI1e design-science paradigm seeks to extend the boundaiies of
human and organizational capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts. March and
Smith ( J995) agree and describe the two fundamenta1Jy different research methodologies as
foll ows:
1)

Natural science is concerned with how and why things are. Natural science includes
traditional research in physical, biological, social, and behavioural domains. Such
research is aimed at understanding reality. Natural science is often viewed as
consisting of two activities, discovery and justification. Discovery is the process of
generating or proposing scientific claims (e.g. , theories, laws). Justification includes
activities by which such claims are tested for validity . Theories - deep, principled
explanations of phenomena are the crowning achievements of natural science
research.

2) Design science attempts to create things that serve human purposes. It is technologyoriented. Its products are assessed against criteria of value or utility - does it work? is
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it an improvement? Rather than posing theories, design scientists strive to create
models, methods, and implementations that are innovative and valuable. One issue
that must be addressed in design-science research is differentiating routine design or
system building from design research. The difference is in the nature of the problems
and solutions. Routine design is the application of existing knowledge to
organisational problems, such as constructing a financial or marketing information
system using best practice artifacts including constructs, models, methods, and
instantiations that are existing in the knowledge base. On the other hand, designscience research addresses important unsolved problems in unique or innovative ways
or solves problems in more effective or efficient ways.
March and Smith (1995) explain that natural science aims at understanding and
explaining phenomena; design science aims at developing ways to achieve human goals.
Typically, design science creates the methods that natural scientists use. March and Smith
(1995) argue that an appropriate framework for IT research lies in the interaction of design
and natural sciences. IT research should be concerned both with utility, as a design science,
and with theory, as a natural science. The theories must explain how and why IT systems
work within their operating environments. They propose Figure 4 as a strategic combination
of design and natural sciences as a framework appropriate to IT research.
Research Activities

I

Build

I

Evaluate

Theorize

r Jt~ti;--

Constructs

Research
Outputs

Model

· Method

Instantiation

----Figure 4 - IT Research Framework (from (March & Smith 1995))

Figure 4 is a four-by -four framework that produces sixteen cells, each cell describing a
viable research effort. The first dimension of the framework is based on design science
research outputs or artifacts: constructs, models, methods, and instantiations. The second
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dimension is based on broad types of design science and natural science research activities:
build, evaluate, theorize, and justify. Building and evaluating IT artifacts have design science
intent. Theorizing and justifying have natural science intent. Research efforts often cover
multiple cells - but are not expected to cover all cells.
In Section 3.2 we anticipated that answering the research question would involve the
development of a model, method, instantiation, and an evaluation. Thus it is clear that this
research should follow a design science research methodology. March and Smith's (1995)
argument for a research framework that interacts with both design and natural sciences is
valid in the context of our research - in that we build and evaluate artifacts as well as
the01i se and justify. We have therefore decided to adopt the research framework defined by
March and Smith (1995 ) for our research.

3.3.1.

Research Outputs

The research outputs are: constructs, models, methods, and instantiations. These research
outputs are desc1ibed by March and Smith (1 995) and are included within thi s thesis as
follow s:

3.3.1 .1.

Constructs

Constructs or concepts form the vocabulary of a domafo. They constitute a
conceptualization used to describe problems with ·n the domai n and to pee.i fy their solutions.
They fo rm the specialized language and shared knowledge of a discipline or sub-discipline.
Later, in Section 4.2, we define the constructs in term of notation, uni verse, constants,
variables, funct ions, and predicates appJicable to this research.

3.3.1.2.

Models

Models are a set of propositions or statements expressing relationships among constructs.
A model can be viewed si mply as a desc1i ption, that is, as a representation of how things are.
Later, in Section 4.3 , we define the model in terms of propositions applicable to this
research.

3.3.1.3.

Methods

Method:; are sets of steps, such as algorithms and guidelines that are used to perform a
task. Methods are based on a set of underlying constructs (language) and a representation
(model) of the solution space. Later, in Section 4.5 , we define the individual methods
applicable to this research. Essentially, we defi ne a method for each function.
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3.3.1.4.

Instantiations

An instanti ation is the realization of an artifact in its environment. Instantiations
operationalize constructs, models, and methods. In much of the computer science literature it
is realized that constructs, models, and methods that work on paper may not necessarily
work in real world contexts. Consequently, instantiations provide the real proof. Later, in
Section 4 .5, we provide a cross-reference between the design methods and the software
prototype.

3.3.2.

Research Activities

The research activities are: build, evaluate, theorize, and justify. These research activities
are described by March and Smith (1995) as follows:

3.3.2.1.

Build

We build an artifact to perform a specific task. The basic question is, does it work?
Building an artifact demonstrates feasibility. The e artifacts then become the object of study.
Later, in Section 4.2 we build constructs, Section 4 .3 we build a model, Section 4.5 we build
methods, and in Appendix F: Prototype Software we build a software prototype.

3.3.2.2.

Evaluate

We evaluate artifacts to determine if we have achieved our research objectives. The basic
question is, how well does our de. ign work? Evaluation requires the development of metrics
and the measurement of anifacts according to those metrics. Later, in Chapter 5 we explain
that our evaluation method has been guided by lhe quantitative research methodology
described by Leedy and Ormrod (2005) . We have also been guided by the preliminary
guidelines for empirical research prepared by Kitchenham et al. (2002), for example, we
have considered key concepts:

1. hypotheses (Section 5.3.3);
2.

sample and sampljng method (Section 5.3.7);

3.

variables (Section 5.2.2)

4 . confounding effects (Section 5.3.1)
5.

questionnaire design (Section 5.3.6)

6.

reliability and validity (Sectjon 5.3.10 and 5.3.11)

3.3.2.3.

Theorize

Given an artifact whose performance has been evaluated, it is important to determine why
and how the artifact worked or did not work within its environment. Such research applies
natural science methods to IT artifacts. Theo1ies explicate the characteristics of the artifact
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and its interaction with the environment that resu lt in the observed performance. Whilst the
concept of theorizing post-evaluation makes sense in principle, we argue that in practice, it is
sometimes necessary to bound the build and evaluation phases by theorising early on in the
process. Thi s means our approach differs slightly from that explained by March and Smith
(1 995) in that we theorise, and then build, evaluate, and justify the origi nal theory. Hence,
we believe it is possi ble to theorise before we have collected metrics, by basing the theory on
literature and practical experience. Later, in Section 4.4 we present our theories with respect
to ideal versus optimal repl acements.

3.3.2.4.

Justify

Given a generalization or theory we must justify that explanation. That is, we must gather
evidence to test the theory. The justification requires empirical and/or theoretical research to
test the theories posed. The aim is to use the metrics co11ected during the evaluation phase to
justify the base theories. In doing so, we have an increased level of confidence in our
methods and instantiations. Later, in Section 5.4.6 we test and justify our theories.

3.4.

Summary

In Section 3.2 we presented the research question, and in Section 3.3 we explained our
reasons for adopting March and Smith's (1995) research framework. Whil t this chapter may
be brief, it provides the focus and framework for the remainder of the thesis. In Chapter 4 we
present the solution to the re earch question in terms of constrncts, models, methods, and
instanbations, and in Chapter 5 we evaluate the efficacy of the solution to the re earch
question in terms of key quality factors: coITectne ·s, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity.
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Chapter 4 Solution
4.1.

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to present our solution to the research question within the
research framework of March and Smith ( 1995). Specifically, this chapter defines the
constructs, establishes the model, and designs the method of optimal re-expression. This
chapter provides the basis for the implementation, and thus each method described in this
chapter has been cross-referenced to the corresponding function in the source code.

4.2.

Constructs

March and Smith (1995) explain that constructs or concepts form the vocabulary of a
domain. They constitute a conceptualization used to describe problems within the domain
and to specify their solutions. They form the specialized language and shared knowledge of a
discipline or sub-discipline.
4.2.1.

Notation

Table 2 provides the notation used to define the model and method.
Table 2 - Notation

~Symbol -=-Io-;!inition ~=--~;-pi;.--;;-;t1o-;--=====-=~--===-=-==--J
Connectives

------assertion
x
•X

negation

xvy

disjunction

- · - - - · --·
conjunction
XA Y
--·

I

--i

I "xis true"
"x is not true"

----------------------------------·"either x is true, or y is true, or both"
"both x and y are true"

-------------------

x ~ y

implication

x

equivalence

"x and y are either both true or both false "

Vx

universal quantifier

"for all p'', "for each p'', "for every p" in the universe

3y

existential quantifier

"there exists a p", "there is at least one p" in the universe"

{}

set

collection of distinct objects (no duplicates)

[]

collection

collection of objects (allows duplicates)

xEA

inclusion

"x is a member of A"

x EE A

exclusion

"x is not a member of A"

A ~ B

subset

"A is a subset of B"

IAI

cardinality

number of elements in set (or collection) A

+-+

y

"if x is true, then y is true"

·-

Quantifiers

Set Theory

>----
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4.2.2.

Universe

The universe (aJso caJled the universe of discourse) bounds the values attributable to the
variables. The propositions in the predicate logic are statements on objects of a universe. The
universe is thus the domain of the individual variables. We define the universe of words as
the set of all Natural English words, which may be a superset of those words defined in a
dictionary, e.g. by including proper nouns specific to an application domain.

4.2.3.

Constants

Constant

Definition

So

[W 01, W 02, .. . Won] words comprising the original specification

D

{Wd1, Wd2, ... Wdn} words comprising the dictionary

4.2.4.

·-

Variables

Variable

Definition

Wo

W 0 E S0 i.e. each original word (W 0) exists in original spec (So)

Wr

Wr

Sr

[Wr1, Wr2, ... Wrn} words comprising the re-expressed specification

similarity_thres hold

similarity(W1, W2) ;=: similarity_threshold

4.2.5.

E

D i.e. each replacement word (Wr) exists in the dictionary (D)

~

W1 is similar to W2

----------------·--·-

Functions

Function

-->-·

context(W)
meaning(W)
-·
senses(W)

(words before W] W [words after WJ
meaning of (word) W in context{W)
possible meanings of (word} W

--------------frequency(W)

width(W)

·-

number of occurrences of (word) W
number of coordinates of (word) W

similarity(W1, W2)

the degree to which (word) W1 is similar to (word) W2

replaceability(W 1, W 2)

the degree to which (word) W1 can replace (word) W2

,.._..

4.2.6.

J

Returns

I

·-

----

·-

Predicates

Predicate
similar(Wr,Wo)

Definition
(word) Wr is similar to (word) W 0
~·------------------- ---·-

correct(Wr, context(Wo))

(word) Wr is correct in context(Wo)

conventional(Wr, context(Wo))

(word) Wr is conventional in context(W 0)

unambiguous(Wr, context(Wo))

>--·

ideal(Wr, context(W 0))
optimal(Wr, context(Wo))
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4.3.

Model

March and Smith ( 1995) define a model as a set of propositions or statements expressing
relationships among constructs. A model can be viewed simply as a description, that is, as a
representation of how things are; it is not a model of our solution, but is a descriptive model
of our world.

4.3.1.

Similar(W 0 Wo}

VW 0 .3Wr : similarity(meaning(W 0 ) , senses(Wr))

~

similarity_threshold

~

similar(Wr,Wo)

For each origi nal word (W0 ) in the original specification (S 0 ) there exists a set of simi lar
words {Wr}, such th at (W r) is similar to the original word (W0 ) when the similarity between
the disambiguated meaning of (W0 ) and any dictionary-defi ned sense of (W r) is greater than
some threshold. We refer to this variable threshold as the similarity_threshold.

4.3.2.

Correct(W0 Context(Wo}}

VWo.3Wr : Max(similarity_threshold) /\ si milar(Wr,Wo)

~

correct(Wr, context(W 0 ) )

For each origin al word (W 0) in the original specification (S 0) there exi sts a set of correct
replacement words {Wr}, where (Wr) is considered correct in the context of the original
word (W0 ) when (Wr) is similar to (W0 ) and when the similarity_threshold maximised.
Figure 5 is a UML clas .. diagram that has been extrac ed from (Boyd, Zowghi & Farroukh
2005) that we use to i1lustrate the concept of correctness. A requirement is an expression that
is comprised of n words, and conveys M meanings, where Mi is the authors' intended
meaning and if M > 1 then the Requi rement Expression is ambiguou s. If we can replace a
single word (W0 ) with in the Requirement Expression with another word (Wr) such that the
stakeholders continue to interpret the authors' intended meaning (M i), then Wr is a correct
replacement for W 0 • For this to occur, we expect that the similarity threshold would need to
be maximised in order for the predicate similar(Wn W0 ) to be true onl y whe n W r and W 0 are
very simil ar (e.g. sy nonym , di rect hypernym , etc). N ote that other aspects of Figu re 5 are not
relevant to thi s discussion on correctness, and so we do not elaborate any further on the
detail.
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R
specified by -7

E

Stakeholder

p

Part of Spo<>ch

_J

w

applyto -7

Figure 5 - Semantic Expressiveness (from (Boyd, Zowghi & Farroukh 2005))

4.3.3.

Conventional(Wr, Context(W0 ))

YWa.3Wr: correct(Wr,Wo)

A

frequency(Wr)

~

frequency(Wo)

I\

width(Wr)

~

width(Wo)--+ conventional(Wr,

context(Wo))

For each original word (W0 ) in the original specification (S 0 ) there exists a set of
conventional replacement words {Wr}, where (Wr) is conventional in the context of the
original word (W0 ) when :
•

(Wr) correctly expresses (W0 ); and

•

(Wr) is more frequently occurring than (W0 ) in (S 0 ); and

•

(Wr) is defined on a more richly lexicalised level than (W0 ) in (D).

This is based on the findings of Fellbaum ( 1990) and Green (2006) that are desc1ibed in
Section 2.6.2.

4.3.4.

Unambiguous(W,, Context(W0 })

YWa. 3Wr: correct(Wr,Wo)

A
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For each original word (W0 ) in the origi nal specification (S 0 ) there exists a set of
unambiguous replacement words {Wr}, where (Wr) is an unambiguous replacement for the
original word (W0 ) when:
•

(Wr) correctly expresses (W0 ); and

•

(Wr) is monosemous (has only one meani ng).

This is based on the definition of lexical ambiguity provided by Berry and Kamsties

(2003) in Section 2.4.1.1

4.4.

Theories

March and Smith (1995) explain that typically theories explicate the characte1istics of the
artifact and its interaction with the environment that result in the observed performance,
however, as explained in Section 3.3.2.3 we argue that in practice, it is sometime necessary
to bound the build and evaluation phases by theorising early on in the process. This means
our approach differs slightly from that explained by March and SnUth (1995) in that we
theo1ise, and then build, evaluate, and finally, justify our theories. Hence, we theorise based
on literature and our practical experience, and we subsequently confinn the theories by
collecting and analysing relevant data.
Our theo1ies are conjectures: i.e. statements or ideas that are unproven, but are thought to
be true. Each conjecture below is stated as a satisfiable well-formed fom1ula (wff), in that we
expect the onstants and variables can be defined in su h a wa as to yield an interpretation
that makes each wff true.

4.4.1.

ldeal(W,, Context(W0))

VWo.3W r : correct(Wr,Wo)) /\ conventional(Wr, context(Wo)) /\ unambiguous(Wr, context(Wo))

-+

ldeal(Wr, context(Wo))

For each original word (W0 ) in the original specification (S 0 ) there exist. a set of ideal
replacement words {Wr}, where (Wr) is ideal in the context of the original word (W 0) when:
•

(Wr) correctly expresses (W0 );

•

(Wr) is conventional in the context of (W0 );

•

(Wr) is unambiguous in the context of (W 0 );

Note that due to the cause-and-effect relationships that exist between the quality factors
correctness, conventionality, and lexi cal ambiguity (to be explained later in Section 4.5.6),
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we do not always expect to find ideal replacements (i.e. ldeal(Wr, context(Wo)) may return an
empty set). This is because it won't often be the case that we can find a correct,
conventional, and unambiguous alternate way of expressing the original word (yY 0 ). Thus we
theorise about optimal replacements in the next section.

4.4.2.

Optimal(Wn Context(W0 ))

I VW .3Wr: optimal(Wr, context(Wo)) ~ {VWr: argmax(replaceability(Wr, Wo))}
0

For each original word (W0 ) in the original specification (S 0 ), there exists an optimal
replacement word (Wr), where (Wr) is optimal in the context of the original word (W0 ) when
the replacement word (Wr) maximises replaceability(Wr,W0 ). Whilst the concept of
replaceability is yet to be defined (later in Section 4.5.6), it is useful to highlight the fact that
it may not always be possible to find an ideal replacement, and so by maximising
replaceability, we expect to find the most optimal replacement. In other words, maximising
replaceability should result in a replacement word (Wr) that significantly reduces the lexical
ambiguity

of

the

requirement

without

significantly

reducing

its

coirectness

or

conventionality.

4.5.

Method

The Method defines how we intend to calculate each predicate and function so that we
can subsequently instantiate the method, and interpret and confirm the theories througl an
evaluation. That is, the Method defined in thi s chapter is specific to our solution, meaning
that other researchers could potentially calculate the predicates and functions differently.
Note that since the predicates in Section 4.2.6 were each defined in tenns of the functions of
Section 4.2.5, this section focuses solely on the method applicable to each function (i .e. the
predicates are derived from the functions).

This section also defines the sequence of activities in converting an original word (W0 )
into a replacement word (Wr)· The sequence of activities is later defined in terms of a
sequence diagram that clarifies how the re-expression occurs in a way that W r is a:
•

Correct replacement for W 0 ;

•

Conventional replacement for W 0 ; and

•

Less ambiguou s replacement for W 0 •
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4.5.1.

Meaning{W)

Function

Returns

meaning(W)

meaning of (word) W

4.5.1.1.

Background

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) involves the association of a given word in a text or
discourse with a definition or meaning (sense) which is distinguishable from other meanings
potentially attributable to that word (Ide & Veronis 1998). This is done by looking at the
context of the word's use, i.e. "You shall know a word by the company it keeps" (Firth
1957).
Manning and Schutze (1999) explain a word is assumed to have a finite number of
discrete senses, often given by a dictionary, thesaurus, or other reference source, and the task
is to make a forced choice between these senses for the meaning of each usage of the word,
based on the context of use. Context is the only means to identify the meaning of an
ambiguous word. Therefore, all work on sense disambiguation relies on the context of the
target word to provide information to be used for its disambiguation. Therefore WSD is the
process of discriminating the meaning of the original word (W0 ) in the context of
specification (S 0 ) using the sense definitions of dictionary D.
The task therefore necessarily involves two steps: ( 1) the determination of all the different
senses for every word relevant to the text or discourse under consideration (e.g. a list of
senses such as those found in everyday dictionaries); and (2), the assignment of words to
senses. This is accomplished by reliance on two major sources of information: the context of
the word to be disambiguated, in the broad sense: this includes information contained within
the text or discourse in which the word appears, and external knowledge sources, including
lexical, encyclopedic, etc. Ide and Veronis (1998) explain that there are two mainstream
approaches

to

WSD:

1)

Supervised

Disambiguation,

and

2)

Dictionary-Based

Disambiguation.
1) Supervised disambiguation is disambiguation based on a labelled training set (e.g.

Brown et al. 1991 ). Manual sense-tagging to create a labelled training set is extremely
costly, and at present very few sense-tagged corpora are available: the Linguistic Data

Consortium distributes a corpus of approximately 200,000 sentences from the Brown
Corpus and the Wall Street Journal in which a11 occurrences of 191 words are handtagged with their WordNet senses (Neff et al. 1993). Also, the Cognitive Science
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Laboratory at Princeton has undertaken the hand-tagging of 1000 words from the Brown
Corpus with WordNet senses (Mi ller et al. 1993). Sense-tagged corpora that are available
are far smaller than those typically used with statistical methods. The problem of data
sparseness, which is common for much corpus-based work, is especi ally severe fo r work
in WSD. First, enormous amounts of text are required to ensure that all senses of a
polysemous word are represented, given the vast disparity in freq uency among senses. In
addition, the many possible co-occurrences for a given polysemous word are unlikely to
be found in even a very large corpus, or they occur too infrequently to be significant (Ide
& Veronis 1998).

2) Dictionary-based disambiguation methods calculate a score based on the number of
stemmed words that are shared by the sense definition and the context, e.g. (Lesk 1986).
There have been several experiments using pre-existing lexical knowledge resources for
WSD, e.g. Cowie, Guthrie and Guthrie (1992) using LDOCE; Y arowsky (1992) using
Roget's International Thesaurus; and Resnik (1995), Richardson and Smeaton (1994),
Sussna (1993), Voorhees, Claudia and Geoffrey (1995) using WordNet. The success of
dictionary-based WSD is adversely affected by unknown words such as proper nouns.
E.g. Navratilova is an excellent indicator of the category sports - yet we would probably
not find Navratilova in a general dictionary or thesaurus. Dictionary-based WSD often
uses the definition of th · words in the context window. Importantly, words that do not
occur in the dictionary (e.g. proper nouns) are ignored (lde & Veronis J 998).
We immediately rule-out the supervised disambiguation method since the few sense-tagged corpora that exist are not reflective of the technical domain of requirements. Even the

dictionary-based disambiguation method is problematic. The requirements for a bespoke or
legacy system would typically specify some combination of new things; new concepts; new

.features, new processes, and therefore we expect unknown words to be a common
occurrence in NL requirements (e.g. new system name, new person role, new organisation,
new function, etc.). Lexical resources have to be updated to keep pace with these changes,
and evolving static dictionaries to include domain-specific terms can be very expensive. Neff
et al. (1993) estimates it takes on average half-an-hour to create a single lexical entry from
scratch. Fundamentally, a sense cannot be assigned to a word if the word does not exist in
the chosen dicti onary. Furthermore, since each word provides the context fo r disambiguating
surroundi ng words, the effect of an unknown word can propagate to the incorrect
disambiguation of the surrounding words.
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4.5.1.2.

Method

We use a dictionary-based disambiguation method and assume the meaning of each
original word (W0 ) in the specification (S 0 ) is defined in the dictionary (D).

~'_v_w_o_:_w_o_E~S_o_~~m_e_a_ni_n_g_(W_o_)_E~D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J
In other words, for each word (W0 ), if W 0 is a word that exists in specification (S 0 ), then
we assume the meaning of W 0 is defined in dictionary (D). Thus we need to ensure the
dictionary chosen supports this assumption, otherwise we risk unknown words being ignored
(Ide & Veronis 1998).

4.5.1.3.

Implementation

People have been writing programs for automatic disambiguation for around 50 years and
still the validity of thi s task remains in doubt (Ide & Veronis 1998). The difficulty of WSD
stems from the fact that although computers are best at following fixed rnles, it is impossible
to create a set of fixed rules that can accurately disambiguate any word in any context. The
problem of WSD has been described as AI-complete, that is, a problem which can be solved
only by fi rst resolving all the di fficult problems in artifi cial intelJigence, such as the
representation of common sense and encyclopedic knowledge (Manning & Schutze 1999).
Ide and Veronis (1998) agree that there has been relatively little progress made in WSD
development in nearly 50 years. Even though much recen t work cites resu lts at the 90% level
or better, these studies typically involve a ve1y few words, most often only noun , and very
frequently concern very broad sense disti nctions. With sufficiently greater resources and
enhanced statistical methods at their disposal, researchers in the 1990' s have obviously
improved on earli er results, but it appears that we may have reached near the Jimjt of what
can be achieved in the current framework.
We informalJy tested two freely available auto-WSD tools: WordNet::SenseRelate
(Pedersen, Patwardhan & Michelizzi 2004) and Sense Learner 2.0 (Mihalcea & Faruque
2004) with both tools failing to accurately disambiguate the requirement text jn the majority
of cases. The disappointing results are believed to occur due to the presence of words that are
unknown to the dictionary that is used in dictionary-based disambiguation. The following
example iJlustrates the point with "rolling stock" as the unknown word.

"The rolling stock shall have comfortable seating"
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[ NP<rel="SBJ" of="s l _ I "> TheoT<lem="the"> rollingvBG<lem="roll"> s tockNN<lem="stock">_J
{ VP<id="s l_I "> shallMD<lem="shall"> havevB<lem="have''>_J
{ NP<rel="OBJ" of="s I_ I"> COmfOrtableJJ<lem="comfortable"> SeatingNN<lem="seating''>_J

Whilst the natural language understanding system may have correctly identified "have" as a
verb, "comfortable" as an adjective, and "seating" as a noun; the phrase "rolling stock" has
been incorrectly tagged as "rolling" (verb gerund) and "stock" (noun).
Interestingly, had "rolling stock" been expressed "rolling-stock", the shallow parser would
have incorrectly considered it an adjective.
[ NP<rel="SBJ" of="s l _ l "> TheoT<lem="the"> rolling-stockJJ <lem="rolling-stock''>_J
{ VP<id="sl_I "> ShallMD<lem=··shall ">

ha VCvB<lem="have">_J

{ NP<rel="OBJ" of="sl_l "> COmfortabJeJJ<lern="comfortable"> seatingNN<lem="seating">_J

Furthermore, had "rolling stock" been incorrectly spelled "rornngstock" the shallow parser
would have correctly considered it a noun.
[ NP<rek''SB.I" of="sl _ l "> TheoT<lem="the"> rollingstockNN<lem="roll ingstock">l
{

VP<id="~l _ l ">

ShallMD<lem=",hall"> haveVB<lem=" havc">j

f NP<1·el=''OBJ" of,,,"~1 .-1 .,> COmfortabJeu<lern=··comfonable '> SeatingNN<lem°=''";eating''>j
This simple example illustrates the type of POS tagging errors that occur when unknown
words (e .g. "rolling stock") are encountered by the natural language understanding system.
Such tagging errors can then snowball into larger problems if humans are not engaged in the
process. For example if the "rolling" part of'rolling stock" is identified as a verb, then the
WSD tool will attempt to assign a verb sense. The base verb, "roll" might then be
automatically replaced by a synonym verb such as "spin", leading to the eventual
replacement of "rolling stock" with "spinning stock". Therefore, unknown words in any part
of speech can infect the optimal re-expression process. Auto-WSD tools rely on contextual
information to make a probabilistic determination on the sense of each word. That is, to
disambiguate a content word that has N possible senses, the auto-WSD tool would determine
a probability for each n sense - given the surrounding content words. When the surrounding
content words are unknown words (e.g. proper nouns), the WSD too] often fails to accurately
disambiguate the requirement text, which may then escalate into an incorrect replacement.
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On the other hand, human beings are particularly good at WSD. For example, given the
sentence The bark of the dog was very loud, it is immediately obvious to a human that the
word bark is referring to the sound made by a dog. In the sentence The dog scratched its

back on the bark of the tree we know the word bark here means tree covering (Ide & V eronis
1998). Choueka and Lusignan (1985) show that humans do surprisingly well at sense
discrimination if only a few words of adjacent context are shown - giving more context
contributes little to human disambiguation performance. Human performance is typically
considered the upper bound for WSD (Manning & Schi.itze 1999) and therefore we have
decided to human-disambiguate each W 0 in S0 in order to control WSD as a confounding
variable in our optimal re-expression process. In other words, since unknown words tend to
be prevalent in requirements, and since unknown words tend to result in auto-WSD tools
making errors in the WSD, and since errors in WSD degrade the optimal re-expression
process, we have decided to minimise this confounding effect by using humans to conduct
the WSD of requirements.
Additionally, we have decided to use Web WordNet (2003) as the dictionary (D) of
senses for Word Sense Disambiguation. We understand that WordNet is at present the best
known and the most widely utilized on-line lexical reference system. WordNet's design is
jnspired by current psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. English nouns,
verbs, and adjectives arc organized into synonym sets (synsets), each representing one
underJying lexical concept (Miller 1990). Synsets are lhen assodated with other synsets sets
via lexical relationships (e.g. synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy (js a), meronymy (part of),
and morphological relationships). We should note that we also considered he option of
using Wikipedia: The biggest multilingual free-content encycl opedia on the Internet
(Wikimedia Foundation 2008). Wikipedia contains over 7 million articles in over 200
languages, and is growing every day. The one key advantage Wikipedia has over WordNet is
that it is growing every day with new content words. Wikipedia contruns many domain
specific words that would not normally be included in a standard dictionary (e.g. WordNet).
Our primary reason for choosing WordNet over Wikipedia was the availability of relevant
software tools for automatically working with the dictionary (e.g. WordNet has freely
available tools for PoS tagging, Simila1i ty calculations, etc).
We acknowledge that WordNet is not a perfect resource for word sense disambiguation.
The most frequently cited problem is the fine-grai nedness of WordNet's sense distinctions,
which are often well beyond what may be needed in many language processing applications.
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However, we would prefer too many sense definitions rather than not enough sense
definitions, since we are assuming

meaning(Wo)

E

D.

Since we have decided to manua11y

disambiguate word senses, the fine-grainedness of WordNet's sense distinctions is expected
to become more of an efficiency problem, with the human' s having to read many sense
definitions before making his or her choice, than an accuracy problem, since he or her should
still choose the correct sense once the selection is made ..

4.5.2.

Senses(W)

Function

Returns

senses(W)

senses of (word) W

4.5.2.1.

Background

Whilst there is psychological validity to the notion of senses (Jorgensen 1990; Simpson &
Burgess 1989), lexicographers themselves are well aware of the lack of agreement on senses
and sense divisions. Manning and Schutze (1999) find that dictionaries often differ greatly in
the number and kind of senses they list. One of the foremost problems for sense
disc1imination is to determine the appropriate degree of sense granularity. Severa] authors,
e.g. Slator and Wilks (1987) have remarked that the sense divisions one finds in dictionaries
are often too fine for the purposes of WSD work, therefore overcomplicating the
disHmbiguation process. Additionally, there are often obscure senses that would never lead to
the realisation of lexical ambiguity in a particular domain. In other words, whilst a word may
have many possible meanings in a dictionary - we are interested in the number of meanings
actually exhibited by the word in a usage context, uch as might be used in a requirements
specification. That is, actual sense usage is more interesting that potential sense usage.

4.5.2.2.
~W

Method

: {senses(W)}

= {VWs

: Ws E [So] : (Ws

= W) ~ meaning(Ws)}

That is, for any word (W), the set of senses of word (W) is the set of meanings of word
(W) that actual1y occur in the original specification (S 0 ). I.e. the actual sense usage:
senses(W) may be a subset of the potential senses of word (W) as defined by dictionary (D).

4.5.2.3.

Implementation

Refer to the

measureLex-1.calFeatures

function of Appendi:v;. F: Prototype Software

for the C++ implementation of senses(W).
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4.5.3.

Frequency(W)

Function

Returns

frequency(W )

number of occu rrences of (word) W

4.5.3.1.

Background

Green's (2006) linguistically-oriented heuristics suggest that frequently used words are
more conventional than infrequently used words. For example, petrol conventionally refers
to gasoline in the UK, whereas gas conventionally refers to gasoline in the US. We intend to
use frequency information to help ensure that conventional terms are not replaced by
unconventional terms. Frequency of word occurrence requires some consideration. For
instance, does it mean how frequently the disambiguated word meaning occurs or how
frequently the word term regardless of the word meaning occurs? Furthermore, which corpus
should be used to count word occurrences? (e.g. so that gas does not replace petrol in UK
specifications).

4.5.3.2.

Method

VW: frequency(W)

= I [VWs : Ws E [So] : (Ws = W) A

(meaning(Ws) = meaning(W))]

I

That is, for any word (W) , the frequency of occurrence of word (W) is defined as the
cardinali ty of the collection of words

CW~)

that occur in specification (S 0 ) and have the same

word term and the same word meaning as word (W). In other words, we have decided that
frequency is a count of disambiguated word meanings as they occur wi thin the original
specifi atjon (S 0 ) corpus. Therefore VWa: fr equency(W o)

4.5.3.3.

~ 1.

implementation

Refer to the meas u reLexicalFeatures function of Appendix F: Prototype Software
for the C++ implementation of frequency(\\').

4.5.4.

Width(W)

Function

Returns

width(W)

number of coordinates of (word) W

4.5.4.1.

Background

Fellbaum (1990) states that LO is the most richly lexicalised level since the width of LO is
greater than the width of both the direct hypemym and direct hyponym. Recall from Section
2.6.1 that replacements are more likely to be conventional if the replacement word Wr exists

on a more richly lexicalised level of the semantic hierarchy than the original word W 0 . By
counti ng the number of coordinate terms of W 0 and Wr, we can detem1ine whether W r is
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more (or less) richly lexicalised than W 0 in the hierarchical dictionary (D). As with
senses(W), whilst a word may theoretically have many coordinate terms defined in a
hierarchical dictionary , we are interested in the number of coordinate terms that actually
occur in a usage context. Coordinate term usage information provides us with a more
appropriate measure of width.

4.5.4.2.

Method

VW: width(W)

= I {VWs: W s E [So]: hypernym(Ws,D) = hypernym(W,D)} I

That is, for any word (W), the width of word (W) is defi ned as the cardinality of the set of
words (W5) that occur in specification (S 0 ) and have the same hypernym as word (W) defined
in the hierarchical dictionary (D). In other words, we have again decided to use the original
specification (S 0 ) as the corpus of words eligible to count as coordinate tem1s - rather than
the fu11 extent of coordi nate terms defined in the dictionary (D). Therefore VW0 : W 0

E

S0 :

width(W0 ) 2: 1.
There is an implicit limitation here that LO cannot occur at the top-level of a hierarchy
since unique beginners do not have any hypernym and therefore no coordi nate concepts.
Whi lst in most cases tbi s li mitati on will not manifest itself, there are some LO terms (such as
the verb to be) which exist at the very top of their part of speech hierarchies. In

the~ e

cases,

the LO term may be replaced wi th a less conventi onal term on a more richly lexical ised level
of the hi erarchy .

4.5.4.3.

Implementation

WordNet comes with an Application Programmers Interface (API) providing a variety of
ANSI C functions that can query the Word.Net database. For example, the findtheinfo_ds
function returns a pointer to the disambiguated word in WordNet. The traceptrs_ds function
returns the target of a lexical relationship (e.g. synonym, hyponym, hypernym, etc) . Refer to
the measureL e xi c a lFeatures function of Appendix F: Prototype Software for the C++
implementation of width(W).

Function

Returns

similarity(W1,W2)

the degree to which (word)
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4.5.5.1.

Background

Miller and Charles ( 1998) claim that semantic similarity provides some measure as to the
degree of contextual interchangeability, or the degree to which one word can be substituted
by another in context. This is because measures of similarity quantify how much two
concepts are alike, based on information contai ned in an is-a hierarchy. For example, an
automobile might be considered more like a boat than a tree, if automobile and boat share
vehicle as a common ancestor in an is-a hierarchy (Pedersen , Patwardhan & Michelizzi
2004).

Agirre and Rigau ( 1996) explain there are a variety of different methods for measuring
the simi larity between two concepts:
•

The length of the shortest path that connects W 1 and W 2 ,

•

The depth in the hierarchy: concepts in a deeper part of the hierarchy should be ranked
closer,

•

The density of concepts in the hierarchy: concepts in a dense part of the hi erarchy are
relatively closer than tho se in a more sp arse region, and/or

•

The information content of the Lowest Common Subsumer (LCS) of two concepts. The
LCS is the most specific co ncept th at is an ancestor of both W 1 and W 2 •
Pedersen, Patwardhan and Michel izzi (2004) categorise similarity measures as either

path-based, or IC-based. Path-based measures determine simi larity by evaluating the
distances bet ween the two concepts being compared. The shmter the path from one concept
to another concept, the more similar the two concepts are. Information Content (IC) for
concepts is determined from a sense-tagged corpus (such as SemCor, Brown, Penn
Treebank, British National Corpus, etc). Since a sense-tagged corpus is required, and since
existing sense tagged corpora will not be reflective of domain-specific requirement
specifications, we have di scounted IC-based methods in favour of path-based methods.

Is-a relations generally do not cross part of speech boundaries, so path-based similarity
measures are typically limited to making judgments between noun pairs (e.g. , cat and dog) ,
verb pairs (e.g., run and walk) , etc. However, this is desirable since we wouJd not want
replacement word (Wr) to be of a different part of speech to the original word (W0 ).

4.5.5.2.

Method

Based on the discussion above, we have decided to exclude the IC-based similarity
measures as an option in our method. We have a lso decided to exclude the path-based
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measure Leacock and Chodorow (Miller 1990) because it is not normalised to unity. We
consider the following si milarity measures relevant to our method.
Similarity Measure

Type

Calculation

Path Length (Miller 1990)

Path

sim(W1 , W2) = 1/ length(W1, W2)

Wu and Palmer (Wu & Palmer 1994)

Path

sim(W i, W 2) = 2*depth(lcs) I (depth(W1) + depth(W2))

Where,
•

sim(W " W 2) is the similarity between W 1 and W 2•

•

Jength(Wi. W 2) is the shortest path length (i.e., having minimum number of nodes) between W 1 and W 2 •

•

Jes is the most specific concept that is an ancestor of both W 1 and W 2 •

4.5.5.3.

Implementation

WordNet is particularly well suited for path based similarity measures, since its parts of
speech are organised into hierarchies of is-a relation . Pedersen, Patwardhan and Michelizzi

(2004) have developed WordNet::Similarity, a set of Perl modules that implement the
selected similarity measures of Path Length, and Wu and Palmer (1994) amongst many
others.
Quantifying the similarity between two words can be achieved in two ways: 1) develop a
Perl module that calls the WordNet::QueryData and WordNet::Similarity modules, or 2) use
the command line inte1face from the command prompt. Si nce the researchers are not familiar
programming with Perl, and since Pedersen, Patwardhan and Michelizzi (2004) have
specifically developed WordNet::Similarity with a command line interface for ease of use,
and since the command hne interface enables the input of a text fiJe, and enables the output
to be re-directed to another text file, we have decided to implement the function

similarity(Wi.W2 ) via a system call to WordNet::Similarity. The command line interface
allows the user to request the similarity between a stated pair of words, or between all pairs
of words in a text file. For example, assuming we have FILE.txt containing:
•

cat#n#1 dog#n#1

•

cat#n#1 bird#n#1

Then perl similarity.pl -type WordNet: :Similarity::wup -file FILE .txt returns:
•

cat#n#1 dog#n#1 0.85

•

cat#n#1 bird#n#1 0. 72
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Indicating that when executing the si milarity measure of Wu and Palmer (wup) within the
semantic network of WordNet, a cat is considered more similar to a dog than it is to a bird.

Performance consideration: If there are N unique words for a particular part of speech
from specification (S 0 ), then there are N2 unique combinations of words. Similarity is bidirectional: i.e. similarity(W1 ,W2) = similarity(W2,W1), and the diagonal of the N 2 matrix will
compare the word with itself, so there are (N 2 - N) I 2 unique word combinations that need to
be calculated by WordNet::Similarity. Figure 6 shows that a one order of magnitude increase
in N (e.g. from 100 to 1000 words) results in a quadratic increase in the number of
calculations required by WordNet::Similarity (e.g. from 5000 to 500,000). We must be
cognisant of the number of comparisons that need to be performed to enable us to develop an
efficient software solution. In particular, it would be extremely inefficient for us to calculate
the similarity between each pair of words using the pair-wise command line system call. It is
much more efficient for us to use a single command line system call that reads input from a
predefined text file as described above.

N vs Similarity Measurements
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Figure 6 - N vs. Similarity Measurements

4.5.6.

Replaceability(W11 W2)

Function

Rt:iurns

replaceability(W1, W 2)

the degree to which (word) W 1 can replace (word) W2
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4.5.6.1.

Background

Section 4.4. l conjectured that an ideal replacement is one which is correct, conventional,
and lexically unambiguous. We explained that it is often not possible to find an ideal
replacement so we conjectured in Section 4.4.2 that an optimal replacement would be the Wr
that maximizes the replaceability between W0 and Wr. However, we did not explain how
replaceability(W 1, W2) would be calculated - that is the subject of this section.
Given replaceability(Wr,W0 ) is necessarily a function of correct(Wncontext(W0 ) ) ) ,
conventional(Wr,context(W0 )),

and

unambiguous(Wr,context(W0 )),

we

know

that

replaceability(Wr,W0 ) must be increased when:
a) similarity(meaning(W0 ), senses(Wr))?. similarity_threshold;
b)

Isenses(Wr) I I Isenses(Wo) I < 1;

c) frequency(Wr) I frequency(W 0 )?. I; and
d) width(Wr) I width(W0 ) ?. 1.
Reducing the similarity threshold from sim_thr 1 to sim_thr2 (where sim_thr 1 > sim_thr 2)
is expected to expand the set of potential replacement words (i.e. {Wrd

~

{Wri} ). As a

result, we expect the following effects:
•

{W,1}

{Wr2}

~

'<:/Wr1 3Wr2: frequency(Wr2) ?- frequency(Wr1)

•

{W,·1}-;:;;:: {Wr2}

·->

VWr1JWr2: width(Wr2)

•

{Wr1} ~ {Wr2} ~ VWr1.3.W,2 : senses(Wr2)

~

I

~

width(Wri)

I ~ Isenses(Wr1) I

We expect these effects because increasing the set of potential replacements increases the
likelihood of finding 1) a replacement that is more frequently occurring in specificatjon (S 0 ),
2) a replacement that is defined on a more richly lexicalised ievel in dictionary (D), and 3) a
replacement that has fewer sense usages in specificatjon (S 0 ).
Furthermore, when the normalised similarity threshold < 1, Wr may not be correct since
recall from Section 4.3.2 that 'v'W0 .-:3Wr : Max(similarity_threshold) /\ similar(Wr,W0 )

~

correct(Wr, context(W0 )). In other words, if the similarity_threshold is not maximised
(because it is< 1) then Wr may not be correct in the context of W 0 •
This expected reduction in correctness means we cannot presume that replaceability will
be increased by reducing the similarity threshold. That is, we have a trade-off to deal with:
•

Jsimilarity threshold
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•

jsimilarity threshold

~

jcorrectness /\ tconventionality /\ jlex. ambiguity

Figure 7 graphically demonstrates thi s cause-and-effect relationship using a Causal Loop
Diagram (CLD). CLDs are an appropriate way of documenting variables and the causal
relationships between them. The relationships in CLDs are annotated with polarity (+/-). The
polarity tells whether a dependency has posi tive (+) polarity, whereby increasing the cause
increases the effect, or negative (-) pol arity, whereby increasing the cause decreases the
effect (Hall 1962; Randers 1980).

/

-,\

Repfaceability

Figure 7 - Causal Loop Diagram

Figure 7 illustrates the inherent trade-off between correctness, conventionality, and
lexical ambiguity. If the similarity threshold decreases, the number of potential replacements
increases (i .e. negative polarity) . If the number of potential replacements increases, then
correctness decreases, conventionality increases, and lexical ambiguity decreases . Figure 7
also illustrates the desi red relationship between our new measure replaceability and the
quality fac tors: correctness, conventionality, and ambiguity. That is, we want repl aceabihty
to increase when correctness and conventionality increase, and when lexical ambiguity
decreases:
•

j replaceability

~
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Due to the mjxture of positi ve and negative cau sal effects, combining a) b) c) and d)
(above) with a Boolean AND is expected to result in extremely few repl acements. We need
to combine a) b) c) and d) in a way that results in Wr being significantly less ambiguou s than
W 0 but without being significantly less correct and without being significantly less
conventional, i.e. we acknowledge that Wr is unlikely to simultaneously sati sfy all three
predicates: correct, conventional, and unambiguous. To ensure the trade-off is eq uitable
amongst qu ality factors, we must consi der the relative magnitude of each contributor, such
that scaling fac tors can be introduced to balance the equation.
The first scaling factor we introduce is based on the assumption that the more frequently
occurring a word (frequency), the more likely it exists on a wider lexical level (width). I.e.
we assume that width(W) oc frequency(W) . This is because frequently occurring words are
more conventional and are therefore more likely to exist on or around LO in the hierarchy.
Fallbaum finds that levels arou nd LO are more richly lexicalized than other levels, i.e. they
represent the bulge. Conside1ing that there are two measures pertaining to conventionality
(i.e. frequency and width) and only one measure pertaining to each of correctness and lexical
ambiguity, we have decided to exploit the assumption that width(W) cc frequency(W) and
combine frequency and width into a single contributor using addition, i.e. VWr.VWo:
sirnilar(Wr,Wo) /\ ({frequency(Wr) + width(Wr))

~

(frequency(W0 ) + width(W 0 )))

-~

conventional(Wr,

context(W o)).

The second scaling factor we introduce is based on Zipf s law. Recall from Section 2.4.2
that Zipf s law state

that "the number of meanings of a word is correlated with its

frequency". Zipf argues that conservation of speaker effort would prefer there to be only one
word with all meanings while conservation of hearer effort would prefer each meaning to be
expressed by a different word. Assuming that these forces are equally strong, Zipf argues
that the number of meanings m of a word obeys the law: m oc ...JJ (Zipf 1949), or in our
language: Isenses(W) I

ex: "frequency(W).

ex: frequency(W) gives

Isenses(W) I ex: "(frequency(W) + width(W)) .

Combining this with our assumption that width(W)

The third scaling factor we introduce is based on the assumption that each miginal
content word (W0 ) is correct (Section 4.3.2 shows that when Wr=W 0 , correct(Wr,
context(W0 )) is always true), then we are interested in preserving that correctness (we
assume if W 0 is correct, then Wr cannot be more correct - onl y less correct). As
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similarity(meaning(W0), senses(Wr)) reduces, so to does correct(Wr,W 0). We have therefore
decided to attenuate replaceability(Wr,W 0) with similarity(meaning(W0), senses(Wr).
In summary , we have decided that replaceability(Wr. W 0) wilJ be defined as a function of:
•

•

•

similarity (meaning ( W 0 ) , senses (

~

freq ( W,) +width ( W,)
freq ( W 0 ) + width ( W 0 )

W,))

, and

I senses ( W 0 ) I

I senses ( W,) I

4.5.6.2.

Method

rept ( w ,,w 0 )=similarity ( meaning (w 0 ) . senses( w, )) x

freq (w ,) + width (Pl ,)
I senses (w 0 ) I
(
)
. 1
) x
\ freq W 0 + wzdth ~W 0
I senses (w ,) I

Thus:
YWo.3W r: repl(Wr, W o) > 1 -

replaces(Wr, Wo)

YW o.3W r: repl(Wr, W o)

Wr = Wo -

$

1-

-,replaces(Wr, W o)

YW 0 .3Wr: W r = W o _, replaceability(Wr, W 0 )

=1

Replaceability(Wr.W0) is a measure of the ability of an original word (W 0 ) to be reexpressed by another word (W 1). Replaceability(Wr,W0 ) is asymmetric because there is no
guarantee that the inverse replacement will be valid,

i.e. replaceability(W r,W 0) -:f-

replaceability(W 0,\Vr).

4.5.6.3.

Implementation

Refer to the calculateReplaceab i lity function of Appendix F: Prototype Software
for the C++ implementation of repJaceability(W r,W 0).

4.5.7.

Sequence of Activities

Figure 8 is a UML sequence diagram that serves to iJiu strate the method of optimal reexpression. Importantly, Figure 8 provides functional sequencing and functional allocation to
responsible entities including the human user, WordNet, WordNet::SimiJarity, and the
Prototype Software that we have included in A ppendix F: Prototype Software.
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A

I Wor~Net I

Prototyoe Software

User
--,--

WordNet: :Similaritv

I

For Each {Wo in So}
dictionarx(D)
------------------- - ---------~-- ------ - ----- - ------- - -----

'
I
I

meaning(Wo)

:
I

(Wo, meaning(Wo)}

frequency(Wo)

coordinates(Wo)

width(Wo)

For Each {Wr}
similaritr(Wr,Wo)

-------------------------- r------ -- -- ----- ----- -- --- --1

If (similarity(Wr,Wo) ~ similarity_thresho l~}
senses(Wr)

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

frequency(Wr)

I
I
I
I

I

Figure 8 - UML sequence diagram

Figure 8 illustrates that the process of optimal re-expression begins with the human user
disambiguating the meaning of each original word (W0 ) from specification (S 0 ) using
WordNet sense definitions as the dictionary (D). Once the meaning of all original words
have been disambiguated, the set {W0 , meaning(W 0 )} is provided as input to the Prototype
Software in a text file. For each (W 0), the prototype software then determines a) the different
senses of (W0 ) in use in (S 0 ), b) the number of occurrences (frequency) of (W0 ) in (S 0 ), and
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c) the number of words occurring in (S 0 ) that are defined as coordinates terms of (W0 ) in the
WordNet hierarchy .
Then,

for

each

potential

replacement

(Wr),

where

similarity(Wr,W0 )

~

similarity_threshold, the prototype software determines a) the different senses of (Wr) in use
in (S 0 ), b) the number of occurrences (frequency) of (Wr) in (S 0 ) , and c) the number of words
occurring in (S 0 ) that are defined as coordinates terms of (Wr) in the WordNet hierarchy.
Given repl(Wr.W0 ) = similarity(meaning(W0 ), senses(Wr)
I (frequency(W0 ) + width(W0 )))

* I senses(W I
0)

I

* --.f ((frequency(Wr) + width(Wr))

Isenses(Wr) I.

the Prototype Software

calculates repl(Wr.W0 ) for every potential replacement (Wr). The (Wr) that maximises
repl(Wr,W0 ) is then chosen as the optimal replacement for (W0 ). In theory, this is the (Wr)
that is most likely to be significantly less ambiguous than (W0 ) but without being

significantly less correct than (W0 ) and without being significantly less conventional than
(Wo) .

If specification (S 0 ) is revised with each ori ginal word (W0 ) being replaced by its optimal

replacement (Wr), we hypothesise that specification (Sr) will be significantly less ambi guous
than (S 0 ) but without being significantly less correct than (S 0 ) and without being significantly
less conventional than (S 0 ). We evaluate the validity of this hypothesis in the next chapter on
design evaluation.
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Chapter 5 Evaluation
5.1.

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to define an evaluation model, develop an eval uation
method, and to present the results of conducting the evaluation. The utility, quality, and
efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation
methods to claim a design artifact as a research contribution (Hevner et al. 2004).
The design artifacts we are evaluating in this chapter are:
•

The Model (refer Section 4.3),

•

The Method (refer Section 4.5), and

•

The Software Prototype (refer Appendix F: Prototype Software)

These three design artifacts are not independent of one another. The model is the basis of
the method, and the software prototype is an instantiatjon of the method. Therefore, we
justifiably use the software prototype as the basi s of our evaluation since this encapsulates
the method and model. This chapter also produces the two remaining research contributions:

5.2.

•

The Evaluation Method, and

•

The Empirical Evidence.

Evaluation Model

Before we evaluate our design solution to the research question, we must first e tabli h an
evaluation model to define and relate the key concepts of the evaluation. The extent to which
a specification is considered correct, conventional, and lexically unambiguous is, to some
extent, dependent upon the background of the reader. In Section 4.4.2 we theorised that it
would be possible to optimally re-express each original word (W0 ) with a replacement word
(Wr) to significantly reduce the lexical ambiguity of the requirement without significantly

reducing its correctness or conventionality. We now need to evaluate this theory, and
specifically we want to evaluate whether a selection of human stakeholders agree that the
optimally re-expressed specification has indeed significantly reduced lexical ambiguity
without signi ficantly reducing con-ectness or conventionality.
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5.2.1.

Metrics

Easterbrook et al. (2007) claim that Software Engineering evaluation typically involves
human interaction. Since humans are the end-users of requirements (e.g. customers and
developers) , we believe it is essential to define our metrics in a way that enables humans to
contribute to the evaluation. The metrics must somehow enable human participants to assess
the correctness, conventionality, and lexical unambiguity of the optimal re-expressi ons.
Fundamentally, the type of data that we can collect from human participants is, very
different from the parameters of the model and method which is intended to be implemented
by machine. For this reason, we have defined two evaluation metrics that can be easily
extracted from human participants, and can be related to the model that we have defined in
Section 4.3. The metrics we have defined are:
1.

makes __ sense(P, Wr. context(W0 ) )

2.

would_use(P, Wr, context(W 0 ))

5.2.1.1.

Makes_sense( P, Wn context(W 0 ))

In Section 4.3.2 we defined the predicate correct(Wr. context(W0 )) as a function of
another predicate similar(Wr,W 0 ) and the chosen similarity_threshold. Answering the
questi on similar(Wn W0 ) may be entirely appropriate for a machine given Wr. W 0 , a simiJruity
measure, and a simi lality threshold (recall method from Section 4 .5.5), but is not an
appropriate question to be answered by a human participant. A more approp1iate question for
a human might be whether replacement word (W . ) makes sense to them given the context of
original word (W0 ). This is a question a human participant should be able to answer if they
are familiar w'th the business goal (B), and the application domain (D).
-.----------------------

~redic._a_te_ _

~akes_sense(P, Wr, context(W

Definition

0 ))

(participant) P thinks (word) Wr makes sense in context(Wo)

VW 0 .::3Wr:makes_sense(P, Wr, context(Wa))---+ Wr U context(Wa) U D 1= B ---+ correct(Wr, context(Wo))
VW 0 .::3Wr: Max(similarity__threshold) /\ similar(Wr.Wo)---+ makes_sense(P, Wr, context(Wo))

In other words, if participant (P) thinks replacement word (Wr) makes sense in the context
of original word (W0 ), then participant (P) thinks the re-expressed requirement continues to
express the business goal (B) and is therefore correct (recall Jackson's definition of correct
in Section 2.6.5). Furthermore, applying our predicate for correct from Section 4 .3.2 implies
that when the similruity _threshold is maximised, there exists a set of correct replacement
words {Wr} that we expect wi 11 make sense to the human participants. This implies that one
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of the senses of Wr is the disambiguated meaning of W 0 • As the similarity_threshold is
reduced (i.e. no longer Max), the replacement words {Wr} may no longer make sense to the
human

participants

in

the

context

of

the

original

word

(W0 ),

implying

the

similarity_threshold is an independent variable.
The makes sense evaluation metric can also be used to determine unambiguity. Recall our
predicate for unambiguous from Section 4.3.4 of the model:
VWo.3Wr: correct(Wr,Wo) /\

Isenses(Wr) I = 1 -

unambiguous(Wr, context(Wo))

Thus, if participant (P) determines that there are multiple (> 1) dictionary senses of
replacement word (Wr) that make sense in the context of original word (W0 ) , then we can
interpret this to mean that participant (P) considers Wr to be an ambiguous replacement for
W 0 • In fact this implies that participant (P) is unsure of the business goal (B) since they
thought that multiple different meanings of Wr satisfied the business goal.

5.2.1.2.

Would_use(P, Wn context(W0 ))

In Section 4.3.3 we defined the predicate conventionaJ(Wr, context(W0 )) as a function of
another predicate correct(Wr. context(W0 )) and two parameters (frequency and width). In the
previous Section 5.2. L 1 we expJained that the correct(Wr. context(W0 )) predicate as defined
in Section 4.3.2 of the model could be answered by machine, but is not approp1iate to be
answered by a human participant. Similarly, the number of occurrences of a word
(frequency) and the number of coordinates of a word (width) could be answered by machine
(recall methods from Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 respectively), but is not an appropriate
question to be answered by a human participant. A more appropriate question for a human
might be whether they themselves would use the replacement word (Wr) within the context
of original word (vV0 ). This is a question a human participant should be able to answer if they
are familiar with the business goal (B), and the application domain (D).
Predicate

Definition

would_use(P, Wr, context(W 0 ))

(participant) P would use (word) Wr in context(Wo)

VW 0 .3Wr: would_ use(P, Wr, context(W 0 ))

-

--

conventional(Wr, context(W 0 ))

VWo.3Wr: correct(Wr,Wo) /\ frequency(Wr) ~ frequency(Wo) /\ width(Wr) ~ width(Wo) -

would__use(P,

Wr, context(Wo))

In other words, if participant (P) would use replacement word (Wr) in the context of
original word (W0 ), then participant (P) thinks the re-expressed requirement is conventional.
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Furthermore, applying our predicate for conventional from Section 4.3.3 of the nodel
implies that when Wr correctly expresses W 0 , and the number of occurrences of Wr e}ceeds
the number of occurrences of W 0 (i.e. when Wr is more frequently occurring that We), and
when the number of coordinate-terms of Wr exceeds the number of coordinate-terms f W 0
(i.e. when Wr is on a more richly lexicalised level of the hierarchy than W 0 ), then we expect
the human participants would use Wr to express W 0 •
Since the original specification S 0 is a constant textual corpus (refer Section 4.2.3) that is
used as the reference text against which to measure both frequency and width 'recall
methods from Sections 4.5 .3 and 4.5.4 respectively), we are left with the similarity_threshold
as the only independent variable since it influences predicate correct(Wr, context(W0 )).

5.2.2.

Variables

A variable is any quality or characteristic in a research investigation that has two

OJ

more

possible values. When we investigate cause-and-effect relationships, we are looking at the
extent to which one variable (the cause) influences another variable (the effect) (Leedy &
Onnrod 2005) .

5.2.2.1.

Independent Variable(s)

A variable that the researcher studies as a possible cause of something else, in m·my
cases, this is one that the researcher directly manipulates, is called an independent variable
(Leedy & Ormrod 2005). '111e model in Section 4.2.4 identifies four variables: W 0 , Wr, Sr.
and similar:ity_threshold. Considering the causal loop diagram presented in Section 4.5.6, it
hould be evident that the similarity_threshold is the only variable that we can directly
manipulate to cause a change in correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity. I.e. the
similarity_threshold is our independent variable. Manipulating the Similarity Threshold (by
changing its value between 0 and 1) influences replaceability(WnW0 ) and therefore
optimaJ(Wr,COntext(W0)).

Independent Variable

Definition

~~~~~~~~~-~~-~-~~--~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~--~

similarity__threshold

5.2.2.:l.

O ~ similarity_threshold

~

1

Depe11dent Variable(s)

A variable that is potentially affected by the independent variable is called a dep<:~ndent
variable (Leedy & Ormrod 2005). The research que tion implies that we have to measure the
significance of change in the correctness, conventionality , and Jexjcal ambiguity of the
replacement word (Wr) compared to the original word (Wo). In particular, we are interested in
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comparing the proportion of replacement words p(Wr) that are correct (p(Wr)correct),
conventional (p(Wr)canventiona1), and unambiguous (p(Wr)unambiguous) to the proportion of original
words p(Wa) that are correct (p(Wa)correct), conventional (p(Wa)conventiona1), and unambiguous
( p(Wr)unambiguous) respectively.

Dependent
Variable

Definition

p(W)correct
p(W)conventional
p(W)unambiguous

Imakes_sense(P, W , context(Wa)) I / Ioptimal(Wr,context(Wa)) I, where Wr#Wa
Iwould_use(P, W, context(Wa)) I / Ioptimal(Wr,context(Wa)) I, where Wr#Wa

Imakes_sense(P, W, context(Wa)) I I I optimal(Wr,context(Wa)) I, where Wr#Wa and
senses(W) I

=1

Explanation:
•

The definition of optimal(Wr.context(W 0 )) jn Section 4.4.2, and repl(Wr, W0 ) in
Section 4.5.6.2 means that when repl(Wr, W0) :::; 1 the original word is retained (i.e.
Wr=W0 so there is no noticeable replacement). Therefore, when counting proportions,
we want the denominator to represent the total number of optimal replacements
where Wrf- W0 .
W is used in the definiti ons to represent either Wr

•

or W 0 since both sets of

proporti ons are needed for comparison purposes. Importantly, whilst we might expect
the participants to con ider the original words to be correct and conventional, we do
not make this assumption in the evaluation .

5.3.

Evaluation Method

A method is a set of organ izing principles arou nd which empirical dat a are collected and
analyzed. The selection of evaluation methods must be matched appropriately with the
desi gned artifact and the selected evaluation metrics (Hevner et al. 2004). Hevner et al.
(2004) present five design evaluation methods appropri ate to the design-science paradigm
(Table 1 of (Hevner et al. 2004))
1. Observational (Case Study, Field Study)
2. Analytical (Static Analysis, Optimization)
3.

Experimental (Controlled Experiment, Simulation)

4. Testing (Black Box, White Box)
5. Descriptive (Informed Argument, Scenarios)
We evaluate the integrated design artifact at multiple similarity thresholds to determine
whether the dependent variables: correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity have
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been affected in the ways predicted in Chapter 4. We are therefore interested in the cause-

and-effect relationship between the similarity threshold (independent variable) and our
dependent variables: correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity.
Leedy and Ormrod 2005 state that "as a general rule, qualitative studies do not allow the
researcher to identify cause-and-effect relationships - to answer questions such as what

caused what? Why did such-and-such happen? You will need quantitative research,
especially experimental studies, to answer questions of this kind." Qualitative studies involve
studying phenomena in all their complexity without simplifying to a subset of specific
quality attributes. Clearly our research does simplify to a subset of quality attributes, by
solely focusing on correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity rather than attempting
to cover the full-range of possible quality attributes, e.g. per Davis et al. ( 1993).
We have chosen to evaluate the design solution using a Controlled Experiment for the
following key reasons derived from Leedy and Ormrod (2005):

1. 1be research process considers a limited set of known variables with a detached view rather than unknown variables with a personal view.
2.

The data are nume1ical, representative and collected via questionnaire - rather than
textual/image based, collected via personal interviews.

3. TI1e data are to be analysed using inferential statisti cs -- rather than inductive reasoni ng.
4.

Findings are to be communicated formally using statistics -- rather than through
narratives, individual quotes in a literary style.

A controlled experiment is an investigation of a testable hypothesis where one or more
independent variables are manipulated to measure their effect on one or more dependent
variables. Controlled experiments allow us to determine in precise terms how the variables
are related and, specifically, whether a cause-effect relationship exists between them. Each
combination of values of the independent variables is a treatment (Leedy & Ormrod 2005).
Leedy & Orrnrod (2005) claim "A researcher can most convincingly identify cause-and-

effect relationships by using an experimental design. In such a design, the researcher
considers many possible factors that might cause or infl uence a particular condition or
phenomenon. The researcher then attempts to control for all influential factors except those
whose possible effects are the focus of investigation".
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The term experimental design refers to a plan for assigning subjects to treatment
conditions. A good experimental design serves three purposes.
•

Causation. It allows the experimenter to make causal inferences about the relationship
between independent variables and a dependent variable.

•

Control. It allows the experimenter to rule out alternative explanations due to the
confounding effects of extraneous variables (i.e., variables other than the independent
variables).

•

Variability. It reduces variability within treatment conditions, which makes it easier to
detect differences in treatment outcomes.

5.3.1.

Confounding Effects

To maximise internal validity when identifying cause-and-effect relationships, the
researcher needs to control confounding variables so that these variables are ruled out as
explanations for effects observed (Leedy & Ormrod 2005). We have controlled the
confou nding effects as follows :

5.3.1.1.

Multiple Parts of Speech

Given that we have defined predicates for correct, conventional and unambiguous in
terms of the context, and given that a single requirement statement is comprised of multiple
words from multiple pents of speech, there is a risk that the context for a single word in a
single requirement will be contaminated by other replacements associated with other words.
This is confirmed by Ravin and Leacock (2000), who state "context alters the senses of the
words found in it". In other words, a context complised of replacements (Wr) wi!l likely
yield different results for predicates correctness, conventjonality, and unambiguity than a
context comprised purely of original words (W0) from S0.
Since requirements should be written as simple sentences rather than compound or
complex (Hooks

1994~

Hull , Jackson and Dick 2002) and since simple sentences contain a

single subject and predicate, and describe only one thing, idea or question, and have only one
verb (Learn English, 2008), we have decided that by limiting our evaluation to optimally reexpressing verbs, and no other part of speech, then in the case of requirements written as
simple sentences, we will likely limit re-expression to one word per requirement, and
therefore the results will not be confounded by a context comprised of substitutions
associated with other optimal replacements. It is also worth noting that verbs are the most
lexically ambiguous pai1 of speech averaging 2.11 senses per verb (Oxford English
Dictionary 2005), and therefore potentia11y the part of speech with most to gain from our
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research. Furthermore, verbs are more common than nouns, in the sense th at verbs tend to be
less domain-specifi c (or proper), and so our assumpti on in Secti on 4 .5.1.2 that words
contained in the original specification (W 0 ) will also be defi ned in the diction ary (i .e. VWo :
WoE So-+ meaning(Wo) E D) is more likely to be valid when Wo is a verb.

5.3.1.2.

Time

Whilst time is often a confounding variable in research, this is not the case with our
research. This is because requirements are static textual statements that do not naturally
evolve with time (i.e. change is always due to intervention and not due to ageing) . Therefore,
by preventing human intervention, we can effectively eliminate time as a confounding
variable in our design evaluation. In doing so, we can simultaneously measure the before and

after effects in a single application of a measuring instrument. I.e. there is no need for the
before and after measurements to be separated in time.

5.3.2.

Constants

Constants were identified in Section 4.2.3 as 1) S 0 , the original specification, and 2) D,
the dictionary. To ensure the results of the experiment are valid, the original specification

(S 0 ) should be a specification that is representative of the intended population. The
specification u ed for the evaluation is sel cted and described in Section 5.4.1. WordNet was
already nominated in Section 4.5. I .3 as the constant dictionary (D).

5.3.3.

Hypotheses

Given that we have decided on a controlled experfo1ent, it is normal to take a postpositivist stance, in that we "tend to accept the idea that it is more productive to refute
theories than to prove them, and we increase our confidence in a theory each time we fail to
refute it, without necessarily ever proving it to be true" (March and Smith 1995).
We believe the design solution proposed in Chapter 4 automatically re-expresses natural

English requirements in a way that significantly reduces lexical ambiguity, without
significantly reducing the correctness or conventionality. That is, we hypothesise that our
design solution answers the research question, and we intend to forma11y test our belief by
establishing one or more formal research hypotheses. Thus, we expect that the:
1)

Proportion of replacement terms that are correct p(Wr)correct in Sr is not significantly
less than the proportion of corresponding original terms th at are correct p(W0 )correct in
So.
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2) Proportion of replacement terms that are conventional p(Wr)conventionaI in Sr is not
signjficantly less than the proportion of corresponding original terms that are
conventional p(Wo)conventionaJ in So.
3) Proportion of replacement terms that are unambiguous p(Wr)unambiguous in Sr is
significantly more than the proportion of corresponrung origjnal terms that are
unambiguous p(Wo)unambiguous in So.
Every hypothesis test requires the analyst to state a null hypothesis (labelled HO) and an
alternative hypothesis (labelled HA). The hypotheses are stated in such a way that they are
mutually exclusive.

•

Hypothesis

Definition

HOcorrect

p(Wr)correct ~ p(Wo)correct

HAcorrect

p(Wr)correct < p(Wo)correct

HOconventional

p(Wr)conventional

~

HAconventional

p(W r)conventional

< p(Wo)conv~mtional

HOunambiguous

p(Wr)unambiguous $ p(Wo)unambiguous

HAunambiguous

p(Wr)unambiguous > p(Wo)unambiguous

p(Wo)conventional

Our expectation that re-expression has not sacrificed correctness is supported with
failure to reject the null hypothesis (HOcorrect). Rejection of (HOcorrect) indicates that reexpression has sac1ificed conectne~ s.

•

Our expectation that re-expression has not sacrificed conventionality is supported wjth
failure to reject the null hypothesis (HOconventiona1). Rejection of (HOconventiona1) indicates that
re-expression has sacrificed conventionality.

•

Our expectation that re-expression has significantly reduced lexical-ambiguity is
supported with rejection of the null hypothesis (HOunambiguous). Failure to reject
(HOunambiguous) indicates that re-expression has not significantly reduced lexical-ambiguity.

5.3.4.

The Data

The data, in this case, is the opinion of the human research participants, that is 1) whether
the human research participants think the replacement word (Wr) makes sense in the context
of the original word (W0 ), i.e. a) Yes, I think Wr makes sense in the context of W 0 , orb) No,
I think Wr does not make sense in the context of W0 , and 2) whether they would use the

replacement word (Wr) in the context of the original word (W 0), i.e. a) Yes, I would use Wr
in the context of W0 , orb) No, I would not use Wr in the context of W 0 • Thus, the data will
comprise two binary Yes I No answers per optimal replacement (Wr).
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5.3.5.

Data Collection

The purpose of this section is to nominate an appropriate data collection instrument and
to design that instrument to ensure the data collected is reliable. We have so far determi ned
that:
•

The evaluation method is a controlled experiment,

•

The data are subjective but quantified,

Since the data to be collected is subjective and opinion-based, we believe that a survey
represents the most appropriate data-collection instrument. In a survey, the researcher poses

a series of questions to willing participants - perhaps about their characteristics, opinions,
attitudes, or previous experiences (Leedy & Ormrod 2005). Surveys may be implemented as
a face-to-face interview, a telephone interview, or as a written questionnaire.
We have decided to coJlect the data by questionnaire, since questionnaires are the most
efficient and least intrusive data collection method. Leedy and Ormrod (2005) describe two
di sadvantages of questionnaires being 1) " low return rate" and 2) " potential for
misinterpretations" . In our Ethics Apph cation (refe r to Appendi x A: Ethics Approval) we
additionally recognised 3) "ri sk of embarrassment" where the pa1ticipant is uncomfortable
providing an answer. We believe l) is Jes of an issue .-ince this researcher is employed
with in the domain and expects reasonable participation from colleagues (part1cipar1ts are
described later in Section 5.3 .9), 2) is controlled by carefully designing the que tionnaire and
conducting a pilot test, 3) is minimised with a questionnaire rather than via face-t -face or
telephone.

5.3.6.

Questionnaire Design

Since we ehminat.ed time as a confounding variable in our design evaluation (refer
5.3 .1.2), we designed the questionnaire to simultaneously measure the before and after
effects. I.e. there was no need for the before and after measurements to be separated in time
since requirements do not age and only change due to human intervention.

5.3.6.1.

Questions

The questions were designed to indivi du ally collect a complete set of data. This means
that each single question coJlects data pertaining to correctness, conventionality, and lexical
ambiguity across the range of similatity thresholds (i.e. treatments). Recall from Section
5.2.1 that by collecting the metric makes sense from the participants, we can calculate the
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correctness and lexical ambiguity variables, and by collecting the metric would use from the
participants, we can calculate the conventionality variable.
5.3.6.1.1. Makes Sense?

In this question, we present to the research participant in random order, the set of
Senses(Wr) using the sense definitions from WordNet, and we ask the research participant to
choose the sense(s) that make sense to them in the Context(W0 ). We ask this question for
each sense of each optimal replacement (Wr), where different optimal replacements (Wr)
may occur at different similarity thresholds (treatments).
The context(W0 ) is defined as the words surrounding W 0 , but excluding W 0 :
•

context(Wo)

= [W1 , W2, ...

,"___", ... , WN-1, WN]

Depending on the similarity_threshold selected, we can have a different optimal Wr:
•

similarity_threshold

= i --t

optimal(Wr(iJ, context(W 0 ))

•

similarity_threshold

= j --t

optimal(Wr(iJ, context(W 0 ))

Each word has one or more senses defined in the dicti onary (D):
senses{W o) = {senseo. 1, senseo 21
•

senses(W r(iJ)

= {senseu,

• • •,

senseo N}

sensei. 2, ... , sensei N}

senses(Wrm) == {sensej.1, sensej.2, .. . , senseJ.N}

W can now generate questions asking which individual senses in
senses(W ruJ),

senses(Wo), senses(Wr(i)),

etc, makes sense in place of the context blank " ___" :

1. sensei.i makes sense in [W 1, W 2 ,

WN_1, W N]? (True I False)

• •• , " _ _ ", • •• ,

2.

sense0 .N makes sense in [Wi, W 2 ,

• . • ,"_ _ ' ', .•• ,

WN-i, W N]? (True

3.

sensej.N makes sense in [W1> W 2 ,

... ,"_ _ ", ... ,

WN-1> W N]? (True I False)

4.

ense0 .1 makes sense in [W 1, W 2 ,

• •• ,"_ _" , •• • ,

WN_ 1, WN] ? (True I False)

5. sensei.N makes sense in [W i, W 2,

•• • ," ___ ", • •• ,

WN_1, WN]? (True I False)

sensej.r makes sense in [Wi, W 2 ,

••• ,"_ _ ", • • • ,

WN_1, WN]? (True I False)

6.

I False)

Notes:
[ 1] question order is random so there are no hints to i, j or W 0, etc.
[2] sense02 , sensei.2 , sensej 2 not shown for brevity .
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We would expect the research participant to nominate sense0 . 1 or sense0 .2 or sense0 .N since
these are the senses of the original word (W0 ). We expect (from the causal loop diagram in
Section 4.5.6) that as the similarity threshold reduces (i.e. when i > j) the research participant
is more likely to nominate meanings that occur within senses(Wr(i)) than meanings that occur
within senses(Wrm) as those meanings that make sense. If more than one sense of the same
Wr makes sense in Context(W0 ) , then Wr is ambiguous in Context(W0 ) . I.e. both dependent
variables p(W)unambiguous and p(W)correct are based on the makes sense metric.
5.3.6.1.2. Would Use?

In this question, we present to the research participant in random order, the set of optimal
replacements (Wr) that occur at different similarity thresholds (treatments) and we ask the
research participant to choose the sense(s) that they would use in the Context(W0 ) .
The context(W0 ) is defined as the words surrounding W 0 , but excluding W 0 :
•

context(Wo)

= [W 1, W2,

... ,"__", .. . , WN-1, WN]

Depending on the similarity _threshold selected, we can have a different optimal Wr:

=i -

•

simi larity_threshold

optimal(Wr(i), context(Wo))

•

similarity_threshold = j - optimal(Wrm, context(Wo))

We can now generate questions asking which words out of Wo, Wr(iJ, Wrrn, etc, the research
participant would use to fill the context blank"_____.":

1. I would use Wr(j) in [Wi, W 2 ,
2. I would use W 0 in [W 1, W 2 ,
3.

••• ,"____ ", • • . ,

• •• ,"_ _ _'', ••• ,

I would use Wr<;J in [Wi, '1\12 ,

WN-h WN]? (Trne I False)

W

• • . ,"____ '', .. . ,

1_ 1,

WN]? (True I False)

WN-1> WN]? (True I False)

Note question order is random so there are no hints to i, j or W 0 , etc.
We would expect the research participant to use W 0 since this was the original word. In
Section 4 .5.6 we explained that as the similarity threshold reduces (i .e. when i > j) the
research participant is more likely to use WrU) than Wr(i)·
5.3.6.1.3. Similarity Threshold

Recall from Section 4.5.6 that changi ng

t~~

similarity threshold widens (or narrows) the

scope of poten6al replacements, and thus:
•

Jsimilarity threshold - Jcorrectness /\ jconventionality /\ Jlex. ambiguity

•

jsimilarity threshold - jcorrectness /\ Jconventionality /\ jlex. ambiguity
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We are interested in discovering evidence to support the conjecture that there is a cause-

and-effect relationship between the similarity threshold and the dependent variables:
correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity. Importantly, we are interested in
discovering the range of similarity thresholds that yield a desired outcome to the hypothesis
testing, specifically:
1.

No significant reduction in correctness

2.

No significant reduction in conventionality

3.

A significant reduction in lexical ambiguity

( HOcorrect

supported)

(HOconventionat

supported)

(HOunambiguous

rejected)

The similarity threshold is a real number between 0 and 1. Thu s, with every decimal
place, the range of possible values increases by an order of magnitude. Given th at each
similarity threshold may result in a different optimal(Wr, context(W0 ) ) , and given the need to
evaluate the predicates makes sense and would use for each optimal(Wr, context(W0 )), we
need to carefully control the granularity of the similarity threshold so as to prevent the
questionnaire and resultant data from becoming unnecessarily voluminous.
Considering th e Path Length measure of similarity is calculated as sim(W 1, W 2)

= 11

length(W1> W2), (refer Section 4.5.5) and given that length(W" W2) is an integer, we
speculate that the range of snnilanty thresholds (0, 0.25, 0 .5, 0.75. I) provides adequate
granularity for the purpose of our evaluation. Furthermore, this range of similarity thresholds
align· with our experience running WordNet::Similarity with both the Path Length and Wu
and Palmer similarity measures.
So that there is no bias in the responses, we hide the similarity threshold from the
respondent when presenting each question. This was demonstrated by randomly orde1ing the
questions in Sections 5.3 .6.1 .1 and 5.3.6.1.2, i.e. we don 't want the situ ation where the
respondent expects the repl acement word Wr not to make sense because the similarity
threshold was low (or vice-versa).
5.3.6.1.4. Length

With a simnarity threshold in the set 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and assuming that each
similarity threshold yields a different optimal(Wr, context(W0 ) ) then there are five words that
influence the answers to each question . Assuming average senses per word

= 2, then

there

are 10 makes sense decisions to be made per question . Assuming on average there are 25
words per sense definition in WordNet, thi s gives 250 words to read per question. The
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international average reading speed is accepted to be about 250 words per minute (Hladczuk
& Eller 1992). Therefore, reading each question can be expected to take approximately one

minute. If we allow an additional two minutes for decision making and choosing answers,
then each question is expected to take roughly three minutes to complete. In accordance with
our ethics application (refer to Appendix A: Ethics Approval), we limit the questionnaire to
120 minutes duration (max). This gives 40 questions per questi onnai re. This estimati on was
validated by pilot test.
5.3.6.1 .5. Format and Structure

The questi onnaire needs to be formatted and structured to enable efficient codification.
Leedy and Ormrod (2005) claim electronic questionnaires can be highly effective when the
participants feel comfortable wi th computers. Our respondents are to be knowledgeable
stakeholders of the specifications being anal ysed. In most cases, the types of people will be
engi neers and design managers with a strong computing background, especi ally fami liar
with spreadsheets and word processors. We therefore decided to use Microsoft Excel™ as
the spreadsheet tool to present questions and collect data.
One advantage of thi s deci sion is that we can make use of Excel' s data validation feature
such tha t respondent. are forced into providing a valid response for every questi on via a
drop-down single-se lection box . Another advantage is that Excell M enables us to hide
:i nformation from the re pondent. For example, we hide the correlation between sense
definitions and words

( W o, Wr(o), VVr(0 25), Wr(os1, W r(0.75), Wr(1)),

but then instantly reveal these

correlations during post-test-analysi s to run hypothesis tests on proportions

(p(W}correct.

p(W )conventional, p (W )unambiguous) ·

5.3.6.1 .6. Validation

Leedy and Ormrod (2005) define twelve gui delines for developing a questionnaire th at
encourages people to be co-operati ve and yield responses that can be used and interpreted.
Table 3 provides traceability from each of the twelve guideli nes to the section wi thin thi s
chapter that addresses the guideline.
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Table 3 - Questionnaire Validation (from (Leedy & Ormrod 2005))

Check

Ref er Section

Keep it short

Section 5.3.6.1.4: Length

Use simple, clear, unambiguous language

Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1)
Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 2)

Check for unwarranted implicit assumptions

Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1)
Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 2)

Don't hint at preferred response

Section 5.3.6.1: Questions

Check for consistency ("countercheck")

Section 5.3.10.1: lnterrater Reliability

Structure for codification

Section 5.3.6.1.5: Format & Structure

Keep respondent's task simple

Appendix C: Questionnaire Instruction Sheet

Provide clear instructions

Appendix C: Questionnaire Instruction Sheet

Give a rationale when the purpose is unclear

Appendix B: Research Participant Information Sheet

Looks attractive and professional

Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1)
Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 2)

Conduct pilot test

Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1)
Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 2)

Scrutinize the almost-final product

Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1)
Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 2)

5.3.7.

Sample Size

Jn Section 5.3.6. l .4 we decided that th ere would be 40 questions in the questionnaire.
Since a single question represents one original word W 0 being replaced (W 1to),

W1 ~ 0 . 25 »

Wr(O.s»

Wr(o.1s)> Wr<n), this limitation imposes a sample size of 40 repJacernents. Experimental testing

of the software prototype has shown that if we have 1000 W 0, we can expect between 50 and
200 unique Wr (depending on the similarity threshold). Thus, a sample size of 40
replacements represents from 80% (50 unique Wr) to 20% (200 unique Wr) of rhe total
number of unique replacements expected to occur. Gay and Airasian (2003) suggest that a
sample size of 20% should be sufficient.
Therefore, a single sample of 40 replacements were randomly drawn from the population
of all optimal replacements Wr- In Section 5.3.11.2 we use the concept of proximal similarity
to generalise the results from the sample to a bounded population of requirement
speci fie a ti ons.

5.3.8.

Hypothesis Testing

In Section 5.3.3 we defined the null hypotheses as :
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Null Hypothesis

Definition

HOcorrect

p(Wr) correct ~ p(Wo)correct

HOconventional

p(Wr) conventional ~ p(Wo)conventional

HOunambiguous

p(W r) unambiguous ~ p(W o )unambiguous

In Section 4.5.6 we explained that the similarity threshold influences the replacement
word (Wr), therefore we expand the above hypotheses into a hypothesis per similarity
threshold. Thus we have:
Sim. Thres.

Correctness

Conventionality

Unambiguity

0

HOcorrect(O)

HOconventional{O)

HOunambiguous(O)

0.25

H Ocorrect(0.25)

HOconventional(0.25)

HOunambiguous(0.25)

0.5

HOcorrect(0.5)

HOconventional(0.5)

0.75

HOcorrect(0.75)

HOconventional(O.75)

1

H Ocorrect( 1)

HOconventional{1)

·-

HOunambiguous(0.5)
HOunambiguous(0.75)
HOunarnbiguous( 1)

---·

We therefore test the following 15 hypotheses:
Null Hypothesis

Definition

HOcorrect(O)

p(Wr )correct(O) ~ p(W o)correct

HOcorrect(0.25)

p(Wr)correct(025) ;?: p(Wo)correct

HOcorrect(0.5)

p(W r)correct(05) ~ p(Wo)correcl

HOcorrect(0.75)

p (Wr) correct(0.75);:: p {W o)correct

j

l-----------------j~-----------------------------1

p (W r)correct(1) 2: p {W o) correct

HOcorrect(1)

1--- - - - - - - - - - - ---+- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ,__H_O_c_om
_. '_en_t;_on_a_l(O_) _ __

I

_ __

,_j_£:.(W r) conventional(O) 2:

HOccnv entional(0.25)
H Oconv antional(O. 5)

p(vVo) co nven ti onal

- - ---- - - -- - - ---- - - --- - - - - -- - - - - - -- --

p(W r) conventional(0.25) ~

p(W o)conventi onal

H01;onventional(O.75)

p(W r)conventional(0.75) ~ p{W o)conventional

HOconventional(1)

p{Wr)conventional{i) 2: p(Wo)conventional

HOunambiguous(O)

p(Wr)unarnbiguous{O) ~ p(Wo)unambiguous

HOunambiguous(0.25)

p(Wr)unambiguous(0. 25) ~ p(Wo)unambiguous

HOunambiguous(0.5)

p(W r) unambiguous(0.5) ~ p(W o )unambiguous

-·

-----

-·

--

I p(Wr)conventiona l(0.5) ~ p(Wo}convention.al

HOunambiguous{0.75)

p(Wr)unambiguous(0.75) ~ p(Wo)unambiguous

HOunambiguous( 1)

p(W r) unarnbiguous{1 ) ~ p(W o) unambiguous

···-

We are interested in determining the range of similarity thresholds that give:
•

No significant reduction in correctness

•

No significant reduction in conventionality

•

A Significant reduction in lexical ambiguity
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5.3.8.1.

Z-Test for Two-Proportions

Each hypothesis th at we have defined is a comparison of two proportions, i.e. a
comparison between p(Wr) and p(Wo). The appropriate statistical inference test to apply when
comparing two proportions is the Z-Test for Two Proportions. The first proportion (p(Wo)) is
from the original specification (pre-treatment), and the second proportion (p(Wr)) is from the
optimally-expressed specification (post-treatment).

To answer our research question we need to detennine whether or not the reduction in
quality factors: correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity is statistically significant
or not. A s explained in the previous section, we hope that there is no significant reduction in
correctness and con ventionality, but that there is a significant reduction in lexical ambiguity.
Given that we are only interested in determining whether or not there is a reduction in
qu ality factors, we have by definition, a " one-tailed" test.
5.3.8.1.1. Significance Level (a)

We have chosen a significance level of 99% .. corresponding to an alpha (a) of 0 .01 for
thi s research . We understand that signifi cance levels of 95 % and 99% are commonly appli ed
in research w ithout detaj led rationale. W e do however recog ni se that in our case:
•

the higher the significance level, the bigger the difference needed in proportions to
r ject the null hypothesi , so it is more likely
and it is less likely

a

HOunambiguous

HOcorrect

and

HOconventiona1

wi l be supported,

will be rejected. Conversely,

the lower the significance level, the smaller the difference needed in proportions to
reject the null hypothesis, so it is less likely
and it is more likely

HOunambiguous

HOcorrect

and

HOconventionat

will be supported,

will be rej ected.

In other words, no matter what significance level (and a ) we choose, there will be both a
positive and negati ve effect in terms of design e valuati on.
5.3.8.1 .2. Critical Value

The criti cal value(s) for a hypothesis test i s the threshold against which the Z-score is
compared to determine whether or not the null hypothesi s is rejected. The critical value for
any hypothesis test depends on the si gnificance level at which the test is carried out, and
whether the test is one-tailed or two-tailed. Our Z-tests are one-tailed since the alternative
hypothesis is "<I>" and not "=I f.". Table II from (Fisher & Yates 1974) shows the critical
value (Zcrii) = +/- 2.33 for a one-tailed test (a= 0.01 ).
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5.3.8.1.3 . Test Statistic (Z-Score)

The z-score test statistic (z) is computed for each hypothesis tested as follows:

Z= P1 - P2

s

pl - p 2

Where,
•

Pi =proportion 1 (e.g. p(Wa)correct)

•

P2

•

n 1 = n2 =sample size

=proportion 2 (e.g. p(Wr)correc t(O))

If there is evidence that:
is significantly less than p(Wo)correct

•

p(Wr) correct

•

p(Wr) conventionai is

•

p(Wr)unambiguous

significantly less th an

p(Wa)conventionat

are signifi cantly more than

p(Wo)unambiguous

As detennined by a comparison of the magnitude of the test statisti (z-scor ) with the
critical values (Zeni) of the probability distribution, we reject the respective null hypothesis in
suppmt of the alternative hypothesis.

5.3.9.

Participants

Since the questionnafre requi res the respondents to read technical requirements and make
decisions on 1) whether dictionary-defined meanings make sense in a particular context, and
2) whether the respondent would use a parti cular word in a particular context, it is imperative
that the respondents be domain knowledgeable people with at least one year of experience
working in the domain. In accordance with our ethics application (refer Appendix A : Ethics
Approval), we anticipate fi ve domain knowledgeable respondents. Their employer has
limited the maximum number of participants to be five, given the estimated 120 minute
duration. We have decided that it is preferabl e to conduct the experiment with five domain
knowledgeable people, than to conduct the experiment with a larger less-experienced group
(such as university students). It is our intention that the five respondents each be from a
different team on the project (e.g. systems engi neering, test engineering, software
engi nee1ing, requirements engineering, etc). With 5 respondents each answering 40
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questions, this generates 200 unique answers, with each individual question being answered
5 times. The information sheet that we used to invite people to participate in the research is
provided in Appendix B : Research Participant Information Sheet. Relevant respondent
details are provided in Table 7.

5.3.10.

Reliability

Leedy and Ormrod (2005) explain we can measure something accurately only when we
can also measure it consistently. In other words, in order to have validity, we must also have
reliability .

5.3.10.1. lnterrater Reliability
Interrater reliability is the extent to which two or more individuals evaluating the same
product or performance give identical judgements. We have 40 questions to be answered,
with each question being answered by five different people. We expect in terrater reliability
to be high given that all respondents are domain-knowledgeable with similar backgrounds
and experience levels. In other words, we expect each of the five respondents to answer the
same questions in the same way.

5.3.10.2. Test-retest Reliability
Provjding interrater reliability is high (expected), we do not consider it necessary to have

the same respondent re-conduct the que tionnaire (i.e. test-and-retest). High interrater

reliability means different participant answers are generaHy in agreement, and there.fore retesting the same participant on the same questionnaire is not likely to change the result. n
addition, since this reuearch require approximately 120 minntes of paid employee-time, retesting the same participant on the same questionnaire may be perceived as a wa te of
company time. Therefore, we do not re-test participants unless interrater reliability proves
lower than expected.

5.3.11.

Validity

5.3.11.1 . Internal Validity
Internal Validity is the approximate truth about inferences regarding cause-effect or
causal relationships. Thus, internal validity is only relevant in studies that try to establish a
causal relationship (Trochim 2006).
The key question in internal validity is whether observed changes can be attributed to
your program or intervention (i .e., the cause) and not to other possible causes (sometimes
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described as alternative expl anations for the outcome). In our case, whether the change in
dependent variables: correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity can be attributed to
the change in similarity threshol d (independent vari able) .
5.3.11.1.1. Establishing a Cause & Effect (Causal) Relationship

There are three criteria that must be met to claim a causal relationship exists (Trochim
2006).
I.

Temporal Precedence: this means the cause must happen before the effect. In
Section 5.3 .6.1 .3 we explain that optimal(Wn context(W0 ) ) depends on the similarity
threshold, and predicates makes sense and would use depend on optimal(Wn
context(W0 )). I.e. our evaluation method is to change the similarity threshold before
we measure the effects on correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity, thus
we have demonstrated temporal precedence.

2.

Covariation of the Cause and Effect: this means there must be a defined
relationship between the cause and effect. In Section 4.5.6 we present a Causal Loop
Diagram that shows the causal relationships between the similarity threshold
(independent variable) and dependent variables: correctness, conventionality, and
lexical ambiguity, thus we have demonstrated covariation of cause and effect.

3. No Plausible Alternative Explanation: this means that there are no other missing
vari'1bles causing the outcome. In Section

5.3.1 and 5.3.2 we defined the

"confounding variables" and "constants" respectively, thus we have considered and
contro11ed other possible causes.
5.3.11.1.2. Threats to Internal Validity

With a pretest-posttest single-group design, there are certain threats to internal validity
that must be identified and controlled. We believe that aH threats to the internal validity of
our research have been adequately contro11ed in the design of the experiment.
1.

History Threat: this means it is not the intervention that caused the outcome, but
rather some historical event that occurred after the intervention and before the
measurement. In Section 5.3.1.2 we explained that time is not a confounding variable
for our research. In Section 5.3.6 we design the one questionnaire to collect data on
the correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity of both the 01iginal (W0 ) and
replacement (Wr) words. I.e. one questionnaire collects both pre- and post-test data,
thus there is no separation in time and the history threat has been controlled.
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2.

Testing Threat: this means that taking the pre-test affects how participants respond
to the post-test. The same argument from the history threat with respect to time and
using the single questionnaire for pre- and post- test results applies here. In addition,
Sections 5.3.6.1.1 and 5.3.6.1.2 explain that the participant have no hints about
whether they are answering a pre- or post- test question for correctness,
conventionality, and lexical ambiguity respectively. I.e. one questionnaire collects
both pre- and post-test data, and participants are unaware whether they are answering
a pre- or post-test question, thus the testing threat has been controlled.

3.

Instrumentation Threat: this means that the pre-test measuring instrument differs in
some way to the post-test measuring instrument. In Section 5.3.6 we explained that a
single questionnaire is used for collecting pre- and post- test data (refer to Appendix
D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1) and Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test

(Sheet 2)). In Section 5.3.10 we considered the reliability of the measuring
instrument. I.e. the measming instrument is identical for pre- and post- test, thus the

instrumentation threat has been controlled.
4.

Mortality Threat: this means that people conducted the pre-test, and then dropped
out of the experiment before conducti ng the post-test. In Section 5.3.6 we explained
that a single questionnaire is be used for collecting pre- and post- test data (refer to
Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1) and Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot
Test (Sheet 2)). I.e. the number of participants that answer pre-te t que. tions should
be identical to the number of participants that answer post-test questions, thus the

mortality threat has been controlled.

5.3.11.2. External Validity
External validity is related to generalizing, and is the degree to which the conclusions in
our study would hold for other persons in other places and at other times. We contribute
more to humanity's knowledge about the world when we conduct research that has
implications that extend far beyond the specific situation studied (Leedy & Orrnrod 2005).
When the result js externally valid, we can generalize this result that we obtained for the
sample to a larger population.

There are two major approaches to how we provide evidence for a generalization 1) the
Sampling Model, and 2) the Proximal Similarity Model (Campbell 1986).

1) The Sampli ng Model conducts the research using a representative sample from the
population . Since the sample is representative of the population, it is possible to
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generalise the results of the study to the population. The Sampling Model can only be
used when the population is known a priori. External validity is threatened whenever
the sample is not representative of the population.
2) The Proximal Similarity Model conducts the research first, and then identifies other
contexts that are considered similar to the study. This approach means generalising
the results of our study to other persons, places or times that are more like (that is,
more proximally similar) to our study. Notice that here, we can never generalize with
certainty -- it is always a question of more or less similar.
We have opted to apply the Proximal Similarity Model since it seems more sensible to
evaluate the optimal constraint method on a specification, and then determine how the
method could be generalised to other contexts such that similar results could be expected,
rather than trying to start wi th some unknown and inaccessible population of requirement
specifications, for instance, would the population be aJJ specifications for a particular
organisation? particular country ? particular industry? etc.
5.3.11.2.1. Limitations of Generalisation

Threats to extern al validity relate to how we mi ght incorrectly generali se. For instance,
we conclude that the resu lts of our study, which was done in a specific place, with certain
types of people, and at a specific time can be generalized to another context, i.e. another

place, with lightly different people, at a slightly later time. Jn other words, once we answer
the que. tion: How can a requirements specification be automatically re-expressed in a way

that significantly reduces its lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness
or conventionality? What is the extent to which we can generalise the answer? 1) to other
parts of speech, other than verbs?, 2) to other domains, other than the Rail Industry?, and 3)
to specifications written in other languages, other than English ?
1) The optimal re-expression method described in Chapter 4 is not limited to verbs. The
evaluation in Chapter 5 was limited to verbs for reasons explained in Section 5.3.1 .1
(i.e. to control the confounding effects that might be created with multiple word
replacements in the one requirement) . There is nothing that limits the application of
the optimal re-expression method to verbs.

Other parts of speech (e.g. nouns,

adjectives, adverbs, etc) can be sense disambiguated, measured in terms of word
occurrences, lexical width , and polysemy. Furthermore, the simi larity measures
described in Section 4.5. 5.2 are equally appl icable to any part of speech. Despite the
theoretical expectation th at the optimal re-expression method could be generalised to
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work for any part of speech, there are practical current limitations of technology that
prevent this. Specifically, our chosen semantic network WordNet does not contain
hypernymic relationships for parts of speech other than nouns and verbs. According
to Miller (1990), this extension is a work in progress, particularly for adjectives and
adverbs. Therefore, due to technological limitations in semantic networks, we can
only generalise this method to the nouns and verbs in requirements. Fortunately
nouns and verbs are the most polysemous parts of speech (Oxford English Dictionary
2005), and are therefore most likely to be ambiguous.
2) In Section 1.4 we limited the scope of our evaluation to a single industry specification
from a single application domain (i.e. the Rail Industry). We do not evaluate other
specifications from other application domains - yet we claim that the optimal reexpression method described in Chapter 4 is not limited to the Rail Industry.
Fundamentally, the method is not tied to any particular domain, but can be more
effective if two key factors are considered when generalising to other application
domains.
a.

The size of the specification, in terms of the number of requirements is a key
factor to consider. This is because a requirement is defined in Section 2.3.1 as an

e.xtemally observable behaviour or property of a

~ystem

or sen1ice that is

needed, wanted, or desired by some user or stakeholder, and since a requirement
should not be duplicated within a specification, we might assume that the more
requirements, the more nouns to describe the systems or services; the more verbs
to describe the externally obsen;able behaviour and the more adjectives to
describe the properties. Thus, the more requirements, the more potential
replacements, and the more effective the optimal re-expression method. Also the
overhead of applying the optimal re-expression method is probably only justified
for larger projects with many requirements.
b.

The domain-specificity of the words used in requirements is a key factor to
consider. This is because the more domain specific the words, the less likely the
words wiil exist in standard dictionaries, and so the word cannot be sense tagged
or compared to other words for similarity measurements. Thus the less domainspecific the language used in requirements, the more effective the optimal reexpression method.
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3) Not being familiar with many other languages, we are careful not to claim that the
optimal re-expression method can be generalised to specifications written in other
languages, other than English (e.g. other indo-european languages). However, we do
not see any reason why we should not make such a claim on the basis that the method
is insensitive to word position in a sentence, so variations in grammatical structure
between English and other languages are not important. In fact, variations in grammar
between English and other languages are more likely to affect the success of autoWSD tools since context windows are important, so our decision in Section 4.5.1.3 to
manually disambiguate word sense has perhaps improved our ability to generalise the
method to specifications written in other languages. Note also that WordNet is now
available in other languages, which further simplifies and encourages this
generalisation, since this means sense tags, hypernyms, synonyms, etc, are available,
and presumably WordNet::Sirnilari ty and the prototype software we have developed
would continue to operate, however this is not within the scope of our evaluation, but
is postulated as an argument for generali sati on .

5.3.12.

Evaluation Limitations

Pragmatic limitations have been applied to evaluate whether the design artifact is indeed

capable of r·olving the re. earch prob em. Without these self-imposed restrictions, the scope
of design evaluation would become unwieldy - jeopardi sing the integrity of the results.
I) We do not empirically evaluate whether optimal(Wr, context(W0 ) ) is indeed the most

opti mal replacement. I.e. we could evaluate different vaiiations of the replaceability
equ ation to empi1ica1ly confi rm that Wr is indeed the most optimal replacement for W 0 •
Instead we limit the evaluati on to the detailed theoretical rationale that was provided in
Section 4.5.6 on the calcul ation of replaceability(W i, W 2 ).
2) We do not evaluate the effect of simultaneously constraining multiple parts of speech.
We made thi s deci sion in Section 5.3.] .1 to ensure that the evaluation of a single
replacement is made in the context of a static requirement, rather than in the
confounding context of a requi rement comprised of other replacements. We have
decided to limit the evaluation to an optimal re-expression of verbs.
3) We do not observe whether other people, other than the researcher can perform the
optimal-constraint process. Instead, we validate that the senses manually disambiguated
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by the researcher make sense to the questionnaire respondents. This supports the claim
that other people would probably achieve the same result as the researcher. Refer to
Section 5.4.2.1 for the result.
4) We do not formally test (e.g. white-box, black-box) the implementation. Since the
implementation is a software prototype, we have performed informal unit testing, but
have not applied a formal test regime. We suggest formal testing would be a necessary
activity in the process of converting the software prototype into a commercial product.

5.4.

Evaluation Results

This section reports on, and discusses the results of the evaluation. The evaluation has
been executed in accordance with the evaluation method described in Section 4.5.
Specifically, this section reports on:
•

the results of manual word sense disambiguation

•

the results of executing the software prototype

•

the results of the questionnaire

•

the results of the hypothesi s testing

5.4.1.

Specification (S 0 )

For reasons of convenience, accessibility, variety, cun-ency, interest, and generalisability
of recults (refer Section 5.3.11.2.1) we selected the specification for an 8-car air-conditioned
suburban electric double-deck passenger trajn to operate on the Sydney electrified rail
network as the natural English requirement specification to be optimally re-expressed and
evaluated. The trains are being procured by the Rail Corporation (RailCorp) of New South
Wales under a Public Private Partnership (PPP) effective from 7th Dec 2006. The Train
Performance Specification (TPS) (RailCorp Contract C01645 2006) contains some 500+
functional

and

non-function al

requirements

that

altogether

specify

the

required

characteristics, behaviour, and performance of the new suburban electiic trains.
We decided to use the TPS as the requirement specification to support the evaluation of
our optimal-constraint process. We believe this decision is justified for the following key
reasons:
1) Depth and Breadth of Specification: The TPS specifies a complex integration of
electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, communications, and software related systems for the
new passenger train.
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2) Multi-Authored: The TPS was authored and reviewed by a variety of Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs), thus a random sample will likely yield data from a number of
requirements authors in the rail industry.
3)

Specification Accessibility: The TPS is freely available for download in the public
domain (refer hyperlink in (RailCorp Contract C01645 2006)).

4) SME Accessibility: The researcher is employed by the core contractor for this project
and therefore has relatively unrestricted access to SMEs for the purpose of clarifying the
meaning of requirements, conducting questionnaires, etc.
5) Currency: This is a relatively recent project awarded in 2006 and due for completion in
2013, so can be expected to reasonably reflect current best practice in requirements
specifications in a particular industry (i.e. the rail industry) .

5.4.2.

Results of Manual Word Sense Disambiguation

We decided in Section 4.5 .1.3 th at words would be disambiguated manually by domain
knowledgeable humans using Word.Net to provide sense definitions. We decided in Section
5.3.1.1 that we would limit the evaluation to a single part of speech - verbs. We decided in
Section 5.4.1 that we would use the Train Performance Specifi cation (RailCorp Contract
COJ 645 2006) as S0 for the purpose of evaluating the design sol ution . The results were as
follows:
__

Disambiguation Metric

Table 4 - DisarnQ!guation Metrics -

·- -·- - - - - -

__._Yalu_!:__________________
~

-~ota!~f r~~~~f!len.!_~------------------._J~~uircmen~-------l 025 verbs
__
A~# o0~!:!?_~r reguircment
1.83 verbs I requirement

Total # of verbs disambiguated

Tm~timefurvcrb~n~iliumhl~_io_n___________~~lO_O_h_o_m_s_______~------

A v . time er verb sense disambiguation

5.85 minutes

We prepared a tab delimited text file in the format of Table 5 for input to the Software
Prototype. Note: Table 5 is non-exhaustive and is indicative of format only. It took the
primary researcher roughly 100 hours to prepare Table 5 for the complete TPS. The majority
of this time was spent disambiguating word senses. Thus our decision in Section 4.5.1 .3 "to
minimise this confounding effect by using humans to conduct the WSD of requirements" has
added approximately 100 hours to the optimal re-expression process. We remind the reader,
however, that CNLs can take 5-6 years to implement (refer 2.5.1.1), so the additional time is
not considered to be significant.
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Table 5 - File Format for Input to Software Prototype
Requirement ID

Wor d

PoS

Sense*

TPS. 3.1.Safety.5

access

v

2

TPS .3. l .Safety.5

operate

v

3

TPS .3.2.1 .Trackside.Noi se.Levels . l

reduce

v

1

TPS .3.2. 1.Trackside.Noise. Level s.2

exceed

v

I

TPS.3.2. 1.Trackside.Noise.Levels.3

exceed

v

l

TPS.3 .2.2. Vibration. I

minimi se

v

2

TPS.3.2.2.Yibration. l

meet

v

4

TPS.3 .2.3.Materials.and.End.of.Life.Disposal. l

use

v

1

TPS .3 .2.3 .Materials.a nd.End.of.Life.D isposal. J

cause

v

l

*Senses from WordNet (2003)

5.4.2.1.

Validation of Manual Word Sense Disambiguation

In Section 5.3.12 we stated that we do not observe whether other people, other than the
researcher, can perform the optimal-constrai nt process. Instead, we validate that the senses
manuall y disambiguated by the researcher make sense to the questionnaire respondents. Thi s
supports the clai m that other people would probably achieve the same result as the
researcher. Section 5.3.6.1 .1 explains how the questionnaire collects data on what makes
sense to the respondent. We can therefore validate that the researcher's disambiguation of
W 0 makes sense to the questionnaire respondents in the context of W 0 .
In Section 5.3.7

e decided on a sampk size of 40 replacement:. Each of these 40

replacements can be traced back to an original word (W0 ) that was manually disambiguated
by the researcher before being optimally replaced. In Section 5.3.6.1.1 we ask the

questionnaire respondents to identify the senses of W 0 that make sense to him or her, given
the context(W 0). Therefore, for each of the 40 replacements in the sample, we can compare
the sense manually disambiguated by the researcher, to the sense(s) that make sense to each
of the five questionnaire respondents. Figure 9 illustrates that in most cases the questionnaire
respondents agreed that the researcher' s disambiguation of W 0 makes sense in context(W0 ):
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WSD: Researcher vs. Respondent

12

10

~"'

E
Q)

8

ll!I Researcher & Respondent agree

on sense

0

IQ

~ 6
:ii:

4

2

0

FJVe

Four

Three

Two

One

Zero

#respondents

Figure 9 - WSD: Researcher vs. Respondent

We have therefore validated the researcher's sense disambiguations:
•

The majority of questionnaire respondents (i.e. at Jeast 3 out of 5) agreed with 80% (i.e.
12+12+8/40) of the researcher's sense disambig iations.

•

Only one of the researcher' s sense disambiguations did not make sense to any of the
respondents. Incidentally, this was the disambiguation of the verb "disconnected'' in the
requirement "The EAPS shall be disconnected from the Main Power Supply in Fault or
Failure conditions." None of the participants agreed with the re"earcher' s chosen sen e:

"of electrical appliances". In hindsight, the researcher agrees with the respondents that a
better sense definition would have been: "make disconnected, disjoin or unfasten". I.e.
this exception relates to a human-error in the manual-WSD and is not a defect of the
model, method, or implementation.
We acknowledge that this validation is limited. In particular the researcher was limited to
one disambiguated meaning per word, whereas the respondent was unlimited in the number
of meanings that coul d make sense to them. This means that although the respondent might
agree with the researcher that a particular meaning makes sense, the respondent might not
have picked that meaning had they of been limited to one meaning per word. Thus this
validation is really only useful in telling us where the respondents did not agree with the
researcher's WSD (i.e. identifying the exceptions).
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5.4.3.

Execution of the Software Prototype

The software prototype (refer to Appendix F: Prototype Software) was executed with:
1) Requirement Specification: Verbs from TPS (refer 5.4.2)

2) Semantic Network: WordNet (refer 4.5.1.3)
3) Similarity Measure: Wu & Palmer (refer 4.5.5.2)
4) Similarity Threshold: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 (refer 5.3.6.1.3)
The full population of replacements that result from executing the software prototype on
some 500+ verbs across numerous similarity thresholds is too voluminous to duplicate in this
Thesis. Instead, we present the summary metrics, and report in detail on the random sample
of replacements that has been selected as the basis of our questionnaire and hypothesis
testing.
Figure 10 graphically reports four key metrics on the output of the software prototype.
1) total repl. shows the total number of replacements that occurred at each similarity

threshold. The total repl. metric appears to support our expectation (in Section 4.5.6)
that the lower the similarity threshold, the more potential replacements, the more likely
we w111 find an al ternative word with replaceabiJity greater than 1. Note that total repl.
report, the total number of original verbs (W0 ) that were optimally replaced (Wr) . This
includes duplicate, - i.e. where the . ame (W0 ) is b ing r placed with the same (Wr), but
the conlext requirement is different.
2) total repl. (unique) is similar to above, however if there are repeat occurrences of an
original verb (W0 ) being replaced by a replacement verb (Wr), it is only counted once
regardless of the number of times this same replacement occur

across the set of

requirements.
3) Lexicon size is the total number of verbs needed to express (Sr) the replacement
specification. The lexicon size metric appears to support our expectati on (in Section

4.5.6) that as the similarity threshold is reduced, the number of replacements increases,
and the lexicon size decreases. I.e. the replaceability equation (refer 4.5.6) works to
reuse the more conventional replacement verbs (Wr) (e.g. by conside1ing frequency)
rather than introducing more unique replacements.
4) Non-occurring dictionary

i~

the number of replacements that are dictionary words chat

did not occur anywhere in the original specification (S 0 ). This can be compared to total

repl. to determine the ratio of occurring vs. non-occurring replacements at each
similarity threshold.
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Figure 10 - Optimal Constraint at Similarity Thresholds

Figure 10 confirms the negative relationship between the Similarity Threshold and the
number of replacements presented in the Causal Model in Section 4.5.6. I.e. as the SimHarity
Threshold increases from 0 to 1, the tota] number of replacements (total rep!.) decreases
from 620 to 348 (i.e. roughly halves). Figure 10 also confirms that the magnitude of a
lexicon can indeed be reduced by reducing the Similarity Threshold. Figure 10 shows that
roughly 1/3 of the original words are removed from the lexicon by using a Similarity
Threshold of 0.75, and roughly 2/3rd of the original words are removed from the lexicon by
using a Similarity Threshold of 0.25 . The reduction in lexicon size correlates with an
increase in the number of replacements - which is logical, since original words (W0 ) are
removed from a lexicon because they are re-expressed by replacement (Wr) words.
Figure 10 shows the number of non-occmTing dictionary replacements that comprise the
total number of replacements (total repl.). Interestingly, as the Similarity Threshold increases
from 0 to 1, the percentage of non-occurring dictionary words comprising the total number
of replacements increases from 20% ( 125/620) to 54% (189/348).

T~!s

is logical since at

higher similarity thresholds, there are fewer potential replacements occurring in the original
specification (refer Section 4.5.6), and it is more likely that similar words in the dictionary
(e.g. sy nonyms) would maximise the repl aceability calculati on.
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5.4.4.

The Sample

Table 6 shows the sample of 40 requirements that we randomly selected from the TPS in
accordance with Section 5.3.7. Table 6 shows the "Original" requirement text followed by
the "Replacement" requirement text automatically selected by the Software Prototype at each
of the Similarity Thresholds (i.e. 0, 0.25 , 0.5, 0.75 , and 1). The sample formed the basis of
our questionnaire to measure the correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity of:
1.

the original word (W 0 ),

2.

the replacement word given a similarity threshold of 0 (Wr(o)),

3.

the replacement word given a similarity threshold of 0.25 (Wr(o.25

4.

the replacement word given a similarity threshold of 0.5 (Wr(O.s)),

5.

the replacement word given a similarity threshold of 0.75 (Wr(O.?s)),

6.

the replacement word given a similarity threshold of 1 (Wr(t)).

»,

Notice that:
•

The same replacement verb often occurs at more than one Similarity Threshold,
indicating that the granularity of similarity threshold speculated in Section 5.3.6.1.3
was not too coarse.

•

Non-occurring dictionary replacements have been double underlined. Non-occurring
dictionary~~

are more prevalent as replacements at higher Similaiity Thresholds.
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#

Reqt ID

Original (W 0 )

1.

TPS.3.5.6.3.
Cabling.1

2.

TPS.9.7.1.C
ompressor.
Managemen
t.1

3.

TPS .3.5.6.3 .
Cabling.2

PPP
Co
shall
establish#v#6 the cabling
for a redundant highspeed data network.
All compressors shall be
controlled
to
maximize#v#1
compressor
life
and
optimise the efficiency of
the air dryer system.
PPP
Co
shall
cabling
provide#v#1
between CTIP mounting
points so that CTIP head
and headless units can
communicate .
PPP Co shall perform
tests to demonstrate#v#2
that the Set remains within
the Static Rolli ng Stock
Outli ne and Kinematic
Rol ling
Stock
Outline
under
all
operating
conditions
of
loading,
dynam ic behaviour and
allowable
wear, when
at
the
tested
Superelevation deficiency
requirements nominated in
RSU 289.
PPP Co must make
provision to fit#v#8 CTIP
modules to every Set as
per
the
following
configuration:
(i)
Two
'headless' units in each
Set.
The
Actual
Energy
Consumption of a Set
shall be determined and
demonstrated#v#2
by
PPP
Co
using
a

4.

TPS.4.5.Roll
ing.Stock.Ou
tline.2

5.

TPS.3 .5.6.1.
Configuratio
n. i

6.

TPS.5.2.1.E
nergy.Consu
mption.Predi
ction.3
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Table 6 - Random Sample of 40 Requirements
Replacements
Wrro.5)
Wr<o.2s1

Wrro.75)

Wrr1i

PPP Co shall supply#v#1
cabling between CTIP
mounting points so that
CTIP head and headless
units can commu nicate.

All compressors shall be
controlled
to
increase#v#2 compressor
life and optimise the
efficiency of the air dryer
s stem.
PPP Co shall supply#v#1
cabling between CTIP
mounting points so that
CTIP head and headless
units can communicate.

All compressors shall be
controlled
to
increase#v#2 compressor
life and optimise the
efficiency of the air dryer
s stem.
PPP Co shall supply#v#1
cabli ng between CTIP
mounting points so that
CTIP head and headless
units can communicate.

All compressors shall be
controlled
to
maximize#v#1
compressor
life
and
optimise the efficiency of
the air dr er s stem.
PPP Co shall supply#v#1
cabling between CTIP
mounting points so that
CTIP head and headless
units can communicate.

PPP Co shall perform
tests to prove#v#2 th at
the Set remains within the
Static
Ro\\ing
Stock
Outline and Kinematic
Rolling
Stock
Outline
under
al!
operating
conditions
of
loading,
dynamic behaviou r and
allowable
wear,
when
tested
at
th e
Supere!evation deficiency
requirements nominated in
RSU 289.
PP P Co must make
provision to supply#v#1
CTIP modules to every
Set as per the following
confi guration:
(i)
Two
'headless' units in each
Set.
T-he
Actu al
Energy
Consumption of a Set
shall be determined and
proven#v#2 by PPP Co
using a combination of

PPP Co shall perform
tests to prove#v#2 that
the Set remains within the
Static
Rolling
Stock
Outline and Kinematic
Rolling
Stock
Outline
under
all
operating
loading,
conditions
of
dynamic behaviour and
allowable
wear, when
tested
at
the
Superelevation deficiency
requirements nominated in
RSU 289.
PPP Co must make
provision to supply#v#1
CTIP modules to every
Set as per the following
(i)
Two
configuration :
'headless' units in each
Set.
The
Actual
Energy
Consumption of a Set
shall be determined and
proven#v#2 by PPP Co
using a combination of

PPP Co shall perform
tests to prove#v#2 that
the Set remains within the
Static
Rolling
Stock
Outline and Kinematic
Stock
Outline
Rolling
under
all
operating
conditions
of
loading,
dynamic behaviour and
allowable
wear, when
at
the
tested
Superelevation deficiency
requirements nominated in
RSU 289.
PPP Co must make
provision to supply#v#1
CTIP modules to every
Set as per the following
configuration:
(i)
Two
'headless' units in each
Set.
The
Actual
Energy
Consumption of a Set
shall be determined and
proven#v#2 by PPP Co
usinq a combination of

PPP Co shall perform
tests to prove#v#2 that
the Set remains within the
Static
Rolling
Stock
Outline and Kinematic
Rolling
Stock
Outline
under
all
operating
conditions
of
loading,
dynamic behaviour and
allowable
wear,
when
at
the
tested
Superelevation deficiency
requirements nominated in
RSU 289.
PPP Co must make
provision to equip#y#1
CTIP modules to every
Set as per the following
configuration:
(i)
Two
'headless' units in each
Set.
Actual
Energy
The
Consumption of a Set
shall be determined and
proven#v#2 by PPP Co
usinq a combination of

PPP Co shall use#v#1 the
cabling for a-redundant
high-speed data network.

PPP Co shali use#v#1 the
cabling for a redundant
high-speed data network.

PPP Co shall use#v#1 the
cabling for a redundant
high-speed data network.

All compressors shal i be
controlled
to
increase#v#2 compressor
life and optimise the
efficiency of the air dryer
system .
PPP Co shall supply#v#1
cabling between CTiP
mounting points so that
CTIP head and headless
units can communicate.

All compressors shal! be
controlled
to
increase#v#2 compressor
life and optimise the
effici ency of the air dryer

PPP Co shall perform
tests to prove#v#2 that
the Set rem ains within the
Static
Rolling
StocK
Outline and Kinematic
Rolling
Stock
Outline
under
all
operating
conditions
of
loading,
dynamic behaviour and
allowable
wear.
when
tested
at
the
Superelevation deficiency
requirements nominated in
RSU 289.
PPP Co must make
provision to supply#v#1
CTIP modules to every
Set as per the following
configuration:
(i)
Two
'headless' units in each
Set.
The
Actual
Energy
Consumption of a Set
shall be determ ined and
proven#v#2 by PP P Co
using a combination of

syst e~_

I
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th e cabling for a redundant
high-speed data network.

PPP Co shall jnstall#y#3
the cabling for a redundant
high-speed data network.
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#

Reqt ID

7.

TPS.5.3.Sec
urity.1

8.

TPS.6.2.19.I
nternal.Nois
e.2

Original (W 0)

Replacements
Wr(O\

combination of simulation
and testing.
The
Set
shall
provide#v#S three levels
of locked security access .

simulation and testing.

simulation and testing.

simulation and testing.

Wrro.5l

Wrro.75l

Wrr1l

The Set shall su2ply#V#1
three levels of locked
security access.

The Set shall supply#v#1
three levels of locked
security access.

The Set shall supply#v#1
three levels of locked
security access.

The Set shall supply#v#1
three levels of locked
security access.

PPP
Co
shall
undertake#v#1
any
reasonabie
resulting
corrective actions on all
Sets to rectify the cause of
the; com laint.
An Access 1 Security key
shall operate#v#3 Access
1 Security only.
The coupler assembly
shall have#v#2 a built in
energy absorbing device.

PPP
Co
shall PPP
Co
shall
attempt#v#2
any atternpt#v#2
any
resulting re asonable
resulting
reasonable
corrective actions on all corrective actions on all
Sets to rectify th e cause of Sets to rectify the cause of
the corn laint.
~ the com laint.
An Access 1 Security key !~Access 1 Security key
shall c.ontrol#v#3 Acce5s shall c.oatrol#v#3 Access
1 Security only.
I 1 Security oniy.
The coupler assembly The coupler assembly
shall 1e.atllr.e.ltitt.1 a built in shall feature#v#1 a built in
energy absorbing device.
energy absorbi ng device.

PPP
Co
shall
attempt#v#2
any
reasonable
resulting
corrective actions on all
Sets to rectify the cause of
the com laint.
An Access 1 Security key
shall control#v#3 Access
1 Secu rity only.
The coupler assembly
shall feature#y#1 a built in
energy absorbing device.

PPP
Co
shall
attempt#v#2
any
reasonable
resulting
corrective actions on all
Sets to rectify the cause of
the com laint.
An Access 1 Security key
shall control#v#3 Access
1 Security only.
The coupler assembly
shall feature#y#1 a built in
energy absorbing device.

Set
shall
The
allow for#v#1
three
levels of locked security
access.
PPP
Co
shall
attempt#v#2
any
reasonable
resulting
corrective actions on all
Sets to rectify the cause of
the com laint.
An Access 1 Security key
shall control#v#3 Access
1 Security only.
The coupler assembly
shall feature#v#1 a bu ilt in
energy absorbing device

shall
be
from the
Supply in
conditions.

The
EAPS
shall
be
unplugged#v#1 from the
Main Power Supply in
Fault or Failure conditions.

EAPS
shall
be
The
unpluqged#v#1 from the
Main Power Supply in
Fault or Failure conditions.

W rro.251

I

sim ulation and testing.

simulation and testing.

9.

TPS .5.3.Sec
urity.2

1
0.

TPS.6 .2.14 .
?. Loads.on .
Car. Body.Att
achments .1

1
1.

TPS.9.1.El e
ctric al. Auxil i
ary.Power.S
upply.1

The
EAPS
shall
be
disconnected#v#1
fro m
the Main Power Supply in
Fault or Failure conditions.

The
EAPS
switched#v#'1
Main Power
Fault or Failure

1
2.

TPS.9.9.2.S
panner.Size.

All flexible hoses shal! be
fitted#v#8
with
metal
hexagon
fittings ,
compatible with standard
CityRail spanners carried
in other roiling stock.

All flexible hoses shall be I All fl exible hoses shall be
supplied#v#1_ with metal ) supplied#v#1 with metal
hexagon
fittings, J hexagon
fittings,
compatible with standard compatibl e with standard
CityRail spanners carri ed CityRail spanners carried
in other rolling stock.
~her rolling stock.

All flexible hoses shall be
supplied#v#1 with metal
hexagon
fittings,
compatible with standard
CityRail spanners carried
in other rolling stock.

All flexible hoses shall be
supplied#v#1 with metal
hexagon
fittings,
compatible with standard
CityRail spanners carried
in other rolling stock.

All flexible hoses shal l be
equipped#y#1 with metal
hexagon
fittings,
compatible with standard
CityRail spanners carried
in other rolling stock.

TPS.9.12. Pa
ssenger.Exit
.Light.1

The light shall not visually
hi nder#v#1
Passengers
using the doorway.

The light shall not visuail~
supply#v#1 Passengers
using the doorway.

~~= light shall not visually
supoly#v#1 Passengers
using the doorway.

The light shall not visually
interfere#v#1 Passengers
using the doorway.

The light shall not visually
interfere#v#1 Passengers
using the doorway.

The light shall not visually
impede#v#1 Passengers
using the doorway.

TPS.9.15.Ti
metable.and

Details of the task lighting
includinq switching, fitt inq

Details of the task lighting
including switching, fitti ng

Details of the task lighting
including switchinq , fittinq

Details of the task lighting
includinq switching, fitting

Details of the task lighting
including switching, fitting

Details of the task lighting
including switching, fitting

1
3.

4.

1
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sh-8.ilbetTueEAPS
shall
be
from the switched#v#1 from the
Supply in Main Power Supply in
conditions.
Fault or Failure conditions.

I

I
J
J

I
I

I

The EAPS
switched#v#1
Main Power
Fault or Failure
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#

Reqt ID
.Task.Lightin
g.2

Original {Wo)
Wr(O)

I W r(-;;,25)
I type and area coverage
I shall be used#v#1 during

Replacements
W r<0.5l

Wrrn.75l

Wr<1i

type and area coverage
shall be used#v#1 during
the Contract.

type and area coverage
shall be found out#v#1
during the Contract.

type and area coverage
shall be found out#v#1
during the Contract.

headlight
shall
a low beam
provi ding not greater than
20% of the rated light
output of the headlight.

headlight
shall
Each
feature#v#1 a low beam
providing not greater than
20% of the rated light
output of the headlight.

Each
headlight
shall
feature#y#1 a low beam
providing not greater than
20% of the rated li ght
output of the head light.

Each
headlight
shall
teature#v#1 a low beam
providing not greater than
20% of the rated light
output of the headlight.

PPP
Co
shall
PPP
Co
shall
comply with#v#1 HB40- comply with#V#1 HB401992
Australi an j 1992
Australian
Refrigeration
and
Air Refrig eratio n
and
Air
Conditioning
Code
of
Conditioning
Code
of
Good Practice
or an
Good Prac1ice
or an
approved
equivalent approved
equivalent
International Standard.
International Standard.
r-:1--t--::T::-::P""s=-.-=-g-.2,. . ,5,... -15=--1--::T,,..h_e_d..,...e_s...,.ig_n_o...,.f-d.,._r-a,....in_s_s_,h-a..,...11:-+--=T::"."h-e-..,.de_s_,i_g_n_o-:f-d..,...r-a.,...in-s- shall
The design of drains shall

PPP
Co
shall
comply with#v#1 HB401992
Australian
Refrigeration
and
Air
Conditioning
Code
of
Good Practice
or an
approved
equivalent
International Standard.
The design of drains shall
ensure they cannot be
prevented#v#1 by debris.

PPP
Co
shall
comply with#v#1 HB401992
Australian
Refrigeration
and
Air
Code
of
Conditioning
Good Practice
or an
approved
equivalent
International Standard.
The design of drains shall
ensure they cannot be
prevented#v#1 by debris.

PPP
Co
shall
comply with#v#1 HB401992
Australian
Refrigeration
and
Air
Conditioning
Code
of
Good Practice
or an
approved
equivalent
International Standard .
The design of drains shall
ensure they cannot be
obstructed#v#1
by
debris.

1
5.

type and area coverage
shall be determined#v#1
d•Jring the Contract.

-

type and area coverage
shall be ~d#V#1 during
the Contract.

the Contract.

TPS.9.20.1.
Headlight.Lo
w.Beam.1

Each
headlight
shall
have#v#2 a low beam
providing not greater than
20% of the rated light
output of the headlight.

1
6.

TPS.9.25.6.
Code.of.Pra
ctice.1

PPP Co shall follow#v#S
HB40-1992
Austral ian
Refrigeration
and
Air
Code
of
Conditioning
or an
Good Practice
approved
equivalent
International Standard.

7.

.Drip.trays.a
nd .drainage .

ensu re th ey cannot be
blocked#v#2 by debri s.

ensure they cannot be
prevented#v#1 by debris.

ensure they cannot be
p re vented#v#1 by debri s.

TPS .10.1.1.
3.Emergenc
y.(get.hom e)

The Set shall be able to
start#v#9 on the steepest
gradient.

The Set shall be able to
use#v#1 on the steepest
gradient.

fhe

Set shall be able to
use#V#1 on the steepest
gradient.

The Set shall be able to
use#v#1 on the steepest
gradient.

The Set shall be able to
get qoing#v#1
on the
steepest gradient.

The Set shall be able to
get qoing#v#1
on the
steepest gradient.

TPS. 10.2.3.
Motor.CutOut.Operatio

With not less than two
motor
cars
(or
the
equivalent
number
of
motors
or
traction
packages) cut out an AW3
loaded Set shall be able to
operate#v#2
an
all
stations
run
pattern
without overheating the
traction equipment when
usinq maximum available

With not less than two
motor
cars
(or
the
equivalent
number
of
motors
or
tracti on
packages) cut out an AW3
loaded Set shall be abl e to
function#v#1
an
al!
stations
run
patt ern
without overheating the
traction equipment wh en
using maximum avail abie

With not less than two
motor
cars
(or
the
equivalent
number
of
or
tracti on
motors
packages) cut out an AW3
loaded Set sh all be able to
an
all
function#v#1
stati ons
ru n
pattern
without overheating the
traction equipment when
using maximu m available

With not less than two
motor
cars
(or
the
equivalent
number
of
motors
or
traction
packages) cut out an AW3
loaded Set shall be able to
function#v#1
an
all
stations
run
pattern
without overheating the
traction equipment when
using maximum available

With not less than two
motor
cars
(or
the
equivalent
number
of
motors
or
traction
packages) cut out an AW3
loaded Set shall be able to
function#v#1
an
all
stations
run
pattern
without overheating the
traction equipment when
usinq maximum available

With not less than two
motor
cars
(or
the
equivalent
number
of
motors
or
traction
packages) cut out an AW3
loaded Set shall be able to
function#v#1
an
all
stations
run
pattern
without overheating the
traction equipment when
usinq maximum available

1

1

8.

.1

1

9.

n.4
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Each

headlig ht

Each

sh ali

reatw::e.Ml

fe.a.t.ur.etflltt1 a low beam

providing not greater than
20% of the rated light
output of the headlight.

I
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#
2

TPS.10.3.1 5
.2.Emergenc
y.Brake.3

2

I'

TPS. 10.3.16
.4.Park.Brak
e.Car.lndicat
ion.1

2
2.

TPS .6.2.2.W
idth.1

0.

I

I

traction and braking .
The Emergency Brake
shall be applied in the
event
of
the
Set
passing#v#1
a raised
Train Stop by tripping of
the trip cock venting the
Brake Pipe to atmosphere.

traction and braking.
The Emergency Brake
shall be appl ied in the
event
of
the
Set
sue121y:ing#v#1 a raised
Train Stop by tripping of
the trip cock venting the
Brake Pipe to atmosphere.

traction and braking.
The Emergency Brake
shal! be applied in the
event
of
the
Set
SUQQlying#v#1 a raised
Train Stop by tripping of
the trip cock venting the
Brake Pipe to atmosphere.

Wrw.251

Replacements
Wrl0.5l

traction and braking.
The Emergency Brake
shall be applied in the
event
of
the
Set
crossing#v#1 a raised
Train Stop by tripping of
the trip cock venting the
Brake Pipe to atmosphere.

traction and braking .
The Emergency Brake
shall be applied in the
event
of
the
Set
crossing#v#1 a raised
Train Stop by tripping of
the trip cock venting the
Brake Pipe to atmosphere.

A local Park Brake off-on
status indication shall be
provided in each Car
adjacent to the Park Brake
apply and release control
showing#v#4 the Park
Brake status for both
boaies.
The Car interior space
shall be maximized#v#1
with a Car interior width
measured across the full
width of the Car, of at least
2320 mm.

A local Park Brake off-on
status indication shali be
provided in each Car
adjacent to the Park Brake
apply and release control
using#v#1 the Park Brake
status for both bogies.

A local Par!< Brake off-on
status indication shall be
provided in each Car
adjacent to the Park Brake
apply and rel ease control
using#v#1 the Park Brake
status for both bogies.

A local Park Brake off-on
status indication shall be
provided in each Car
adjacent to the Park Brake
apply and release control
using#v#1 the Park Brake
status for both bogies.

The Car interior space The Car interior space
shall be increased#v#2 shall be increased#v#2
with a Car interior width with a Car interior width
measured across the full j measured across the full
width of the Car, of at least width of th e Car, of at least
2920 mm.
2920 mm.

The Car interior space
shall be i ncreased#v#2
with a Car interior width
measured across the full
width of the Car, of at least
2920 mm.

A local Park Brake off-on
status indication shall be
provided in each Car
adjacent to the Park Brake
apply and release control
dis121aying#v#1 the Park
Brake status for both
bogies.
The Car interior space
shall be increased#v#2
with a Car interior width
measu red across the full
width of the Car, of at least
2920 mm.

traction and braking.
The Emergency Brake
shall be applied in the
event
the
of
Set
a
goiag tb[ougb#vtt3
raised Train Stop by
tripping of the trip cock
venting the Brake Pipe to
atmosphere.
A local Park Brake off-on
status indication shall be
provided in each Car
adjacent to the Park Brake
apply and release control
showing#v#4 the Park
Brake status for both
boqies.
The Car interior space
shall be maximized#v#1
with a Car interior width
measured across the full
width of the Car, of at least
2920 mm.

The Crew member taking
the PEI call shall be able
to maintain#v#1 that call
and operate the Intercom
to the other Crew member.

The Crew member taking
the PEI call shall be able
to maintain#v#1 that call
and operate the Intercom
to the other Crew member.

The Crew member taking
the PEI call shall be able
to maintain#v#1 that call
and operate the Intercom
to the other Crew member.

used#v#1
by
Rai!Corp's Representative.

The minimum volume level
shall be agreed in final
commissioning or, if not
agreed,
used#v#1
by
RailCorp's Representative.

The minimum volume level
shall be agreed in final
commissioning or, if not
agreed,
fouad out#vtt1
RailCorp's
by
Representative.

The minimum volume level
shall be agreed in final
commissioning or, if not
agreed, found outtlYtt1
RailCorp's
by
Representative.

In collisions where two
trains are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
fully
anti-climbers
to
engage PPP Co shall
look at#v#2 th e inclusion

In collisions where two
trains are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
anti-climbers
to
fully
engage PPP Co shal!
look atttvtt2 the inclusion

In collisions where two
trai ns are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
fully
anti -climbers
to
engage PPP Co shall
look at#vtt2 the inclusion

In collisions where two
trains are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
fu lly
anti-climbers
to
engage PPP Co shall
look atttvtt2 the inclusion

Wr<oi

I

2
3.

TPS.11 .4.3. I
ncoming.Cal
ls.4

The Crew member taking
the PEI call shall be able
to hold#v#2 that call and
operate th e Intercom to
th e other Crew member.

The Crew member taking
the PEi call shall be able
to maintain#v#1 that call
and operate the Intercom
to the other Crew member.

2
4.

TPS.11 .5.4.
PA.I nputs.an
d.Priority.Or
der.3

The minimum volume level
shall be agreed in final
commissioning or, if not
agreed, determined#V#1
by
RailCorp's
Representative .

The minimum volume level
shall be agreed in final
commissioni ng or, if not
agreed , used#vlfl by
RailCorp's Representative.

TPS.6 .8.4.0
ffset.Angled .
Collisions.2

In collisions whe re two
trains are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
anti-climbers
fully
to
engage PPP Co shall
consider#v#8
the

In collisions where two
trains are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
anti-climbers
fully
to
engage PPP Co shaii
look atttvtt2. the inciuslon

I ;.
I

I

Original (W 0 )

Reqt ID

Ii
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I

The Crew member taking
the PEI call shall be able
to maintain#v#1 that call
and operate th e Intercom
to the other Crew member.

I The ·minimum volume level
shal! be agreed in final
I commissioning or, if not
I agreed,
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#

2
6.

Reqt ID

TPS.11 .5.6.
PA.modellin
g.1

Original (Wo)
inclusion
of
additional
Lateral members at Sole
Bar and Cant Rail levels to
provide improved offset
angled
collision
resistance.
An electro-acoustic virtual
model of the carriage shall
be
produced#V#2
to
asce~t ain. that th~ design
solution 1s compliant with
this
RailCorp
Train
Performance
Specification .
Each
headlight
shall
have#V#2 a high beam
providing the full rated
light
output
of
the
headlight.

Replacements
Wr(O)

of
additional
Lateral
members at Sole Bar and
Cant Rail levels to provide
improved offset angled
collision resistance .

I An electro-acoustic virtual

model of the carriage shall
be used#v#1 to ascertain
that t~e ?esign .solution ~s
compliam
with
this
RailCorp
Train
Performance
Specification.
Each
headlight
shall
feature#y#1 a high beam
providing th e full rated
light
output
of
the
headlight.

Wr10.2sl

I of additional Lateral
I members at Sole Bar and

I
i

I
1

I

Wr10.75l

Wr11l

Cant Rail levels to provide
offset angled
collision resi stance.

of
additional
Lateral
members at Sole Bar and
Cant Rail levels to provide
improved offset angled
collision resistance.

Lateral
additional
of
members at Sole Bar and
Cant Rail levels to provide
improved offset angled
collision resistance.

additional
Lateral
of
members at Sole Bar and
Cant Rail levels to provide
improved offset angled
collision resistance.

An electro-acoustic virtual
model of the carriage shall
be used#V#1 to ascertain
that t~e design .solution !s
compliant
with
this
RailCorp
Train
Performance
Specification .
Each
headlight
shall
fe.ature#y#1 a high beam
providing the full rated
light
the
output
of
headlight.

An electro-acoustic virtual
model of the carriage shall
be used#V#1 to ascertain
that the design solution is
compliant
with
this
Train
Rail Corp
Performance
Specification.
Each
headlight
shall
feature#v#1 a high beam
providing the full rated
of
light
output
the
headlight.

An electro-acoustic virtual
model of the carriage shall
generated#v#2
to
be
ascertain that the design
solution is compliant with
Train
this
Rail Corp
Performance
Specification.
headlight
shall
Each
feature#v#1 a high beam
providing the full rated
of
the
light
output
headl ight.

An electro-acoustic virtual
model of the carriage shall
be
Qroduced#v#2
to
ascertain that the design
solution is compliant with
Train
this
RailCorp
Performance
Specification.
headlight
shall
Each
feature#v#1 a high beam
providing the full rated
light
of
the
output
headlight.

I improved
I

Wr10.5l

2
7.

TPS .9. 20.2.
Headlight.Hi
gh.Beam.1

2
8.

TOS_Appen
dix.K.111

Level 1 diagnostic resu lts
shall
include
recommended
remed ial
actio n required to be
undertaken#v#1 by th e
Crew

Level 1 diagnostic results
shall
include
recomme nded
remedial
action required to be
attem Qted#v#2 by the
Crew

Level i diagnostic results
sh ail
include
recommended
remedial
action required to be
attem Qted#v#2 by the
Crew

Level i diagnostic results
shall
include
recomm end ed
remedial
action required to be
attem12ted#V#2 by the
Crew

Level 1 diagnostic results
shall
include
remedial
recommended
action required to be
attem12ted#v#2 by the
Crew

Level i diagnostic results
include
shall
remedial
recommended
action required to be
attem12ted#v#2 by the
Crew

2
9.

TPS .11. 11. 0
igital.Voice.
Ann unciator.
10

The OVA equipment shall
be simple to operate#V#3
and highly resistant to
abuse,
Vandalism,
cleaning
agents
and
cleaning processes.

The OVA equipment shall
be simple to ~.iQ
and highly resistant to
abuse,
Vandalism,
cleaning
agents
and
cleaning processes.

The OVA equipment shall
be simp!e to control#v.tta
and highly resistant to
Vandalism ,
abuse,
cleaning
agents
and
cleaning processes.

The OVA equipment shall
be simple to control#v#3
and highly resistant to
abuse,
Vandalism,
cleaning
agents
and
cleaning processes.

The OVA equipment shall
be simple to control#v#3
and highly resistant to
abuse,
Vandalism,
cleaning
agents
and
cleaning processes.

The OVA equipment shall
be simple to control#y#3
and highly resistant to
abuse,
Vandalism,
cleaning
and
agents
cleaning processes.

3
0.

TPS .6.2.18.
Centre.of.Gr
avity.and.Ro
II.Centre. i

PPP Co shal l nominate
and show#V#2 by full
analysis th e location of the
centre of gravity and roll
centre of each Car type
under AWO and AW3
loaded conditions.
Tlie
TOS
shall
be
c.:mnected#V#1 o to TOS

PPP Co shall nominate
and p_rove#v#2 by full
analysis the location of the
centre of gravity and roll
centre of each Car type
under AWO and AW3
loaded conditions.
The
TOS
shall
be
i nserted#v#1
to
TOS

PPP Co shall nomi nate
and 12rove#v#2 by full
analysis ihe location of the
centre of gravity and roll
centre of each Car type
under AWO and AW3
loaded conditions.
The
shal l
TOS
be
inserted#v#1
to
TOS

PPP Co shall nominate
and p_rove#v#2 by full
analysis th e location of the
centre of gravity and roll
centre of each Car type
under AWO and AW3
loaded conditions.
The
shall
TOS
be
inserted#V#1
to
TOS

PPP Co shall nominate
and p_rove#V#2 by full
analysis the location of the
centre of gravity and roll
centre of each Car type
under AWO and AW3
loaded conditions.
The
shall
TOS
be
inserted#v#1
to
TOS

PPP Co shall nominate
and r2_rove#v#2 by full
analysis the location of the
centre of gravity and roll
centre of each Car type
under AWO and AW3
loaded conditions.
The
TOS
shall
be
nl11nni>rl in#v#1 to TOS

I
13
1.

TPS .7.4.Trai
n.Operating.
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#

Reqt ID
System.5

3
2.

3
3.

TPS.11.10.2
.1 .lnternal.P
assenger.ar
ea.coverage
.4
TPS.11.10.5
.1.CCTV .Sy
stem .Operati
on .5

3
4.

TPS.6.7.1.6.
Closing.Tim
e.2

3

TPS.3.2.3.M
aterials. and .
End.of.Life.
Disposal.6

5.

3
6.

TPS.11.15 .2
.Operating.E
nvironment.
1

Original

(W 0 )
WrlO\

Replacements

-

Wr(0.5l

Wr(o.25i

Wrio.75\

Wr11\

screens mounted in the
Driver's Workstation and
Guard's Workstati ons for
information display, alarm
monitorinq and data entry.
The camera locations and
coverage
shall
be
demonstrated#v#1
and
agreed during the Mockup review.

screens mounted in tile
Driver's Workstation and
Guard's Workstations for
information display, alarm
monitoring and data entry.
The camera locations and
coverage
sh all
be
E!resented#v#1
and
agreed during the Mockup review.

screens mounted in the
Driver's Workstation and
Guard's Workstations for
information display, alarm
monitoring and data entry.
The camera locations and
shall
coverage
be
~resented#v#1
and
agreed during the Mockup review.

screens mounted in the
Driver's Workstation and
Guard's Workstations for
information display, alarm
monitoring and data entry.
The camera locations and
coverage
shall
be
and
12resented#v#1
agreed during the Mockup review.

screens mounted in the
Driver's Workstation and
Guard's Workstations for
information display, alarm
monitorinq and data entry.
The camera locations and
coverage
shall
be
and
12resented#v#1
agreed during the Mockup review.

screens mounted in the
Driver's Workstation and
Guard's Workstations for
information display, alarm
monitorinq and data entry.
The camera locations and
shall
coverage
be
and
12resented#v#1
agreed during the Mockup review.

The layout, quality, display
and user interface of the
internal CCTV images on
the monitors shall be
demonstrated#v#1
and
agreed during the Mockup review.
Doors shall not close in
less than 4 seconds in
order
Passenger
that
injury,
particularly
to
children, the elderly and
infirm is avoided . PPP Co
shall provide calculations
to show#V#2 that the door
timing
meets
this
requirement.
PPP
Co
shall
maximize#v#2 the use of
recyclable
materials
throughout the Set.

The layout, quality, display The layout, quality, display
and user interface of the I and user interface of the
internal CCTV images on j internal CCTV images on
the monitors shall be the monitors shall be
12resented#V#1
and presented#V#1
and
agreed during the Mock- agreed during the Mockup review.
up review.
Doors shall not close in Doors shall not close in
less th an 4 seconds in less than 4 seconds in
order
that
Passenger order
Passenger
that
injury,
particularly
particularly
to injury,
to
children, the elderly and children, the elderly and
infirm is avoided. PPP Co infirm is avoided. PPP Co
shall provide calculations shall provide calculations
to 12rove#V#2 that the to grove#V#2 that th e
door timing meets this door timing meets this
requirement.
reguirement.
PPP Co shall use#v#1 the
PPP Co shall use#v#1 the
use of recyclable materials use of recyclable materials
throughout the Set.
throughout the Set.

The layout, quality, display
and user interface of the
internal CCTV images on
the monitors shall be
and
12resented#v#1
agreed during the Mockup review.
Doors shall not close in
less than 4 seconds in
order
that
Passenger
injury,
particularly
to
children , the elderly and
infi rm is avoided. PPP Co
shall provide calculations
to g,rove#V#2 that the
door timing meets this
requirement.
PPP Co shall use#v#1 the
use of recyclable materials
through out the Set.

The layout, quality, display
and user interface of the
internal CCTV images on
the monitors shall be
and
12resented#V#1
agreed during the Mockup review.
Doors shall not close in
less than 4 seconds in
order
that
Passenger
injury,
particularly
to
children, the elderly and
infirm is avoided. PPP Co
shall provide calculations
to 12rove#V#2 that the
door timing meets this
requirement.
PPP
shall
Co
harness#V#2 the use of
materials
recyclable
throughout the Set.

The layout, quality, display
and user interface of the
internal CCTV images on
the monitors shall be
and
12resented#v#1
agreed during the Mockup review.
Doors shall not close in
less than 4 seconds in
order
Passenger
that
injury,
particularly
to
children, the elderly and
infirm is avoided. PPP Co
shall provide calculations
to 12rove#v#2 that the
door timing meets this
requirement.
shall
PPP
Co
maximize#V#2 the use of
materials
recyclable
throughout the Set.

PPP
shall
Co
consider#v#8
mechanisms
which
overcome the reception
and accuracy problem
typically encountered by
GPS Systems within the
Rai l Network.

PPP Co shall look at#V#2 PPP Co sh all J.o.o.ILatitil.
mechanisms
which
mechanisms
wh ich
overcome the reception I overcome th e reception
and accuracy problem j and accuracy problem
typically encounte red by typically encou ntered by
GPS Systems within the GPS Systems within the
Rail Network.
I Rail Network.

PPP Co shal l look at#v#2
which
mechanisms
overcome the reception
and accuracy problem
typically encountered by
GPS Systems within the
Rail Network.

PPP Co shall look at#v#2
which
mechanisms
overcome the reception
and accuracy problem
typically encountered by
GPS Systems within the
Rail Network.

PPP Co shall look at#v#2
which
mechanisms
overcome the reception
and accuracy problem
typically encountered by
GPS Systems within the
Rail Network.
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r-#

Reqt ID

Original (W 0 )

Wr10.5i

Wr10.151

Wr11i

3
7.

TPS.6.2.8.P
assenger.Se
ats.4

The seat design and
layout
shall
maximize#v#1
the
available
legroom
for
seated passengers .

The seat design and
layout shall increase#v#2
the available legroom for
seated passengers .

The seat design and
layout snail increase#v#2
the available legroom for
seated passengers.

The seat design and
layout shall increase#v#2
the available legroom for
seated passengers.

The se at design and
layout shall increase#v#2
the available legroom for
seated passengers.

The seat design and
shall
layout
the
maximize#v#1
available
legroom
for
seated passengers.

3
8.

TPS .6.5.5 .2.
Gangway.Int
erior. 3

TOS_Appen
dix. K.142

The gangway shall be
designed such that any
litter dropped by users can
be readily removed to
eliminate any potential fire
or health hazard, wi thout
having to SUpQll'.#v#1
Cars or remove access
panels.
Level 2 diagnostic results
shall consist of status
Fault
information
and
recommended
remedial
action required to be
atternpt#v#2
by
the
authorised personnel to
maintain or restore the Set
to operational specification
in a depot environment.
It shall be possible to
sui;mlY..#V#1 the Driver's
Main Operating Screen in

The gangway shall be
designed such that any
littei dropped by users can
be readily removed to
eliminate any potential fire
or health hazard, without
having to sug121y#v#1
Cars or rem ove access
panels.
Level 2 diagnostic results
shall consist of status,
Fault
iniormation
and
recommended
remedial
action required to be
attemp_t11v#2
by
the
authorised personnel to
maintain or restore the Set
to operational specification
in a depot environment.
It sh al! be possible to
sui;m!'i#v#1 the Driver's
Main Operating Screen in
any Cab of an unstabled
air
Set
to
observe
(M ain
pressures
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders), tractive
effort, speed, and OHW
voltaqe.

The gangway shall be
designed such that any
litter dropped by users can
be readily removed to
eliminate any potential fire
or health hazard, without
having to push#v#1 Cars
or remove access panels.

3
9.

The gangway shall be
designed such that any
litter dropped by users ca n
be read ily removed to
eliminate any potential fire
or health hazard , without
having to disconnect#v#2
Cars or remove access
panels.
Level 2 diagnostic results
shall consist of status ,
Fault
information
and
recommended
remedial
action required to be
undertaken#v#1 by the
authorised personnel to
maintain or restore the Set
to operational specification
in a depot environment.
It shall be possible to
call_up#v#1 the Driver's
Main Operating Screen in

The gangway shall be
designed such that any
li tter dropped by users can
be readily removed to
eliminate any potential fire
or health hazard, without
having to detach#v#1
Cars or remove access
panels.
Level 2 diagnostic results
shall consist of status,
and
Fault
information
rem edial
recommended
action required to be
by
th e
attempt#v#2
authorised personnel to
maintain or restore the Set
to operational specification
in a depot environment.
It shall be possible to
bciag focwacdltiltt2 the
Driver's Main Operating
Screen in any Cab of an
unstabled Set to observe
(Main
air
pressures
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders), tractive
effort, speed , and OHW
voltaqe.

The gangway shall be
designed such that any
litter dropped by users can
be readily removed to
eliminate any potential fire
or health hazard, without
having to disconnect#v#2
Cars or remove access
panels.
Level 2 diagnostic results
shall consist of status,
Fault
information
and
remedial
recommended
action required to be
by
the
attempt#v#2
authorised personnel to
maintain or restore the Set
to operational specification
in a depot environment.
It shall be possible to
bciag focwacdtt~#2 the
Driver's Main Operating
Screen in any Cab of an
unstabled Set to observe
(Main
air
pressures
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders) , tractive
effort, speed, and OHW
voltage.

I4
I o.
I

Replacements

·- w.~.25)

Wrrni -

TOS_Appen
dix.K.99

any Cab of an unstabled

Set
to
observe
air
pressures
(Main
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders), tractive
effort, speed, and OHW
voltaqe.
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I
I

I any

Cab of an unstabled

Set
to
observe
air
pressures
(Main
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders) , tractive
effort, speed, and OH'.N
voltaqe.

-

Level 2 diagnostic results
shall consist of status,
informati on
and
Fault
rem edial
recommended
action required to be
attempt#v#2
the
by
authorised personnel to
maintain or restore the Set
to operational specification
in a depot environment.
It shall be possible to
bciag focwacdttYtt2 the
Driver's Main Operating
Screen in any Cab of an
unstabled Set to observe
air
(Main
pressures
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders), tractive
effort, speed, and OHW
voltaqe.
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5.4.5.

Questionnaire Results

Section 5.3.6 explained how the questions of the questionnaire were designed to
individually collect a complete set of data on each replacement of the sample. The
questionnaire was designed to collect data on 1) correctness, 2) conventionality, and 3)
lexical ambiguity of both the original word (W0 ) and the replacement words (Wrco» Wrco. 25 »
Wrco. 5» Wrco.75 )> Wr(J)). The questionnaire that we used has been provided in Appendix D:
Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1) and Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 2) and
was based entirely on the sample of 40 requirements presented in Table 6.

5.4.5.1.

Respondents

We distributed the questionnai re via email to five stakeholders of the RailCorp PPP
project. Figure 11 is a copy of the exact email that was sent. Addressees were BCC' d so that
recipients of the email could not know who else had received the questionnaire. This was
done for two reasons 1) to maintain the privacy of the participants, 2) to prevent collusion on
responses.
From: Stephen Boyd

ent: Thursday, 3 July 2008 10:45 AM
ubject: Questionnaire Support

ou are invited to participate in a questionnaire associated with my PhD research on
··optimally-Expressed Requirements".
his questionnaire is howl collect my data to validate my results - so it is very important to
me that you participate .
here are three
1.
2.
3.

files attached :
Information Sheet explaining some background information
Instruction Sheet explaining how to complete the questionnaire
The Questionnaire (there are two sheets 1 & 2) - both need to be tilled in .

he deadline for completing the questionnaire is Friday 11th July.
he questionnaire should take approximately 2 hrs to complete in total (based on a pilot test).
ou don't need to finish it in one sitting - just save and continue later.
I hope you can participate - please confirm with me ASAP.
Note: this is not work-related - so please conduct at the appropriate times.
fhanks - in anticipation of yo 11r participatio n!
Steve
Figure 11 - Email asking for Research Participation
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Participants were given 8 days to complete the questionnaire and return via email. Most
participants asked for extra time to complete the questionnaire, and the last response was
received on 16 July (i.e 13 days elapsed from when the questionnaire was issued, to when
the last response was received). None of the participants contacted the researcher for
assistance or advice whilst completing the questionnaire. The anecdotal feedback received
from participants was that the questionnaire was easily understandable (given Appendix C:
Questionnaire Instruction Sheet), however the time needed to complete was underestimated.
This was unexpected since the length of the questionnaire was assessed as part of the Pilot
Test (Appendix D: Questionnaire Pilot Test (Sheet 1) and Appendix E: Questionnaire Pilot
Test (Sheet 2)).
In accordance with our Ethics Application and subsequent Ethics Approval (refer
Appendix A: Ethics Approval) we have not identified the respondents by name. Table 7
below shows that a11 respondents were experienced Engineers having:
•

Experience writing requirement specifications

•

Experience validating the quality of requirement specifications

•

Experience developing a product to meet requirement specifications

•

Familiarity with the RailCorp PPP project and the TPS

Respondent

Table 7 -

. .
I Writing

of ResQondents
. ·--·-·-·-·--·rr·-·-·-·-·;-i·-·--·-·-·---,

~erience

Specifications
Test Engineer
3 YL
---------------- ·
Design Engineer
10 yrs

Validating

Specification

Developing to
Specification

---·

RailCorp PPP

I and TPS

2 yrs

2 yrs

12 yrs

8 yrs

2 yrs

5 yrs

Requirements Eng*

5 yrs

5 yrs

2 yrs

Systems Engineer*

7 yrs

3 yrs

2 yrs

Software Engineer

12 yrs

10 yrs

12 yrs

I
I

2 yrs

-- - - - - - -

2 yrs

>--·- - - - - -

1 yrs

*respondent works for the researcher (this was highlighted in our ethics application).

5.4.5.2.

Data Collected

The questionnaire was electronic, so it was possible to automatica11y check that all
required fields had been completed. Fortunately, aJI five 4uestionnceres were returned in a
complete state. Since each questionnaire contained 40 questions, we co11ected 200 answers
in total.
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Whilst the same question was responded to by multiple participants - we did not
consolidate multiple answers to the same question into a single answer, since each response
is subjective and opinion-based and was considered valid in its own right. For instance, if
four of the five respondents deemed the original word (W0 ) to be lexically unambiguous, but
the fifth respondent deemed (W0 ) to be lexically ambiguous - then which answer do we
take? We took all answers - si nce the fifth respondent may have been the software developer
who may have subsequently developed the wrong solution.
In Section 5.3.7 we nominated a sample size of 40, so there are 40 optimal replacements
per similarity threshold (i.e.

Ioptimal(W ,context(W I
0 ))

0

= 40). Summing for the five

respondents yields 200 unique responses. Each response contains data pertaining to quality
factors: correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity.
5.4.5.2.1. Correctness
Test Statistic
p(W o)correcl
p(W r)correcl{O)
p{Wr)correci{0.25)
p{W r)correct(0.5)

-·-------p(W r )correct(O75)
p{Wr)correct(l)

Proportion

I

Value

I

I
Ioptimal(W,(oJ,COntext(Wo)) I
LP=LS I makes_sense(P, W,(o.2s), context(Wo)) j I I optimal(Wr(o.251,context(Wo)) I
LP=L 5 I makes_sense(P, W,,05), context(Wo)) I I I optimal(Wr(o.5),context(Wo)) I
LP=l .5 I makes_sense(P, Wr(o75J, context(Wo))I I I optimal(W,101si,context(Wo)}i
------------------LP=LS I makes_sense{P, W,p), context(Wo)) I I I optimal(W,(1),Context(Wo)) I
LM.5 makes_sense(P , Wo, context(Wo)) I I optimal(Wo,context(Wo))

179/200

L P=1 ..s I makes_sense(P, W,10), context(Wo)) I I

129/200

5.4.5.2.2. Conventionality

I Test Statistic
[?(V\f o)convenlionai

p(Wr}convenlional(O)
p{W,)conventional(O 25)
p{W r)corrven11onal(O.S)

I -·

p(W r)conventional(O. 75)
.,_._
p(W r)conventional(l)

139/200
·166/200 ~

~5/2_~J
- · -·Value

Proportion

I
I !optimal(Wo,context(Wo)) !
LP=1 ..5 !would_use(P, W, 1oJ, context(Wo)) I I I optimal(W,(o),context(Wo)) I
LP=l.5 I would_use(P, Wr10.25i, context(Wo)) I I I optimal(W,,0.25), context(Wo)) I
LP=l.5 Iwouid_use(P, Wrro5). context(Wo)) I I I optimal(W,(o.5J,COntext(Wo)) I
LP=L.S I would_u se(P , Wr(0.75), context(Wo)) I I I optimal(Wr(o.7sJ,COntext(Wo)) I
LM 5 I would_use(P, W,(1), context(Wo)) I I Ioptimal(W,(l J,COntext(Wo)) I

129/200

LM.s would_use(P, Wo, context(Wo)) I

168/200

----1321200

·-- - · 132/200

·----·141/200
150/200
161/200

5.4.5.2.3. Lexical Unambiguity
Test Statistic
p(W o)unambiguous
p(W r)unarnbiguous(O)
p(Wr}unambiguous(0.25)
p{W,)unambiguous(0.5)
p(W,)unambiguous(0.75)
p{Wr)unambiguous(l )

Proportion

Value

I

LM.5 I unambiguous(P, Wo, context(Wo)) I I optimal(Wo,context(Wo))

I

I
I I
I
LP=l.5 I unambiguous(P, Wr(o2s), context(Wo)) I I I optimal(W,,0.25),context(Wo)) I
L P=l..5 I unambiguous(P, Wr(05J, context(Wo)) I I I optimal(Wr(o.5),context(Wo)) I
L P=l..5 I unambiguous(P, W,101s), context(Wo)) I I I optimal(Wr(o75J,COntext(Wo)) I
L P=l..5 I unambiguous(P , W,r1). context(Wo)) I I I optimal(Wr(1),COntext(Wo)) I
LP=l.5 unambiguous(P, W,<o), context(Wo)) I optimal(W,(o),context(Wo))
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5.4.6.

Hypothesis Testing

5.4.6.1 .

Z-Test Criteria

Before we can use the Z-Test to test each hypothesis presented in Section 5.3.3, we must
first confirm that the pre-conditions for using the Z-Test are satisfied:
1) The sample must be random
2) The test statistic distribution should be approximately normal
3) nl.pl > 5 and nl.(1 - pl)> 5 and n2.p2 > 5 and n2.(1 - p2) > 5
In our case, 1) is considered satisfied, since in Section 5.3.7 we explained that the sample
of replacements used to create the questionnaire was randomly taken from the full set of
replacements. 2) is considered satisfied, since if we repeatedly took a random sample from
the population of replacements - in each case measuring one of the test statistics (say
p(Wo)correct

or

p(Wo)conventiona1

or p(Wo)unambiguous) and plotted the test statistic on a graph, we would

expect the shape of the curve to approximate a normal distribution. In other words, we
expect the proportions to be normally distributed. 3) is considered satisfied, since Table 8
shows that each of the four conditions are met (i.e. they are all> 5).
Table 8 - Z-Test Criteria
hypothesis

nl

~Ocorrect(O)

200

HOcorrect(0.25)

200

HOcorrect(O 5)
HOcorract(0.75)
HOcorract( 1)

200
200
200

CORRECTNESS

pl

-- - - - p2
n2

· -~.Pl> 5 nl.(l - P~) > 5 ~2-~2 >:2- n2.(l -. p2) > 5
179
71
·- 21
21
71
179
- · -i79
--·---·21
61
21
179
341
21
25
179

____

_ ~~95 __
129
0.6'.!L_ 390 _
129 ,__,
0.645
200
0.895
- - -·------·139
0.695
200
0.895
0.33
!66
200
0.895
0.875
200
175
0.895

CONVENTIONALITY
p2
nl.pl > 5 nl.(l - pl) > 5 n2.p2 > 5 n2.(1 - p2)

pl

n2

HOconventional(1)

nl
200
200
200
200
200

0.66
0.66
0.705
0.75
0.805

200
200
200
200
200

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

hypothesis

nl

pl

n2

UNAMBIGUITY
p2
nl.pl > 5 nl.(l - pl)> 5 n2.p2 > 5 n2.(1 - p2) > 5

200
200
200
200
200

0.145
0.145
0.145
0.145
0.145

200
200
200
200
200

0.295
0.295
0.255
0.275
0.335

hypothesis
HOconventional(O)
HOconvent1onal(0.25)
HOconvenllonal(0.5)
HOconvenllonal(0.75)

HOunambiguous(O)
HOunambiguous(0.25)
HOunambiguous(0.5)
HOunambiguous(O. 75)
HOunarrb1guous(1)
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132
132
141
150
161

29
29
29
29
29

68
68
59
50
39

171
171
171
171
171

168
168
168
168
168

59
59
51
.55
67

~2_

32
32
32
32
32

141
141
149
14.5
J'.33
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5.4.6.2.

Hypothesis Test Results

Table 9- H

hesis T

hypothesis

condition

HOcorrect(O)

p(W r)correct(O) <?: p (W o)correct

HOcorrect(0.25)

p (W r)correct(0 .25)

HOcorrect(0.5)

p(W r)correct(0.5) <?: p(W o) co rrect

HO correct(0.75)

p(Wr) correct(0.75) <?: p(Wo) correct

HO correct(1)

p(Wr)correct(1) ::?'. p(Wo) correct

hypothesis

condition

H Oconventional(O)

p (W r) conventiona\(O) <?: p ( \fl/ o)conventional

H Oconventional(0.25)

p(W rlconventional(0.25) <?: p(vV olconventional

~ p(Wo) correct

HOconventional(0 .5)

p (W r)conventiona l(0.5) <?: p (W olconventional

H Oconventional(O. 75)

P(W

H 0 convention al( 1)

p (W rlconventional(1)

hy pothesis

condition

HO unambiguous(O)

p (W r)unambiguous(O) S p (W o)unambiguous

H 0 unambiguous(0.25)

p(W rlunambiguous(0.25) S p(W o) unamb1guous

HOunambiguous(0 .5)
HOunambiguous(O. 75)
HOunambig uous(1)

p (W r)unambiguous(0.75) S p(W o)unambiguous

rlconventional(O. 75) <?:

P(W olconventional

~ p ( W o)conventional

p(W rlunamblguous(O 5) S p (W o) unambiguous

p (W r) unambiguous(1) S p (W o)unambiguous
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nl
200
200
200
200
200

pl
0.645
0.645
0.695
0.83
0.875

nl
200
200
200
200
200

pl
0.66
0.66
0.705
0.75
0.805

nl
200
200
200
200
200

0.145
0.145
0.145
0. 145
0.145

pl

CORRECTNESS
p
p2
n2
200
0.895
0.77
0.77
200
0.895
200
0.895
0.795
200
0.895
0.8625
200
0.895
0. 885
CONVENTIONALITY
p
p2
n2
200
0.84
0.75
200
0.84
0.75
0.84
0.7725
200
0.84
0.795
200
200
0.84
0.8225
UNAMBIGUITY
p
p2
n2
0.295
0.22
1200
200
0.22
0.295
200
0.2
0.25 5
200
0.275
0.21
200
0.24
0.335

q

So1-o2

z

a

0.23
0.23
0.205
0.1375
O. l 15

0.04208
0.04208
0.04037
0.03444
0.0319

-5 .9406
-5.9406
-4.9542
- 1.8875
-0.6269

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

q

Sol -o2

z

a

0.25
0.25
0.2275
0.205
0.1775

0.0433
0.0433
0.04 192
0.04037
0.0382 1

-4.1569
-4.1569
-3.2203
-2.2294
-0. 9 16

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

q

Spl-o2

0.78
0.78
0.8
0.79
0.76

0.04142
0.04 142
0.04
0.04073
0.04271
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z

-3.621
-3.62 1
-2.75
-3.19 17
-4.4488

a
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Zent
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33

Result
REJECT HO
REJECT HO
REJECT HO
SUPPORT HO
SUPPORT HO

Zent
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33

Result
REJECT HO
REJECT HO
REJECT HO
SUPPORT HO
SUPPORT HO

Zent
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33
-2.33

Result
REJECT
REJECT
REJECT
REJECT
REJECT

HO
HO
HO
HO
HO
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5.4.6.3.

Summary of Hypothesis Testing

The hypothesis tests presented in Table 9 confirmed that at a 99% significance level ,
similarity thresholds of 0.75 and 1.0 significantly reduced lexical ambiguity without
significantly reducing correctness or conventionality. The hypothesis testing also showed that
further reducing the similarity threshold (i .e. to 0.5, 0.25, and 0.0) resulted in significant
reductions in correctness and conventionality - thereby no longer solving the research
question. The hypothesis test results have thus confirmed that the Similarity Threshold is
indeed an independent variable that when varied, affects the dependent variables: correctness,
conventionality, and lexical ambiguity.

5.4.7.

Reliability

In Section 5.3.10.1 we defined interrater reliability as the extent to which two or more
individuals evaluating the same product or performance give identical judgements. We
speculated that interrater reliability should be high given that all participants were from the
same project, and had a similar engineering background. In other words, we expect the five
respondents to answer each question in the same way. Figure 12 illustrates the actual result where 515 agree means all 5 respondents provided the same answer; 415 agree means one
respondent disagreed with the other 4 respondents; 315 agree means two respondents
disagreed with the other 3 respondents.

1·----------------------------- ----------lnterrater Reliability

1

I

I

-------------------------1
"1
QJ

rm Co~rect-1

Ill

c:

l

0

a.

gi

a:

0
0

z

mConventional

60

o- Arrbiguous

40
20

1
1

.

0
515 Agree

4/5 Agree

3/5 Agree

Participants in Agreement

Figure 12 - lnterrater Reliability

Figure 12 shows that jnterrater reliabiJjty is highest for correctness, second highest for
conventionality, and third highest for lexical ambiguity. In other words, the respondent's
answers are much more consistent when asked whether a particular replacement is correct,
and much less consistent when asked whether a particu lar replacement is lexically ambiguous.
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If we consider interrater responses to be reliable when at least 4 out of the 5 respondents

agree, then
•

The correctness result is 82.5% reliable (i.e. (109+56)/200)

•

The conventionality result is 76.5% reliable (i.e. (108+45)/200

•

The lexical ambiguity result is 61 .0% reliable (i.e. (97+25)/200)
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
6.1.

Research Summary

In Chapter 1 we highlighted the problem of ambiguous requirements. We explained that
our motivation for solving this problem is driven by its significance, specifically impact to
project costs, schedule, and potential safety consequences. In Chapter 2 we evaluated,
organised, and synthesised over 200 references relating to the topic of reducing ambiguity in
requirements. In Chapter 3 we carefully phrased the research question:

How can a requirements specification be automatically re-expressed in a way that
significantly reduces its lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness or
conventionality?
We then justified March and Smith's (1995) strategic combination of design-science and
natural-science as the appropriate research methodology. In Chapter 4 we designed a solution
to answer the research question in terms of constructs, models, methods, and instantiations.
We developed an understanding of the cause-and-effect relationships between the similarity
threshold (independent variable), and the dependent variables: correctness, conventionality,
and lexjcal ambiguity. We defined a new measure calJed replaceability as an effective
measure as to the ability of one word

to

replace another. We also provided a cross-reference

from the methods lo the relevant function in the softwar prototype (the source ode of which
is provided in Appendix F: Prototype Software).
In Chapter 5 we evaluated our design solution to the research question. We defined the
required data, justified a quantitative research method, and designed a controlled experiment
to collect the data using a custom-built questionnaire. Hypothesis tests were conducted across
a range of similarity thresholds in an effort to understand how the independent variable
affected the dependent variables. We discovered that there was indeed a causal relationship
between the similarity threshold and the dependent variables: correctness, conventionality,
and lexical ambiguity. Perhaps most importantly, we discovered that for certain values of
similarity threshold, using rnJr design solution, it was possible to solve the research question,
in that it was possible to automatically re-express a requirements specification in a way that

significantly reduces its lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness or
conventionality.
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6.2.

Answer to the Research Question

Question: How can a requirements specification be automatical ly re-expressed in a way
that significantly reduces its lexical ambiguity, without significantly reducing its correctness
or conventionality?

Answer: A random sample of requirements from a recent rail industry project (RailCorp
Contract C01645 2006) that were optimally re-expressed using the optimal-constraint method

defined in Chapter 4 has confirmed that at a 99% significance level, similarity thresholds of
0.75 and 1.0 significantly reduced the lexical ambiguity without significantly reducing the
correctness or conventionality of the requirements specification.
We have explained in Section 5.3.11.1 that this result is expected to be internally valid, in
that changes in dependent variables: correctness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity can
be attributed to the change in similarity threshold (independent variable) and not to other
confounding factors. We have explained in Section 5.3.11.2 that proximal similarity was used
to claim external validity. Specifically, we expect this result can be generalised to other parts
of speech (e.g. nouns) and to other large specifications (recall from Chapter 4 that a Jarge
number of requirements are needed to adequately profile the characteristics of words (e.g.
frequency, polysemy, etc)). We also postulate that a similar result might be achieved for
specifications wrjtten in languages other than English.

6.2.1.

Limitations of Answer

The hypothesis testing showed that further reducing the similarity threshold (i .e. to 0.5,
0.25, or 0.0) resulted in significant reductions in correctness and conventionality - to the
extent that the research question could no longer be solved by our optimal-constraint method.
Thus confirming a ca use-and-effect relationship exists between the similarity threshold
(.independent variable) and dependent variables: correctness, conventionality, and lexical
ambiguity.

6.3.

Contributions Revisited

In Sect.ion 1.5 we claimed that this research would make five important research
contributions. Here we recap and confirm the contributions based on the research conducted.
1.

The Model: Section 4.3 defined four new propositions: a) Sirrular b) Correct, c)
Conventional, and d) Unambiguou s. The novel contribution is the synthesis of new
definitions (propositions) from existing literature, e.g. our proposition for conventional is
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an amalgamation of Fellbaum ' s ( 1990) richly-lexicalised and Green's (2006) frequently

occurring concepts.
2.

The Method: Section 4.5 defined six new functions: a) Meaning, b) Senses, c) Frequency,
d) Width, e) Similarity, and f) Repl aceabi li ty. The novel contribution is the formal
definition we have provided for each function. The method also defines the exact
sequence of activities that need to be followed to enable optimal re-expression to occur.
We believe the largest single contribution within the Method is the replaceability metric
which has been publi shed in (Boyd, Zowghi & Gervasi 2007) and aims to provide the
optimal trade-off between con-ectness, conventionality, and lexical ambiguity.

3.

The Software Prototype: Appendix F: Prototype Software provides the source code for a
re-usable software prototype that is a fully-functional implementation of the method. The
purpose of the software prototype was to demonstrate proof-of-concept and to provide a
tool to facilitate evaluation. The novel contribution is the source code itself. Other
researchers may wish to re-use our software prototype to extend the evaluation to other
requirement specifications; or to develop a plug-in validation tool for existing
requirements management tools (refer to our suggestions for future research in Section
6.6.2). Following the submission of thi s thesis the source code will be made freely
available in the public domain .

4.

The Evaluation Method: Section 5.3 provided a detai led description of the evaluation
method that we developed for this thesis. Section 5.2.1 defines the novel metrics we have
defined for collecting data from participants and for comparing the correctness,
conventionality, and lexical ambiguity of optimally re-expressed specifications to thei r
origi nal NL source specificatwn. The metrics we defined are:
•

makes_sense(P, Wr. context(W0 )), and

•

would_use(P, Wn context(W0 ) )

5. Empirical Evidence: Section 5.4 provided valuable empirical evidence in support of the
claim that constraining the lexicon of natural language can improve the quality of
requirement specifications. In particular, the hypothesis tests presented in Table 9
confirmed that at a 99% sjgnificance level , similarity thresholds of 0.75 and 1.0
significantly reduced lexical ambiguity without significantly reducing correctness or
conventionality. Such evidence is a contribution since there is a distinct lack of empirical
evidence to support the claims made in the CNL literature.

6.4.

Implications for Research

The findings and contributions of thi s research have several implications for future
research into the use of CNLs to reduce the ambiguity of requirements. We believe the three
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largest implications are 1) dynamic-constraint, 2) optimal-constraint, and 3) empirical
evidence.

6.4.1.

Dynamic Constraint

Throughout the literature on CNLs, we have always found the lexicon to be a static
selection of words. By static we mean there was a point in time where the lexicon was fro zen,
and all text written in the CNL needs to be expressed using the authorised words. We have
explained that this means existing CNLs are difficult to adapt to other domains, or to evolve
over time. Furthermore, if a concept cannot be expressed by the authorised words, then the
author cannot articulate what needs to be stated.
We have applied a completely different way of thinking in this research. That is, the CNL
lexicon is not static, but is dynamically generated based upon the relevant features of words
from a selected corpus of text relevant to some nominated application domain. Given the
years of development required to generate most existing CNLs, for dynamic constraint to be
feasible, we needed to investigate ways to significantly improve the efficiency of the
constraint process. We have therefore combined research from the field of Natural Language
Processing with exi ting research from the field of CNLs to develop a new concept of
dynamic constraint. We think this is a key step in the direction of future CNLs, and consider
this to be a major implication for esearch on this topic. One key feature of dynamic
constraint is the ability to retain the otiginal NL word if no suitable replacement exists --thereby guaranteeing expressiveness.

6.4.2.

Optimal Constraint

We found the selection process used to decide which words to retain and which words to
exclude from existing CNL lexicons to be ad-hoc and preference based rather than based on a
balanced trade-off between quality factors. We have demonstrated how important quality
factors can be related via a causal model, such that it is possible to develop a qualityconscious replaceability metric that can be used to optimise the replacements, where optimise
means achieving some optimal combination of quality factors.
We hope our research sets an expectation in the CNL community that future CNL
designers need to be transparent about their lexicon-selection methods. We expect future
CNLs will 1) nominate a relevant quality model, 2) develop the equivalent of a replaceability
metric, and 3) optimally-constrain the lexicon by maximising the equivalent replaceability
metric.
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6.4.3.

Empirical Evidence

This research has generated valuable empirical evidence that supports the claim that
optimal re-expression can significantly reduce the lexical ambiguity of a requirements
specification, without significantly reducing its correctness or conventionality. Such evidence
was not discovered in our review of the literature, and thus generating this evidence was a
large focus of our research. We believe that the implication for future research is that our
empirical evidence can be cited by other researchers as some justification for conducting
further research on the CNL topic. Furthermore, the evaluation method we used to generate
the empirical evidence was a novel contribution that we hope sets a benchmark for future
CNL evaluations. In other words, an implication for future research is that speculation should
be replaced with empirical evaluation and formal (e.g. hypothesis) tests.

6.5.

Implications for Industry

One common criti cism of research is that it is not practical enough to be adopted by
industry. We have demonstrated through this research that optimally-expressed requirements
can reduce the lexical ambiguity of requirements specifications without sacrificing their
correctness or conventionality. The question we address here is what do es this mean fo r

industry? In other words, how practical is it for industry to adopt our optimal-constraint
solution?
We have already explained in Section 5.3.1 l.2 that the optimal-constraint method is
generalisable to projects comprising many requirements (e.g. 500+ ). Fro n our experience
(refer to Section 1.3), most projects in this category are contractually required to use
requirements management tools such as IBM's DOORS (IBM 2008), Vitech's CORE (Vitech
Corporation 2008), etc to ensure the correct and efficient management of requirements and
requirements traceability. A side effect of using such requirements management tools is the
availability of scripting languages for automatically processing the requirements data (such as
the DOORS eXtension Language (DXL) (IBM 2008) and COREscript (Vitech Corporation
2008)). In our experience, such scripting languages are typically only used to report on
metrics (e.g. requirements traceability) and to export custom traceability reports; however
their capabilities are far greater.
Systems er.gineering standard EIA-632 (2003) states "The developer shalJ ensure that
technical requirement statements and specified requirement statements, individually and as
sets, are well formulated". Specifically, "the developer should analyze each requirement
statement to ensure 1) ability to preserve competitiveness, 2) clarity, 3) correctness, 4)
feasibility, 5) focus , 6) implementability, 7) modifiability, 8) removal of ambiguity, 9)
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singuJarity, 10) testability, and 11 ) verifiability". Of course, as the size of the requirements
specification increases, it becomes more onerou s to validate th at every single requirement is
well-formulated (e.g. 500 requirements means 5,500 validation checks). On the other hand, as
the size of the requirements specification increases, the number of individual word
occurrences increases, so the usage information (e.g. frequency, polysemy, etc) becomes
more reliable and the optimal-constrai nt process is expected to produce better quality
replacements.
We therefore suggest the software prototype we have developed for this thesis (refer
Appendix F: Prototype Software) be ported to a requirements management tool and executed
as part of the requirements validation process. This will enable the automation of 8) removal
of ambiguity without adversely affecting 2) clarity, or 3) correctness. The optimal-constraint

plug-in could be executed with every specification update. We beJieve this strategy would
facilitate rapid industry-adoption since it gives useful resul ts, within the existing tooling
environment, and wi thout forcing a management decision to prioriti se quality above cost or
schedule. For instance, it might be marketed to project management as: you should optimise

the expression of your requirements by executing this plug-in before exporting a new version
of the specification. This will result in a Less ambiguous spec(fication. This is important
because ambiguity is a well known contributor to project failures and to safety-related
accidents.

6.6.

Suggestions for Future Research

6.6.1.

Automatic Word Sense Disambiguation

In Section 4.5. l .3 we explained that human beings are particularly good at WSD, but that
auto-WSD is unreliable and extremely difficult. In Section 5.4.2 we found that manual-WSD
is time consuming at approximately 5 minutes per word sense on average. We beJieve
automating WSD remains an important topic for future research. Furthermore, we believe that
auto-WSD may need to be coupled with dictionaries that contain proper nouns (such as
Wikipedia), since the biggest threat to WSD seems to be unknown words.

6.6.2.

Integration with an existing RM Tool

In Section 6.5 we suggested that future practice might be to integrate optimal-constraint

within existing requirements management tools (such as DOORS, CORE, Requisite Pro, etc)
to faci litate the validation of requirements as described in systems engineering standards such
as EIA-632 (2003). We suggest an interesting sequel to this thesis would be the porting of our
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prototype software into an existing RM tool, followed by a case-study to confirm the
theorised benefits.

6.6.3.

Quality Model for Requirement Specifications

In Section 2.3.3 we identified that there is no universally accepted quality model for
requirement specifications. Furthermore, throughout our literature review we found that
various authors often understand the same quality factor differently. We believe there is
enormous value in developing a universal quality model for requirement specifications.
Defining a quality model that includes cause-and-effect relationships between quality factors
would perhaps enable us to define a better measure of replaceability.

6.6.4.

Query Expansion

Manning and Schutze (1999) explain that semantic similarity is also used for query
expansion in information retrieval. A user who describes a request for information in her own
words may not be aware of related terms which are used in the documents that the user would
be most interested in. If a user describes a request for documents on Russian space missions
using the word astronaut, then a query expansion system can suggest the term cosmonaut
based on the semantic similarity between astronaut and cosmonaut. We believe that future
research into the use of replaceability as a way of improving the recall of search engines
would be an extremely interesting topic for future research, and could be considered an
exten ion of our concept to another field , in particular information retrieval. Word properties
(such as frequency, sense, polysemy, etc) could be derived from historical earch data.

6.7.

Concluding Remarks

This thesis is tit led '"Design and Evaluation of a Method to Reduce the Lexical Ambiguity
of Requirement Specifications". We have indeed designed a method to re-express
requirements in a way that significantly reduces their lexical ambiguity without significantly
reducing their correctness or conventionality. We have optimised the trade-off between
lexical am biguity, correctness, and conventionality through the definition of a new measure
called replaceability. We have implemented a fuJly functional software prototype of our
method, and have used this prototype to optimally re-express an existing industry
specification. We have empirically evaluated the optimal re-expression using actual
stakeholders from the industry project, and have statistically proven that our method indeed
answers the research question . We

h~·1e

created empirical evidence to help fill a gap in the

existing literature about the affects of CNLs on the quality of requirement specifications. We
conclude that thi s thesis is an important contribution to the body of knowledge on reducing
ambiguity in requirement specifications.
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Appendix A: Ethics Approval
10 March 2008

Associate Professor Didar Zowghi
CB10.04.575
Faculty of Information Technology
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, SYDNEY

Dear Didar,

UTS HREC REF NO 2008-52 - ZOWGHI, Associate Professor Didar, GERVASI,
Associate Professor Vincenzo (for BOYD, Mr Stephen PhD student) - "OptimalConstraint Lexicons for Requirement Specifications"
Thank you for your response to my email dated 19 February 2008. Your response
satisfactorily addresses the concerns and questions raised by the Committee, and I
am pleased to inform you that ethics clearance is now granted.
Your clearance number is UTS HREC REF NO. 2008-52A
Please note that the ethical conduct of research is an on-going process. The National
Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans requires us to obtain a
report about the progress of the research, and in particular about any changes to the
research which may have ethical implications. This report form must be co mpl eted at
least annually, and at the end of the project (if it takes more than a year). The Ethics
Secretariat will contact you when it is time to compiete your first report.
I also refer you to the AVCC guid 0 1ines relating to the storage of data, which require
that data be kept for a minimum of 5 years after publication of research . However, in
NSW, longer retention requirements are required for research on human subjects
with potential long-term effects, research with long-term environmental effects, or
research considered of national or international significance, importance, or
controversy. If the data from this research project falls into one of these categories,
contact University Reco rds for advice on long-term retention.
If you have any queries about your ethics clearance, or requ ire any amendments to
your research in the future , please do not hesitate to contact the Ethics Secretariat at
the Research and Innovation Office , on 02 9514 9615.
Yours sincerely,

Professor Jane Stein-Parbury
Chairperson
UTS Human Research Ethics Committee
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Appendix B: Research Participant
Information Sheet
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, SYDNEY
RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

This is an information sheet for participants of a research project (titled "Optimally-Expressed
Requirements") being conducted by Mr Stephen Boyd for his degree Doctor of Philosophy in
Computing Sciences (C02029}.
This research aims to answer the question "How can we significantly reduce the lexical ambiguity
of natural English requirements, without significantly reducing the correctness or conventionality?'
To participate in this research project, you will need to complete an electronic (spreadsheet)
questionnaire answering questions pertaining to the correctness, conventionality, and lexical
ambiguity of verbs used in a typical requirement specification. Completing the questionnaire
should take no more than 60 minutes. Your answers will be collected and used to test a series of
hypotheses designed to validate the research problem.
If there are any concerns or questions about this research , please contact Mr Stephen Boyd
directly, or alternatively his supervisor A/Prof Dr Didar Zowghi at the Department of Information
Technology, University of Technology, Sydney, P.O. Box 123, Broadway, NSW 2007, Australia,
phone +61 (02) 9514 1865.
You are free to withdraw your participation from this research project at any time, without
consequences, and without giving a reason. Withdrawal from the research will not prejudice the
participant's future career opportunities.
Research data gathered from this project may be published in a form that does not identify the
participants in any way.

NOTE:

This study has been approved by the University of Technology, Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have
any complaints or reservations about any aspect of your participation in this research which you cannot resolve with the
researcher, you may contact the Ethics Committee through the Research Ethics Officer (ph : 02 - 9514 9615,
Research.Ethics@uts.edu.au), and quote the UTS HREC reference number (2008-52A). Any complaint you make will be
treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will be informed of the outcome.
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Appendix C : Ques t ionna ire
Ins t ruct ion Shee t
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, SYDNEY
RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTION SHEET
Instructions:

Step 1

Read the Research Participant Information Sheet

Step 2

Open the electronic questionnaire ("questionnaire[1 l2J.xls" using Microsoft Exce1[1ll l

2

Step 4

Read the "Requirement Text". Notice the missing verb("____ ")

Step 5

Think about the "Verb" - is this a verb you would use?

Step 5.a

If you think you might choose this "Verb" to fill in the ("____ "), then select
might choose this verb" as your answer.

Step 5.b

If you don't think you would ever choose this "Verb" to fill in the("_ _ _ _"}, then
select "I would not choose this verb" as your answer.

Step 6

Repeat from Step 5 until each "Verb" has been reviewed for the requirement "No."l l

Step 7

Repeat from Step 4 until each requirement "No." has been reviewed.

Step 9

Filter the "No." column on the next number (i.e. start with "1 ", then "2", ... etc}

Step 10

Read the "Requirement Text" [4J_ Notice the missing verb ("

Step 11

Imagine the missinQ verb {"
"Definition " providedlSJ_

Step 11 .a

If you think defining the missing verb ("______ ") in this way would generate the
author's intended meaning of the Requirement, then select "I think this is the
author's intended meaning" as your answerl61.

Step 11.b

If you think defining the missing verb (" ____") in this way could possibly
generate a valid meaning of the Requirement that is ditterent to the authors
intended meaning, then select "I think this is a possible unintended meaning" as
your answer.

Step 11.c

If you think defining the missing verb ("____ ") in this way could not possibly
generate a valid meaning of the Requirement, then select "I don't think this
meaning makes any sense" as your answer.

Step 12

Repeat from Step 11 until each definition has been reviewed 131

Step 13

Repeat from Step 9 until each requirement "No." has been reviewed.

"~

3

")

") was defined by the "Synonyms" and

Notes:
1. There are two questionnaire-variants randomly assigned to willing participants. You will either
receive "questionnaire1 .xis" or "question naire2.xls".
2. There are two sheets in the spreadsheet. Ensure you complete both Sheet 1 and Sheet 2.
3. There are no right or wrong answers . If you are unsure - then make a forced decision. Do not
leave any answer cells blank. The number of remaining entries is shown in the top-right cell.
4. The same requirement text will be repeated (i.e. "filled down') for all possible definitions of the
blank("
").
5. In some cases the "Synonyms" and/or "Definition" cells are blank. In other cases the
"Synonyms" and/or "Definition" cells are duplicates. This is not accidental.
6 . There may be more than one author's intended meaning per missing verb ("
").
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Appendix D · Quest ion naire Pilot Test
(Sheet 1)
Requirement Text

No.
l

Verb

CTIP mod ules to every Set
PPP Co must make provision to
as per the followi ng confi guration: (i) Two 'headless' units in each Set.

PPP Co shall _ _ _ _ the cabling for a redundant high-speed data
network.

2

3

cabling between CTIP mounting points so that
PPP Co s hall
CTIP head and headless units can communicate.

4

PPP Co shall pe1form tests to
that the Set remains wi thin the
Static RoUing Stock Outline and Kinematic RoUing Stock Outline under
all operating cond itions of loading, dynamic behaviour and allowable
wear, when tested at the Superelevation deficiency requirements
nominated in RSU 289.

5

The Actual Energy Consumpti on of a Set shall be determined and
by PPP Co using a combination o f simulation and testing.

6

The Set shall

7

An Access I Security key shall

8

The coupler assembly shall
device .

9

with metal hexagon fittings,
All Oexible hoses shall be
compat ible with standard CityRail spanners can-ied in other rolling
stock.

---10

three levels of locked security access.

Access l Security onl y.
a built in energy absorbing

Answer

equip

I would not choose this verb

fit
supply
establish

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

install
use
provide

I might choose this verb
I mi gh t choose this verb
I might choose this verb

suppl y
demonstrate

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

prove
demonstrated

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

proven
allow for
provide
supply
control
operate
feat ure

I might
I might
I might
I might
I might
I might
I might

have
equipped

1 might choose this verb

choose
choose
choose
choose
choose
choose
choose

this
this
this
this
this
this
thi s

verb
verb
verb
verb
verb
verb
verb

I might choose this verb

_____ _!_~t choose th is ve~supplied
l might choose this verb
hinder
I might choose this verb

-- ~ted
The light

~ha ll

not

visu~.

Pas,.engers using the doorway.

·---~·----·-·-·-------·----------=~"'!"'de

---- -·
Ii

------------------

Details of the tflSk hghong in ladmg sw1 tclnng, fi ltmg type and area
coverage shall be _______ dunn~e Conu act.

----ff-

Each headlight shall _____ a low beam providing not greater than
20% of the rated light output of the headiight.

- ·13 -- -Each headlight shall _ _ _ _ a high beam providing the full rated
light output of the headlight.

14

PPP Co shall - - - - J-1840-1992 Australian Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Code of Good Practice or an approved equivalent
International Standard.

15

The design of drains shall ensure they cannot be

16

The Set sha ll be able to

by debris.

on the steepest gradient.

-----·
17

With not less than two mo tor cars (or the equivalent number of motors
or traction packages) c ut out an A W3 loaded Set shall be able to
an all stations run pattern witho ut overheating the traction
equ ipment when using maximum available traction and braking.

18

T he Emergency Brake sha ll be applied in the even t of the Set
a raised Train Stop by tripping of the trip cock ventin g the
Brake Pipe to atmosp here.
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I might ehoose "'" vecb
_ i nterfcre_____ !_~~~£~£!_£hOo~~~~:_~~!:!:'.-su.£2.!L____
l wo~not choose t~ver~I detemnned
n11ght choose this verb

TI

>-·

LL

found out
ed
feature

I would not choose th~
I might choose this verb
-I might choose this verb

have
feature

l might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

have
comply with

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

follow
blocked
obstructed
prevented
get going
start
use
function

~---------

I might choose this
I might choose this
I might choose this
1 would not choose
I would not choose
~ht choose this
I would not choose
I might choose this

verb
verb
verb
this verb
this verb
verb ____
this verb
verb

operate
crossing

I might choose thi s verb
I might choose thi s verb

going through

I might choose this verb
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No.

Requirement Text

19

A local Park Brake off-on status indication shall be provided in each
Car adjacent to the Park Brake apply and release control
the
Park Brake status for both bogies.

20

The Crew member taking the PEI call shall be able to
call and o perate the Intercom to the other Crew member.

21

The minimum volume level shall be agreed in fi nal commissioning or,
if not agreed ,
by Rai!Corp 's Representative.

that

An electro-acoustic vi rtual model of the carriage shall be
to
ascertain that the des ign solution is compli an t with this RaiJCorp Train
Performance Specifica ti on.

22

23

The DY A equipment shall be si mple to
and highly resistant
to abuse, Vandalis m, cleaning agents and cleaning processes.

24

PPP Co s hall nominate and
by full analysis the location of
the centre of gravi ty and roll centre of each Car type under A WO and
AW3 loaded conditions.

25

Doors shall not close in less than 4 seconds in order that Passenger
injury, partic ularly to children, the elde rl y and infirm is avoided. PPP
that the door timing meets
Co shall provide calculations to
thi s req uirement.

26

the Driver's Main Operating Screen in
It shall be possible to
any Cab of an unstabled Set to observe ai r press ure (Main Reservoir,
B rake Pipe, Brak e Cylinders), tractive effort, speed, and OHW voltage .

27

l__

to TOS screens mounted in the Driver's
The TOS shall be
Worb tation and G uard's Workstat ions for inform ation display, alarrn
monitoring and data ent1y

~

l 29

Answer
I might choose this verb
I wo uld not choose this verb
I might choose this verb

showing
using
hold

I might choose this verb
I would not choose this verb
I mi ght choose this verb

mai ntai n
determined

I might choose this verb
I mi ght choose this verb

fo und out
used
generated

I would not choose this verb
I would not choose this verb
I might choose this verb

produced
used
control

I mi ght choose this verb
I might choose this verb
1 might choose this verb

operate
prove

1 might choose this verb
I might choose thi s verb

show
prove

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

show
bring forw ard

I might choose this verb
I mi ght choose thi s verb

call up
supply
connected

1 mi ght choose this verb

·-

·-

I would not choose thi s ve rb
-l might choose th is verb

---~======~=--;-nsc~ted -----t~ould not choose this ve~

>--

~-·- ,_The camera locations and coverage shali be _ _ _ __ and agreed
during the Mock-ue review.

Verb
passing
supplying
di splayi ng

_

plugged in
demonstrated

J might choose this verb

l might choose this verb

~---~-----~---~-~·-~-~~--~-~----~~re•••t•d~----lmight chooseth~verli
The layout, quality, display and user mte1 face of the mlemal CCTV
images on the monitors shall be ______ and agreed dunng the
Mock-up review .

demons trated

I might choose

th i ~,

verb

__ ,____ __ __
I mi ght ch o~;thi s verb____
presented
30 --· PPP Co shall ______ the use of recyclable materials throughout the harness
l might <.:hoose this verb
Set.
._,_ma x imiz~- -~~choose this ~_!!>__._
I would not choose this verb
use
·~·inc reased
31
The Car inteiior space shall be
I might choose this verb
with a C ar in terior width
measured across the full width of the C ar, of at least 2920 mm .
l might choose this verb
~ aximized
increase
I might choose thi s verb
32
The seat design and layout ~ h all
the ava il able legroom fo r
seated passen~smaxi mize
l might choo~his v~=
I might choose this verb
33
All compressors shall be controlled to
compressor life and
increase
optimise the effi ciency of the air dryer system .
maxim ize
I might choose this verb
The EAPS shall be
from the Main Power Suppl y in Fault or
disconnected
l might choose this verb
34
Failure conditions.
-switched
I mi ght choose this verb
unplu gged
I mi ght choose thi s verb
35
The gangway shall be designed such that any litter dro pped by users can detach
I might choose this verb
be readily removed to eli minate any potenti al fi re or health hazard ,
without having to
Cars or remove acces s~els .
di sconnect
I mi ght choose this verb
push
I would not choose this verb
suppl y
I would not choose this verb
mechanisms which overcome the rece-ption
PPP Co s hall
consider
I mi ght choose thi s verb
36
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No.

Requirement Text
and accuracy problem typically encountered by GPS Systems within the
Rail Network.

37

In collisions where two trains are not aligned to enable the couplers and
anti-climbers to fully engage PPP Co shall
the inclusion of
additional Lateral members at Sole Bar and Cant Rail levels to provide
improved offset angled collision resistance.

38

PPP Co shall
any reasonable resulting corrective actions on
all Sets to rectify the cause of the complaint.

39

Level 1 diagnostic results shall include recommended remedial action
required to be
by the Crew

40

Level 2 diagnostic results shall consist of status, Fault infomrntion and
recommended remedial action required to be
by the
authorised personnel to maintain or restore the Set to operational
specification in a depot environment.

Appendix D

Verb

Answer

look at
consider

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

look at
attempt

I mi ght choose this verb
I might choose this verb

undertake
attempt

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

undertake
attempt

I might choose this verb
I might choose this verb

undertake

I might choose this verb
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Appendix E· Questionnaire Pilot Test
(Sheet 2)
No.
I

I

Requirement Text

PPP Co must make
provision to
CTIP modules to every
Set as per the following
configuration: (i) Two
'headless' units in each
Set.

Synonyms
ply, cater

Definition

Answer

provide what is desired or needed,
especially support, food or sustenance

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

provide with abilities or understanding

I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think thi is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

conform to some shape or size

I

fit out, outfit

I
I

match , correspond ,
check, jibe, gibe,

1

provide with (something usually for a
specific purpose
insert or adjust several objects or
people
be compatible, similar or consistent;
coincide in their characteristics

---

~gree

1
I

I

l
1
1
1
1

make fit

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
circulate or distribute or equip with
I don't think this meaning
issue
makes any sense
be the right size or shape; fit correctly
go
I think this is a possible
or as desired
unintended meaning
provide with (something
fit out, outfit
I think this is the author's
__ ___i.ntended meaninL____._
J don ' t think this meaning
make correspond or harmonize
match
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
render, furnish
provide or furnish with
intended meaning
------------- -~it:-;-C-C-;;-~-;;-;ciatr ---be agreeabl or acceptable to
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
-I don't think this meaning
meet, conform to
sati~fy a condition or re5triction

2 - PPP Co s h i l l - - · -- - - - - - - - - -p;-~tirito :m offi~o~osit~o-;;------

I2

_ _ _ _ the cabling
for a redundant highspeed data network.

set up

~---------------~~~-

place

makesan~~------1
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

I

think this is the author's ____

· -- - - - · - - - - · - - - · - - - - · -_imended mea~-----Jay down, make
I think this is the author's
institute, enact, or establish
intended meaning
·-" - - - - - - t - - ·
I think this is a possible
build
build or establish -;omething abstract
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
seek or achieve an end by using to
one's advantage
makes any sense
-I don't think this meaning
set up, found,
set up or found
launch
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
practice, apply
avail oneself to
makes any sense
habitually do something (use only in
l don't think this meaning
the past tense)
makes any sense
base, ground.
use as a basis for; found on
l think this is a possible
unintended meaning
found
give
I think this is a possible
bring about
unintended meaning
apply, employ
put into service; make work or employ
I think this is a possible--(something for a particular purpose or
unintended mea ning
for it~ inherent or natural purpose
use up. consume fully
I think this is a possible
expend
unintended meaning
found, plant.
set up or lay the groundwork for
I think this is the author's
constitute, institute
intended meani ng
prove,
establish the validity of so mething, as
I think this is a possibl e

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
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Requirement Text

No.

Svnonyms

Definition

2

de monstrate,
show, shew
set up

by an example, explanation or
experiment
place

2

habituate

2

put in, set up

take or consume (regularly or
habitually)
set up for use

put up, offer

mount or put up

render, furnish

provide or furnish with

leave, allow

make a possibility or provide
opportunity for; permit to be
attainable or cause to remain
determine (what is to happen in
certain contingencies), especially by
including a proviso condition or
stipulation
supply means of subsistence; earn a

3

PPP Co shall
cabling
between CTIP mounting
points so that CTIP head
and headless units can
communicate.

3
3
3

3

Answer

unintended meaning

I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

3

bring home the
bacon
issue

3

ply, cater

3

ply, cater

provide what is desired or needed ,
especi ally s upport, food or sustenance
provide what is desired or needed,
especially s upport, food or sustenance
take measures in preparation for

render, furnish

prov ide or furnis h wi th

establish, show,
shew

establish the validity of something, as
by an example, expl anation or
expcri111ent

3
3
4

I
I

I
4

PPP Co shall perform
tes ts to
th at
the Set remains within
the Static Rolling Stock
Outline and Kinematic
Rolling Stock Outline
under all operating
conditions of loadir.g,
dynamic behaviour <u1d
allowable wear, when
tested at the
Superelevation
deficiency req uiremen ts
nomi nated in RSU 289.

I

testify, bear
witness, evidence,
show

4

circulate or distribute or equip with

I

ra ise, leaven

4

I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
l think th i is the author's
intended meaning
l think thi s is the author'
intended meaning

li vi ~

I do n't thin k this meaning

cause to puff up with a leaven
provide evidence for

-- ~.akes an y sen se

intended meaning

obtain probate of

4

ri se

4

sho w, demo,
ex hibit, present

4

4

tes t, try, try out,
examine, essay
march

4
4

certify, manifest,
e vidence

4

-- -~s tablish , show, -shew

4

tum out , tu m up

Appendix E

increase in volume
show or demonstrate something to an
interested audience
prove fo nnally ; demonstrate by a
mathematical, form al proot)
put to the test, as for its quality, or
gi ve experime ntal use to
march in protest; take part in a
demonstratio n
provide e vidence for; stand as proof
of; show by o ne's behavior, attitude ,
or ex ternal attributes
~tablish the validity of something, as
by an example. explanation or
experime nt
be shown or be found to be

- - - - ----

1 think this is the author's

I

l think this is a possible - unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I th ink thi s is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don ' t. think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
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Requirement Text

No.

Synonyms

4

Definition
take a trial impression of)

5

The Actual Energy
Consumpti on of a Se t
shall be determined and
by PPP Co
using a combination of
si mulation and testing.

5

establish, show,
shew

estabJjsh the validity of something, as
by an example, explanation or
experiment

I think this is a possible
uruntended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
J think this is the author's
intended meani~----·I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
l th ink this is the author's
intended meaning

obtain probate of

5

take a trial impression of)

5
5

rise

prove formally; demonstrate by a
mathematical , formal proof)
increase in volume

5

tum out, tum up

be shown or be found to be

5

show, demo,
exhibit, present
march

show or demonstrate something to an
interested audience
march in protest; take part in a
demonstration
establish the validity of somethjng, as
by an example, explanation or
experiment
cause to puff up with a leaven

5
5

establish, show,
shew

5

raise, leaven

5

certify, manifest,
evidence

5

test, try, try out,
examine, essay
testify, bear
witness, evidence,
show
leave, allow

5

6

Answer
makes any sense
I don ' t think this mean ing
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

The Set shall
_ _ _ _ three levels
of locked secunty

t:'

6-y-·

render, furnish

I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
l think this is a possible
unintended meaning

provide evidence for; stand as proof
of; show by one's behavior, attitude,
or ex ternal attributes
put to the test, as for its quality, or
give experimen tal use to
provide evidence for

make a poss1bihty or provide
opportunity fo r: permit to be
attainable or cause to remain

1 think this is the author's
intended meaning
J think this is a possible
unintended meaning

--

--

I think thi s 1s a possible
------~
unintended meaning

PrOV1c!e or furnish. with·--------Iilitnk this 1s the -;;whor's--

- - - - - - -;~dcr, fu~~------- -p-;~~d~o~f~~1sh- w1ti;--------·-,_!.ntcnded mea~---- !
I th•nk
.s the ' "'hoc'' ~

°'"

intended mean111g
6 - ------------ ---------- ~Jetc 1~c (what i;lo happen~;;---- ,_Ilhmk
this -i:; a-pos~ib l ~--

6

ply, cater

6

put up, offer

certain contingencies), espcctally by
including a proviso condi ti on or
stioulation
provide what is desired or needed ,
es pecia ll~ SUEEOrt, food or sustenance
mount or put up

6

bring home the
bacon
issue

supply means of subsistence; earn a
living
circu late or distribute or equip with

6

·--·

6

leave, allow

6

ply, cater

6
7
- - -·7

An Access I Security
key hall
~s s 1 Sec urity only.

7
7
7

Appendix E

manipulate , keep
in line
command

make a possibility or provide
opportunity for; permit to be
attainable or cause to remain
provide what is desired or needed,
especially support, food or sustenance
take measures in preparation for
control (others or oneself

exercise authoritative control or power
over
direc t or control ; projects , businesses,
run
e tc .
have a firm unde rstandin g or
master
~owle~ o f; be on top of
·- - - - - - - - - - · manoeuver,
perform a move ment in military or

unintended meaning

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meanJ..r]L______
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense_ _ _ _ _
I think this is a possible
unintended me~--·I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
J th ink this is the author's
intended meaning

--

J think thi s is the author's

intended meaning
I don ' t think th is meanin g
makes any sense
I don 't think th is meaning
makes any sense
l don't th ink thi s meaning
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Requirement Text

No.

Synonyms
mane uver,
manoeuvre

7
7

Definition
naval tactics in order to sec ure an
advan tage in attack or defense)
handle and cause to function
happen

7

work, go, run

7
7
- ---~·

7

7

see, check, insure,
see to it, ensure,
ascertain, assure
verify

perform as expected when applied
verify by using a duplicate regis ter for
comparison
be careful or certain to do something;
make certain of something
verify or regulate by conducting a
parallel experiment or comparing with
another standard, of scientific
experiments
lessen the intensity of; temper; hold in
restraint; hold or keep within limits

7

hold in , hold ,
contain , check,
c urb, moderate
engage, mesh,
lock
control

7

operate on

perform surgery on

get, Jet

cau. e to move ; cause to be in a cert ain
position or cond ition

7

8

The coupler assembl y
shall
a built
in ene rgy absorbi ng
device.

8
8

8-

hold , th row, make,
give
give birth, deliver,
~~ear,
bir~---~---------------

-- ~have got, hold

8

--

8

g--c3-

handle and cause to fu ncti on

organize or be responsi ble fo r
give birth (to a newborn)

h~ve ieft
have or possess. ei tJ1er in a concrete or

an ab~trac t sense
>-----.-----~-- expen ence

undergo

own, possess

have owneP.>hip or possc::.;ion of

'--·-·----------- ~·

~u ffe r

from; be ill with

I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don' t think this mean ing
makes any sense
I thi nk this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don' t thi nk thi s meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don ' t think this mean ing
makes an y sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense

I think this is a possible
unintended meanin g
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I thin k this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think tJ1 is is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think thi. me:ming
makes an y se n~ e
Tthink this is the au lhor's
intended meanin g
J don ·t think this meaning

SCI!._£_ ____
------------- ---- ~ake~~
ca use to do , cause to ac t in a . pecifi ed
I think this is a possible

8
8

g-- -·
8
8

--

8
8

--g-- 8
8
8
8
8
9

keep engaged

Answer
makes any sense

All fl exible hoses shall

Appendix E

___ __

induce, stimulate,
cause, get, make __ m a~------------- ~intend ed meaning
suffer, sustain, ger
undergo (as of inj uri e-, and illne:ses )
I don' t think tJ1is meaning
makes any sense
I don·t think thi. meaning
be confronted with
_ makes ~-;ens e________
-- ~wear-;;;:-displ ay in an ostentatious-;;;:-- I don't think thi s meaning
sport, boast
makes any sense
proud manner
ex perience,
of mental or physical . tales or
I think this is a possi ble
receive, get,
unintended meaning
experiences
~~o
take
have sex with ; archaic use
I don't th ink this meaning
makes an y sense
have a<; a fea tu re
I think thi s is the author's
intended meaning
have as a featu re
I think th is is the author's
intended meaning
acce pt, take
rece ive wi ll ingly something given or
I don ' t think thi s mean ing
offered
· - ---- ~------ ---- ---- ~ ake~se~------·receive
get something; come into possession
I don' t think this mean ing
of
makes any sense
consume, ingest,
~e rve oneself to, or consume regul arly
I don' t think thi s meaning
take in , take
makes an y sense
have a personal or bu s iness
I don ' t think th is meaning
rel ations hip with so meone
makes any sense
ge t, make
achieve a po int or goal
I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense
make fit
I don' t think this meani ng
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Requirement T ext
wi th
be
metal hexagon fittings,
compatible with
standard C ityRai l
spanners carried in other
rol ling stock.

Synonyms

Definition

Answer
makes any sense

9

fit out, outfit

9

issue

insert or adjust several objects or
people
provide with (something usually for a
specific purpose
circulate or distribute or equip with

l don't think this meaning
makes any sense
l think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

No.

9

9

provide with abilities or understanding
be the right size or shape; fit correctly
or as desired
provide or furnish with

9

go

9

render, furnish

9

match, correspond,
c heck, jibe, gibe,
tally, agree
meet, conform to

be compatible, similar or consistent;
coincide in their characteristics

add, append

state or say further

suit, accommodate

be agreeable or acceptable to

-9-9
9

--pjy~;;-t~----

9

match

9

satisfy a condition or restriction

provide what is desi red or needed ,
especially support, food or sustenance
make correspond or harmonize

9

conform to some shape or size
fit out, outfit

9

provide with

lo- -The light shill;;-;l- visually _____
Passenger~ using the
doo1way.

-io

c~omething

come between so as to be hindrance or
obstacle

I think this is a possible
unjntended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
uruntended meaning
I don ' t think this mean ing
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sens_e_____. _
l think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

--~lth~k-thi-;:--is a ~~ibl~---get involved, . o as tv alter or hinder
unintended meaning
<.in action. or through force or threat of
force
-0-bSi~~t~b-turai\-- -WO-ck passage through--------·-]think this is the author's--·occlude, jam,
intended mean ing
intervene, step in,
interpose

1o-- -------------

-·---- -·-------------.J~k, ~l~~~-- ------------------ -------------------1
10

handicap, hamper

put at a disadvantage

10

obst1 uct, blockade,
block,stymie,
stymy, embarrass
add, append

hinder or prevent the progress or
accomplishment of

JO
10

be a hindrance or obstacle to
ply, cater

10

--10--

check, see,
ascertain, watch ,
learn

set

fix conc lusively or authoritatively

specify, set, fix ,
limit
decide, make up

deci de upon or fix definitely

issue

render, furnish

10
11

Details of the task
lighting including
switchjng, fittin~ type
and area coverage shall
during
be
the Contract.

II

11

~·

-·
Appendix E

I don't think this meaning
makes anEense_______
I think this is the author's
__ _J.ntended~aning__ _ _ _._
I don't think this meaning

provide what is desired or needed ,
especially support, food or sustenanc~ makes ~sens_e- - - - - · l don't think this meaning
circulate or distribute or equip w ith
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
be a hindrance or obstacle to
intended meaning
provide or furnish with
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
find out, learn , or determine with
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
certainty, usually by makin!? an
inquiry or other effort

JO

Ii

state or say further

l think thi. is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

·-

reac h, make, or come to a decision

I think this i · the author's
intended mean ing
I think this is the author's
._ _intended meaning
I think this is the author's

·-
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No.

Synonyms

one's mind
learn, hear, get
word, get wind,
pick up, get a line,
discover, see
apply, employ

II

11

11

II
11

II

habituate

II

expend

II

II

shape, mold,
influence, regulate
check, see,
ascertain, watch,
learn
catch out

II

practice, apply

11

find, ascertain

II

find, ascertain

11

settle, sq uare off,
_square Uf'.
--·- -----------·~
give birth, deliver,
12
Each headlight shal l
bear, birth
----- a low beam
providing not greater
than 20% of the rated
1; ght output of the
headhght.
II

11·

-12-

I

12

I

--------=tr~-expenence,
receive, get,

-------------

Answer

put into service; make work or employ
(something for a particular purpose or
for its inherent or natural purpose
seek or achieve an end by using to
one's advantage
habitually do something (use only in
the past tense)
fix in scope; fix the boundaries of; the
tree determines the border of the
property)
take or consume (regularly or
habitually)
use up, consume fully

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

about something
get to know or become aware of,
usual ly accidentally

shape or influence; give direction to
find out, learn , or determine with
certainty, usually by making an
inquiry or other effort
trap ; especially in an error or in a
re prehensible act
avai l oneself to
after a calculation, investigation ,
experiment, survey, or study
after a calculati on, investigation,
experiment, s urvey, or study
settle conclusively; come to terms
give birth (to a newborn)

-suffer, sustain, get

12

an abstract <.;en ·e

._;;T;;,~~llal ;;-ptiys1~a1 state-, or------

expenences

~ffe r from; be ill wi th
undergo (as of injuries and illnesses)
have left

experience

undergo

12

get, make

achieve a point or goal

12

accept, take

receive willingly something given er
offered
wear or display in an ostentatious or
proud manner
cause to move; cause to be in a certain
position or co nditio ~
serve oneself to, or consume regularly

12
12

sport, boast

- -----

get, Jet

consume, ingest,
take in, take
hold , throw, mak~ organize or be responsible for
give
take
have sex with ; arc haic use

12

12
12
12

I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
l think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
l think thi is a po sible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

ha~or pos~esS.-;t11cr~ co~crcte 01:- ----------------·I think this is the author's

have a personal or business
relationship witll someone
be confronted with

!1 2

I 12

intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

,_2.ntcnded mea~----j
I don ' t thmk this meanmg
makes any sense

und~~-------- c------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

r-12

12

Definition

have as a fea ture

i don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think t.his meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
·J don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I tllink this is a possible
~~intend ed meaning _____
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't tllink this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

--

Appendix E
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12
12
12

12
13

Synonyms
own, possess

Definition
have ownership or possess ion of

induce, stimulate,
cause, get, make

cause to do; cause to act in a specified
manner
have as a feature

rece ive

get something; come into possession
of
suffer from; be ill with

consume, ingest,
take in , take
take

serve oneself to, or consume reg ularly

experience,
receive, get,
undergo
receive

of mentaJ or physical states or
experiences

Each headlight shall
a high beam
providing the full rated
light output of the
headlight.

13
13
13
13

have sex with; archaic use

Answer
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meanin g
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think thi s meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

I think this is the author's
intended meaning
13
I think this is the author's
in tended meaning
13
have a personal or business
l don't th ink this meaning
relationship with someone
makes any sense
13
get, make
achieve a point or goal
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
13
have got, hold
have or possess, either in a concrete or
I think this is the author's
an abstract sense
intended meaning
13
hold , throw, make,
organize or be responsible for
I do n' t thi nk this meaning
give
makes any sense
13
undergo
experience
I don't think this meaning
___mak~~ense
have as a feature
13
I think this is the author's
intended meani!!_g_______
·--13
have left
I don't think this meaning
makes anv sense
-------------------- -----·---"-----------·
13
suffer, sustain, get
l don't think this meaning
undergo (as of injuries and illnesses)
makes ~.sen~~----·· -13
give birth, deliver,
give birth (to a newborn)
l don ' t think thi: meaning
_bear, bi~---- --i;econrrontedwith___________ ~nake~~nse _____
I don't think this meamng
makes ar~y~~----------own. possess
have ownership or po,sess1on of
1 think this is the author's
intended meaning
j
induce, stimulate,
cause to do; cause to act in a specified
I think this is a possible
cause, get, make
unintended meaning
manner
13
sport, boa.·t
I don't think this meaning
wear or display in an ostentatious or
proud manner
makes any sense
13
accept. take
I don ' t think this meaning
receive wiJlingly somethi ng given or
offered
makes any sense
13
get, let
cause to move; cause to be in a certain
.I think this is a possible
position or condition
------ ,_. unin tenc_!_~mean~-----14
PPP Co shall
come after
come after in time, as a result
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
- - - - - HB40-1992
Australian Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning
Code of Good Practice
or an approved
equivalent International
Standard.
14
travel along
travel along a certain course
I don't think th is meaning
makes any sense
14
adopt. espouse
choose and follow; as of theories,
1 think this is the author's
ideas, policies, strategies or plans
intended meaning
14
fall out
come as a logical consequence; follow
I th ink this is a possible
logically
unintended meaning
14
be
work in a specific place, with a
l do n't think this mean ing
makes any sense
specific subject, or in a specific
function
14
trace
follow, d isc ver, or ascertain th e
l think thi s is the author's
course of develorment of so mething
intended meaning

I

~----==~

Appendix E

get something; come into possession
of
have as a feature

1

l
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Definition
perform an accompaniment to

14

Synonyms
play along,
accompany
pursue

14

stick to, stick with

keep to

14

keep up , keep
abreast
postdate

keep informed

No.

14

14
14

follow in or as if in purs uit

be later in time
grasp the meaning

14

abide by

act in accordance with someone's
rules, commands, or wishes
adhere to or practice

succeed, come
after
come

be the successor (of)

14
14
14
14
14

watch, observe,
watch over, keep
an eye on

14
14

surveil, survey

14

to be the product or result
to bring something about at a later
time than
follow with the eyes or the mind
accept and follow the leadership or
command or guidance of
keep under surveillance
be next

14

abide by

act in accordance with someone's
rules, commands, or wishes
to travel behind, go after, come after

take after

imitate in behavior; take as a model

conform to

behave in accordance or in agreement

freeze, .
irnmob1l ize,
immobilise

proh.ibit the conversion or use of
(asset-;)

14
14~·

14

Answer
I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possib le
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I th ink this is the au thor's

--·-c-·--·---------~------------ _with_______________________ ..J!~ended mea~----15
15

The design of drains

hall ensure they cannot
be ___
bv debris.

I don't think. this meaning

~

makes any sense

interrupt the normal function ofby_ _ _ l do;.tihink this meaning

--i

·- ------------t----------- ~~ean:- of_an~the~~---------- _m~es aEL<;ense______
5
1£blockade, hinder,
hind r or prevent the progress or
l think this i5 a possible
unintended meaning
tymie, stymy,
accomplishment of
I
mbarrass
15
. blockade, h~d er, ·-hi~der or prevent the progress or
-I think this i;;p~;t;k-stymie, sty my,
accomplishment of
unintended meaning
embaJTass
------·-~-amp or emboss a title or design on a
l don't think this meaning
makes any sense
book with a block
15
jam
interfere with or prevent the reception
I don't think this meaning
1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - -- ----l---o__f~s_i~gn_a_l_s~----·----------+--m_ak_es_·_an~y_s_e_n_se_____ ____ _
15
obturate, impede,
block passage through
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
occlude, jam,
close up
15
I don't think this mearung
shape by using a block
makes any sense
15
parry, deflect
I think this is a possible
impede the movement of (an opponent
or a ball)
unintended meaning
15
l don't thi nk this meaning
run on a block system
makes any sense
- 1 5 - > - - - - - - - - - - · - p revent, forestall ,
keep from happening or arising; have
I think thi s is a poss ible
foreclose ,
the effect of preventing
unintended meaning
preclude, forbid
obstruct
15
stuff, lug, choke
I th ink thi s is the author's
up
intended meaning
shut out from view or get in th e way
15
I don ' t think thi s meaning
1--- -+------------+----------t--s_o_a_s_t_o_h_i_d_
e h·omsig.b.!_________ ~_makes~sense___~--·render unsuitable for pa'>Sage
15
baITicadeade, stop
I think thi s is the author's
off up, bar
intended meaning

~

J.5 ------------·-
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Synonyms

Requirement Text

No.

15
15

forget, blank out,
draw a blank

15
15

obturate, impede,
occlude, jam,
close up
prevent, keep

15
15
15

Definition

shut out from view or get in the way
so as to hide from sight
be unable to remember
support, secure, or raise with a block
bl ock passage through

prevent from doing someth ing or
being in a certain state
shape into a block or blocks

stop, halt, kibosh -- $t0pfrom happen ing or developing

16

begin, lead off,
commence

The Set shall be able to
on the
steepest gradient.

16
16

depart, part, sta11
out, set forth, set
off, set out, take
off
start up

16
16

set in motion , cause to start

I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

get going or set in motion

l think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think th i mean mg
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

16

go

begin or set in motion

16

habituate

16

startle, jump

take or consume (regu larly or
habitually)
move or jump suddenl y, a. if in
surpri se or alarm
put into service; make work or employ
(something for a particular purpose or
for its inherent or natural purpose
begin work or acting in a certain

apply, employ

~16--·

16

take up
--

-------·-~-

16

16

begin

16

practice, apply

begin an even t that is implied and
limited by the nature or inherent
function of the direct object
have a beginning, in a temporal,
spatial, or evaluative sense
avail oneself to

16

originate, initiate

bring into being

16

begin

16

expend

have a beginning characterized in
some specified way
use up , consume fully

16

go

begin or set in motion

16

start ~1p, e mb~rk - - get off the ground
on, commence
habitually do something (use only in
the past tense)
work, go, run
perform as expected when applied

16

16
17

W ith not less than two
motor cars (or the
eq uival ent number of
motors or traction
packages) cut out an
A W3 loaded Set shall

App endix E

--

I think thi<; is a po<;sible
~~city, offi~~~---------- ~ntencled meaning
1 think this i): a po:-.sible
take the first step or steps in canying
unintended meaning
out an action

get down, begin,
get, start out, set
about, set out,
commence
get cn!cking, bestir
oneself, get
moving, get
weaving, get
staned, get roJling
begin

I

I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

seek or achieve an end by using to
one's advantage
leave

play in the starting line-up)

·-16--

Answer

I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meanin g
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

start to be acttve

I think this is~ossihle____
unintended meaning

J don't think thi s meaning

-~-----------------

make any sense

I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
1 don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
l don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think th is is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning

--

~.ake~sense ~--~~--I think th is is the author's
intended meaning
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Requirement Text
be able to
an
all stations run pattern
witho ut overheating the
traction equipment
when using maximum
available trac tion and
braki ng.

Synonyms

Definition

Answer

perform a movement in military or
naval tactics in order to secure an
advantage in attack or defense)
handle and cause to function

I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

17

manoeuver,
maneuver,
manoeuvre
control

17

work, go, run

perform as expected when applied

17

officiate

17

run

perform duties attached to a particular
office or place or function
d irect or control; projects, businesses,
etc.
hap pen

17

serve

serve a purpose, role, or function

17

operate on

perform surgery on

17

engage, mesh,
lock
follow through ,
fo llow up, follow
out, carry out,
implement, put
throu gh

keep engaged

exceed, transcend ,
overstep, go past,
top
communicate, pa-;s

go beyond

No.

17

17

18

The Emergency Brake
shall be applied in the
event of the Set
a raised
Train Stop by tripping
of the trip cock ven tin g
the Brake Pipe to
atmosphere.

18
I

18

aero~~
--i8-- ---------------- ,_.2El..~l
excrete, eges t,

eliminate

18

pursue to a conclusion or bring to a
successful issue

18

clear

-18-

~----------~

__

18

--

18

18
18
18

crossbreed.
hybridize,
hybridi:-.e,
inte~bre~---

go through, go
across
fall, return,
devolve
work through , run
through

excrete, egest,
eliminate
traverse, span,
sweep

18
18

18

-- -die, decease,
perish, go, exi t.
pass away, expi re
elapse, lapse. slip
by, glide by, slip
away, go by, slide
by, go along
spend

18

traverse , track,

18
18
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I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense

go unchallenged; be approved

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes an sense
I don ' t think 1his meaning
-~ 1a.ke~se nse ________
l don't think this mf'aning

brecd-~ni~als -or plant~ using pare~L'> -

_!E~~~~~~~-----J don't think this meaning
I

transmit information
elirrnnate from the body
accept or judge a-. acceptable

---- -------------- >-----------

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't th ink this meanin g
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

--~-----~---~------~

of different races and varieties

go across or through
be inherited by
apply thoroughly; think through
allow to go without comment or
censure
eliminate from the body
to cover or extend over an area or time
period
transfer to another; of rights or
property
pass from physical life and lose all all
oodily attributes and functions
necessary to sustain life
pass by

pass (time
tra vel across or pass over

make. any sense

l think this is the author's
intended meaning
1 don't think this meaning
makes any sense
1 don't think this meaning

--

makesanys~-----~
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense

I think thi s is a possible
unintended meaning

I don't think this meani ng
makes any sense
I think this is the a uthor's
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No.

Synonyms
cover, pass over,
get over, get
across, cut
through, cut across

Requirement Text

18
18

18

add , append

18
authorize,
authorise, clear
go across

18

18

Answer
intended meanin g

meet and pass

I think thi s is a possibl e
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

be identified, regarded, accepted, or
mistaken fo r someone or something
else; as by denying one's own ancestry
or background
state or say furt her
fold so as to resemble a cross

18

18

Defini tion

grant authorization or clearance fo r
go across or through

run, go, lead,
stretch out over a distance, space ,
ex tend
time, or scope; run or extend between
--------+------------1-two points or beyond a certai n point
circulate or distribute or equip with
issue

18

travel by, pass by,
surpass, go past,
go by
make it

18
18

evanesce, fade,
blow over, pass
off, fleet
legislate

18
18

thwa1t, queer,
spoil, scotch, foil ,
frustrate, bafne,
bilk
~------------- happen, hap, go

pass by

I don' t think thi s mean ing
makes any sense
I don ' t th ink this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this mean ing
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I thi nk this is a possib le
unintended meani ng

go successfully through a test or a
selection process
disappear gradually

I don't think this meani ng
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense

make laws, bills, etc. or bring into
effect by legislation
hinder or prevent (the efforts, pi ans, or
desires

I don ' t think this meaning

makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
m:i.kes any sense

I don't think this meaning
come lo pass
makes any »ense
on, p a~s off. occur,
fall out, come
about, take place
>-~---------~---''-----'----+------~·-------------+----------------18
hand, reach, pass
place into the hands or custody of
l don ' t thmk thi~ meaning
__ _ -----·-----------r-o__n-'-,_t_urr_1o_v_e_·r-'-'-"'g'-i_v_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _______________n:iake2~~nse ______-1
18
render, furnish
provide or furnish with
I don ' t think this meaning
I
make.~sense
____
,__ls_________________ devour, down, ·---~at i~oderately_________ I don't think thi ·meaning

I

__ makes ~<iense_____ _
intersect
meet at a point)
I think this is a po~sible
unintended meaning
I don't think this mean ing
trace a line through or across
makes any sense
I don' t thmk this meaning
experience,
go or live through
makes any sense
undergo, see
1 don't think thi s meaning
make pass
cause to pass
makes any sense
overtake, overhaul
travel past
I th ink this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't th ink th is meaning
ply, cater
~de what is desired or needed,
especially support, food or sus tenance
makes any sense
throw (a ball
I don' t th ink this meani ng
makes any sense
guide, run , draw
gu ide or pass over something
I thi nk this is a poss ible

I

---~---------·------·con sum e

-i 8
18

18
18

18
18

18

> - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - -- - -+-- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - + -u__n_i_n_te_
.n_d_e.d__
m~ani~--~-1 don't thi nk this meaning
18
sink, lapse
pass into a specified state or condition
I makes any sense
A local Park Brake offput into serv ice ; make work or employ J don' t th ink this meani ng
apply, employ
19
on status indicati on
(somethi ng fo r a particul ar purpose or
makes any sense
shall be prov ided in
for it<.; inheren t or natural purpose
each Car adjacent to the
Park Brake appl y and
release contro l
_ _ _ _ the Park
Brake status fo r both
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No.

Requirement Text
bogies .

Synonyms

Definition

Answer

19

show up

attract attention by displaying some
body part or posing; of animals)
be or become visible or noticeable

19

usher

19

expose, exhibit

show (someone to their seats, as in
theaters or auditoriums
to show, make visible or apparent

19

practice, apply

avail oneself to

I don ' t think this mean ing
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
1 don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible

19

19
19
19

read, register,
record
habituate

19
19

habitually do something (use only in
the past tense)
seek or achieve an end by using to
one's advantage
indicate a certain reading ; of gauges
and instrument<;
take or consume (regularly or
habitually)
make visible or noticeable

- - t - - -- ---------+---------+----------------+-u_n_in_tended meaning
demo, exhi bit,
show or demonstrate something to an
l think this is a possible
present ,
interested audience
unintended meaning
de monstrate
19
make clear and visible
reveal
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
gi ve evidence of, as of rec ord ~
19
l think this is a possible
unintended meaning
19
express, ev ince
give expression to
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
provide evidence for
tes tify, bear
19
I think this is a possible
witness, prove,
unintended meaning
evidence
19
indica te, point
indicate a place, directi on, person, or
I think this is a possible
•----+------------+---------r-t_h_in~1g~;_e_it_h_e_
r_
sp~a_u_·a_l~ly_o, r fig urati vely
unintended meaning
19
fini sh third or better in a horse or dog
I don 't think this meanin g
race
makes any sense
19
picture, depict,
show in, or a · in, a picture
I thi nk this i~ a po sible
---c--render
unintended mea~._in_.g.______
19
expend
use up, consume tu!ly
I don ' t think this meaning

l9

!-----+-----------+-~

.~r
!

>---· - -- - - -- - - -

µ~~-;,--------- ~;ilik~hth-;~ahdUycls;~;eilii~g.~ r~~~~ ~;: ~ossible
demonstrate ,

by an example, explanation or

--·--·---------------~::.ta~l ish2 ~~~ -- ~~riment - - - - - - - - -- - -·19
reveal
make clear and visible

20-TI~~re~ me~1b~~--- --;bserve, keep

20

taking the PEI call shall
be able to _ _ _ _
that call and operate the
Intercom to the other
Crew member.

observe correctly or closely

unintended meaning

-1

--ll

....·- - - - - -- - - - - - - -·-

I thrnk this is a possible
unintended meaning

I don't think this meaning

makes any sense

~---·---+----~--~--~----~----------~-------------!

keep fro m departing

defend

state or assert

I think thi s is a possible
unintended mean.i!!.g__ _._
I don' t think this meaning

---->----·~--------------+-_m_ak~
es. anysense - - - - - ---

20

- - de~vie~ as,
take for
halt , arrest

20

keep in mind or convey as a
conviction or view
cause to stop

20

keep

maintain for use and service

20

control in , con tain ,
check, cu rb ,
moderate
sustain , keep

Jessen the intensity of; temper; hold in
restraint; hold or keep within limits

20

!-----+-----~ ·----~-----~-------· -

20

20

harbor, harbour,
entertain , nurse
have, have got

20
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supply with necessities and support

I don't think thi s meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
1 think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible

~--· -------------+-------~~-----1

remain committed to

maintain (a theory, thoughts, or
feeli ngs)
have or possess, either in a concrete or
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Requirement Text

No.

20

Synonyms
agree, concur,
concord
de fy , withstand up

20
20

throw, have, make ,
give
defend , guard

20
20

Definition
an abstract sense
be in accord; be in agreement
resist or confront with resistance
organ ize or be responsible for
protect against a challenge or attack
hold the attenti on of

20

keep

mai ntai n by wri ting regular records

20

carry

20

declare, adjudge

dri nk alcohol wi thout showi ng ill
effects
declare to be

20

upmai ntain

support against an opponent

20

keep

20

carry , bear

keep in a certai n state, position, or
activitv; e.g., "keep clean"
su pport or hold in a certain manner

20

20

conserve,
preserve, keep up
retai n, keep back
back
wield , exert

keep in safety and protect from harm,
decay, loss, or destruction
secure and keep for possible future
use or appli cation
of power or authority)

20

reserve, book

20

bear

20

arrange fo r and reserve (somethi ng for
someone else
have ri ghtfully; of rights, titles, and
offices
stop deali ng with

20

aim, poi nt, or direct

20

have as a major charac teristic

20

Answer
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense
I don ' t think this mean ing
makes an y sen se
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meanin g
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t thi nk this meani ng
makes any sense
I thi nk this is a possible
uni ntended meaning
I think th is is a possible
unintended meaning
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think thi s is a possible
unintended meanin g
l don ' t think this meani ng
makes any sense
l thin k this is a possible
uni ntended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meanin g
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unin tended meaning
J do n't th ink th is meaning

--------------- ---------------------- _.!:2.ake~ any sense - - · - - - · -------------·----20
I remain in a certain state. position, or J th ink this i~ a possible
condition
----------- ~~nin~~s!~~E2~Ei~------I think th is is a possible
keep in a certain state, pos ition, or
unintended meaning
_
acti:!_!)'.!~· "keep cle~1"
r-r------------·I don' t think this meaning
be tlic physic.;al SL1ppm1 of; carTy the
support, su~tain up
makes any sense
~~tof
I don' t thi nk this meani~gkeep from exhaling or expelling
makes any sense
-·------------·
take and maintai n control over, often
r don' t think this meani ng
makes any sense
by violent means
' -·
I do n't think th is meaning
assert, asse verate
state categorically)
makes an y sense
conta in, take
be capable of holding or containing
l think this is a possib le
~nded meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
prevail , obtain
be valid , applicable, or true
makes any sense
l don 't think this meaning
assert or affirm
makes any sense
bear, carry,
contai n or hold; have within
I th ink this is a possible
contain
unintended meaning
restrain , confine
l don't thi nk this meaning
to close wi thi n bounds, li mi t or hold
back fro m movement
makes an~ sense
accommodate,
have roo m fo r; hold wi thou t crowding
I don' t think this meani ng
makes an y sense
ad mi t
I do n' t th ink this meaning
obli ge, bind,
bind by an obli gation; ca use to be
obligate
indebted
makes any sense
l don' t thin k this meaning
cover as for protecti on against noise
or smell
makes an y sen se
ta ke hold
have or hold in one's hands or grip
l think this is a poss ible
unintended meaning
ap ply, go for
be pe11inent o r relevant or applicable
l don't think this meaning
makes any sense
find , ascertain
after a calcu lation, invesli gati on,
I thi nk this is a poss ible

-20___ --------

~---

20

20

keep

r--·
20
I
I

r2020
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
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No.

Requirement Text

21
21

21

Synonyms
apply, employ

The minimum volu me
level shall be agreed in
final commissioning or,
if not agreed,
_ _ _ _ by
RailCorp's
Representative.

settle, square off,
square up

Answer
uni ntended meaning
I think thi s is a possible
unintended meaning

Definition
experiment, survey, or study
put into service; make work or employ
(something for a particul ar purpose or
fo r its inherent or natural purpose
settle conclusively; come to terms

I think this is a poss ible

unintended meaning

learn, hear, get
get to know or become aware of,
I don't think this meaning
word, get wind,
usually accidentally
makes any sense
pick up, get a line,
discover, see
21
reach, make, or come to a decision
I think this is the author's
decide, make up
1---------------+-o_n_e_'s__
m_in_d________ aboutsomething__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--t_in_t_en_d_e_d_m_e_an_in~1g~------i
21
seek or achieve an end by using to
I don ' t think this meaning
one's advantage
makes any sense
21
habituate
take or consume (regularly or
I don't think this meaning
-----+-----------+----------+-_h_a_b_it_u_
al~ly~)_____________
m_ak_es_an~1y,_se_n_s_e________ _
21
specify, set, fix,
decide upon or fix definitely
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
limit
find out, learn, or determine with
l think this is a possible
21
check, see,
unintended meaning
ascertain , watch,
certainty, usually by making an
inquiry or other effort
learn
I don't think this meaning
use up, consume fully
21
expend
makes any sense
shape or influence; give direction lo
21
shape, mold,
I think this is a possible
influence, regulate
unintended meaning
trap ; especially in an error or in a
21
I don' t think this meaning
catch out
reprehensible act
makes any sense
21
I don ' t think this meaning
avail oneself to
practice, apply
makes any sense
habitually do something (use only in
21
I don ' t think this meaning
the past tense)
makes any sense
>-~-----fix in scope; fix the boundaries of; the
I don't think this meani~g
makcs any sen. e
tree determines the border of the

I

1----+-----------+-------~_.__.p_r_.op~
I
21
check. see,
find out, learn, or determine with
j I think this is a possible
a. certain, watch,
certainty, w;ually by making an
I unintended meaning
learn
--~~~or o_!.her effort
find , ascertain
21
after a calculation. investigation,
I think this is a possibie
- - - --- - - ------ --.-- - - - ------ expi>ri!!Jent, survey, or study
unintended mean!.!2g__ _
~21-set
conclusively or authontatively
f think tbis is the author's
1------------------ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - intended meaning'--------i
22
An electro-acoustic
bring forth
bring forth or yield
I think this is a possible
umntended meaning
virtual mo<le! of the
carriage shall be
_ _ _ _ to a certain
that the design solution
is compliant with thi:-.
RailCorp Train
Performance
Specification_·-------i---------r------------------;.___- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
l think this is the author's
22
render, yield,
give or s upply
return , give
intended meaning
I don 't think this meaning
cultivate by growing, often involving
grow, raise , farm
improvements by means of
nmkes any sense
agricultural techniques
22
grow, develop.
come to have or undergo a change of
I don't think this meaning
>-----+------------+-~g~'e_t_,a_c_:q~u_i_re_____~(~ph~y:s_
' i_c_aJ_~_e_a_tt_ir_e_s_a_n_d_a_tt_n_·b_u_te_s~)_ ___
makesanysen_s_e_ _ _ _ __~
22
habituate
take or consume (regularly or
J don' t think this meaning
I makes any sense
habitually)
22
l don ' t think this meaning
avail oneself to
practice, apply
makes any sense
seek or achieve an end by using to
22
I don't thi nk this meaning
one's advantage
makes any sense
bring forth
bring into existence
I th ink this is a possible
22
unintended meani ng
bring about, gi ve
cause to occur or exist
22
J th ink this is a possible
rise
uni ntended meaning
apply, employ
put into service; make work or employ
22
I th ink this is a possihle

I

i

_______

l;,tx
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Requirement Text

Synonyms

Definition

22

b ring on, bring out

(something fo r a particular purpose or
fo r its inherent or natu ral purpose
habitually do somethin g (use only in
the past tense)
bri ng onto the market or release

22

expend

use up , consume fu lly

No.

22

22

Answer

unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meani ng
I don't th ink this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unjntended meaning
I think this is a possible
uni ntended mean ing
I don ' t think till s meaning
makes any sen se

prod uce (energy)

22

bring forth

bring out for display

22

make, create

22

beget, get,
engender, father,
mother, sire, bring
forth
operate on

create or manufacture a man-made
produc t
make chi ldren

23

I

The DY A equipment
shall be simple to
and highly
res istant to abuse,
Vanda]jsm, cleaning
agents and cleaning
processes.

work, go , ru n

23
23
23

mas ter

23

hold in, hold ,
contain , check,
c urb , moderate

23

23-

~----·-

---r-------------

12'
I
1-n--- --------------23

perform s urgery on

I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense

perform as expected when applied

I think this is the author's
__ _Jntencled meaning
I don ' t think thi s meaning
verify by using a duplic ate register fo r
com parison
makes any sense
have a firm under landing or
I think this is a possibl e
knowledge of; be on top of
unintended meaning
lessen the inte nsity of; temper; hold in
I don't think this meaning
res trai nt; hold or keep within limits
makes an y sense
happen

run

direct or cont rol, pro1ects, businesses,
etc.
handle and cause to funcr10n

engage, mesh,

keep engaged

-~ock ________

I

-~-------·l don 't th ink tl11S meaning
m~~~3.!2.)'_.:~n...:>_~-------

I think thi s is a poss ible
__!:_l nmtenclecl 121ean~----r think this i. the author':s
intended meaning
I I don't think tl11,; meaning

~ak<"anysen~------·-

manoeuver,
perform a movement in military or
don' t think this meaning
maneuver,
naval tactics in order 10 secure an
makes any sense
_adv~nla~ attack or defense) __ _)_ __________________
manoeuvre
-~ee, check;ir;sure~- be carefu l or certain to do something;
I don't thmk this rneanmg
see to 1t, ensure
make certain of somet hini.>:
makes any sense
ascertain, assu re
23
man ipulate, keep
comrol (others or oneself
I don't thi nk this meaning
in line
makes any sense
23
command
exerci~e authoritafjve cont rol or power
J thi nk this is a possi ble
unintended meari ing
over
23
veri fy
veri fy or regulate by conducting a
I th ink thi s is a poss ible
uni ntended meaning
parallel experiment or comparing with
another standard, of scientific
experiments
-23-1--·--- --------- --- I think this is the author's
handle and ca use to fun ction
intended mea nin g
24
PP P Co shall nomin ate
I think thi s is a possible
obtain probate of
unintended meaning
and
by full
anal ysis the location of
the centre of gravity and
roll centre of each C ar
type unde r A WO and
A W 3 iuaded cond iti ons.
I don't think this meaning
24
ri se
increase in volume
_ makes a~~e n se____ _ ___
· -~------------ -- -----24
I don ' t think this meaning
tum out , tum up
be shown or be fo und to be
makes any sense
be or become visibl e or noticeable
I think this is a possible
24
show up
uni ntended meani ng
es tabli sh the validity of someth ing, as
de monstra te,
1 thin k this is the author's
24
establi sh, shew
by an example, explanation or
intended meaninL_ _ _ __ __
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No.

Requirement Text

Synonyms

Definition
experiment
make visible or noticeable

24
24

indicate, point

indicate a place, direction, person, or
thing; either spatially or figuratively
take a trial impression ot)

prove,
demons trate,
establish , shew
picture, depict,
render
test, try, try out,
examine, essay
raise, leaven

establish the validity of something, as
by an example, explanation or
experiment
show in, or as in, a picture

24
24

24
24
24

put to the test, as for its quality, or
give experimental use to
cause to puff up with a leaven
give evidence of, as of records

24
24

express, evince

give expression to

24

read, register,
record
usher

indicate a certain reading; of gauges
and instruments
show (someone to their seats, as in
theaters or auditoriums
prove fomially; demonstrate by a
mathematical , forma l proof)
provide evidence for

24
24
24

testify, bear
witness, evidence
reveal

24
24

testify, bear
witness, prove,
evidence

provide evidence for

finish third or better in a horse or dog
race
cause to puff up with a leaven

24
raise, leaven
Doors shall not close in
le ·s than 4 seconds in
order that Pa,senger
injury, particularly to
children, the elderly and
infirm is avoided. PPP
Co . hall provide
calculations to
----- that the door
timu:g meets this
l
_requirement _______
.--I 25
reveal
25

25

make clear and visible
prove formally; demonstrate by a
mathernaticaj , formal proot)
establish the validity of. omething, as
by an example, explanation or
experiment
be shown or be found to be

demonstrate,
establish, shew

-

tum out, tum up
-

25

show up

---·

be or become vis ible or noticeable

25

express, evince

give expression to

25

testify, bear
witness, prove,
evidence·
test, try, try out,
examine, essay
usher

provide evidence for

25

put to the test , as for it.:; quality, or
give experimenta l use to
show (someone to their seats, a-; in
theaters or auditoriums
make visible or noticeable

25

take a trial

25
25

25
25

~·------------
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~picture, de pict,

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
1 think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think thi s is a possible
unintended meaning

--

1 don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense

I
I
I

25--·
25

make clear and visible

Answer

impres~ion

at)

finish third or better in a horse or dog
race
s how in , or as in, a picture

Tthink this is a poss i bl~-unintended meanin_g
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is the author':;,
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think thi s is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
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Synonyms
render
read, register,
record

Definition

25

indicate , point

25

testify, bear
witness, evidence
prove,
demonstrate,
establi sh, shew

indicate a place, direction , person, or
thing; either spatially or fig uratively
provide evidence for

No.

Requirement T ext

25
25

25
25
25

ind icate a certain reading ; of gauges
and instru ments
give evidence of, as of records

establish the validity o f something, as
by an example, explanation or
experi ment
obtain probate of

rise

increase in volume

mobili ze,
mobilise, rally

call to arms; of mil itary personnel)

issue

circ ul ate or distribute or equip with

ply, cater

provide what is desired or needed,
especially support, food or sustenance
bri ng forward for consideration

26

add , append

state or say further

26

call, telephone,
phone, ring

get or try to get into communicati on
(wi th someone
bring forwa rd for consideration

26

26

It shall be poss ible to
_ _ _ _ the Driver's
Mai n Operati ng Screen
in any Cab of an
unstabled Set to observe
air press ures (Main
Reservoir, Brake Pipe,
Brake Cylinders),
tractive effort, speed,
and OHW volt.age.

26
26

--~van~-----c·--al-,.,·-e_t_0_rr_1_o_ve_fo_rw
_<_
t r_d___________

1------t-----------r--------·- t : :II knowledge fro 1n memory; have
26
remember,
retri eve, recall ,
call back

co llection

27

27

The TOS shall be
_ _ __ to TOS
screen mounted m the
Driver's Workstation
and Guard's
Workstation. fo r
info rmation display,
alarm monitoring and
data entry.

get in touch. touch ~stablish co mmu111ca t1on wJth
base
someone

plug into an outlet

27

link , ti e, link up

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think thjs mean ing
makes any sense
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense

I don' t th ink this meanin g
makes any sense
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
l think th is is the author's
intended meaning
I don ' t th ink this meaning
makes any sense
1 think this is a possible
unin tended meani ng
hink this is the au thor's
tended mea ning
I think thi s is a pos ib le

µq

27

connect, fas ten , or put together two or
more pieces
land on or hit soli dly

27

establish a rapport or relationship

~

unin tended mea~-I dun' t think thi meaning

=fl

recollect.' thmk
~26---- -------- -~ender , fu m i ~-Pr~v1 de or fu rn~with________

>--- -+-- - --- --------- ---- - ---- -

Answer
unintended meaning
1 think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
uni ntended meaning
I don' t thi nk this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended mean in g
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

ma h.es any sense

~

Tdc;; ·1thrn k this m~<m t~_m_a_lk_e_s_a_n~y_s_e_n_se_ _ __
J don' t think this meanrng
mak e~

any sense

I thin k th is is the author\
intended meani ng
1 th ink this is the author's
intended mean ing
I don' t thi nk th is meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t thi nk this meaning

1--~-t----~-~-~--1--------~+--------------~~-----~-m akesan~ nse _ __~---27

hit or pl ay a ball success full y

27

be scheduled so as to provide
continuing service, as in trans portati on
put or introd uce into so mething

in fi x, enter

27

27

-- enclose, incl ose, -stick in , put in
link , link up, join ,
uni te

27

Appendix E

introduce
be or become joined or united or
linked

I don' t thin k this meaning
makes any sense
I th ink this is a poss ible
unintended meaning
I don' t think this mean ing
makes any sense
I don' t thi nk this meaning
makes an y sense
I thi nk thi s is the author's
intended mean ing
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Requirement Text

No.

27

Synonyms
associate, tie in ,
relate, link,
colligate, link up

27

27

slip in, stick in,
sneak in

27

Definition
make a logical or causal connection

Answer
l don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense

join by means of communicati on
equipment
insert casually

I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
l think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense

join for the purpose of commun ication

27

tuck

27

fit snugly into
plug into an outlet

28

The camera locations
and coverage shall be
and agreed
during the Mock-up
review.

28

·-

award

give, especially as a reward

portray

represent in a painting, drawing,
sculpture, or verbally
formally present a debutante, a
representative of a country, etc.)
bring forward and present to the mind

28
28

represent, lay out

28
28

show, demo,
exhibit
submit

28

give, gift

give as a present; make a g ift of

28

stage, represent

perform (a play), especially on a stage

28

introduce,
acquaint
march

cause to come to know personally

28

--28- ,___

deliver

28-

certify, manifest,
evidence
·--;;-alute

28

h:8-

----

28 ----

I

prove, establi~h .
show, shew
pose
confront, face

28

show, demo,
exhibit, present
introduce,
acquaint

29

march in protest; take part in a
demonstration
deliver (a speech, oration, or idea)
provide evidence for: :-.tand as proof
of; show by one's behavior, attitude,
or ex tern al attribute:-.
recognize with age, lure prescribed by
a miltary regulation: assume a
~~.crlbed~tior.!_ __________
establish the validity of something. as
by an example, explanation or
experiment
introduce

anx

l

"";n!ended meM;ng

-----------------I don't think !his meaning
makes any sense

----------------·------·--I think ti1is is a possible
unintended meaning

I think this is a possible
mean3______
·1 don 't think this meaning
present somebody with something,
usually to accuse or criticize
makes any sense
I think this is the au thor's
show or demonstrate something to an
intended meaning
interested audience
r don ' t think this meaning
cause to come to know personally
makes any sense
~unin~E_ded

28

29

---S.how or demonstrate something to an
interested audience
hand over formally)

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
1 don't think this meaning
makes any sense
r don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes
sense
! think th is is a poss ible
unintended meaning
l think this is a possible

The layout, quality,
dis play and user
interface of the internal
CCTV images on the
monitors shall be
and agreed
during the Mock-up
review.

salute

29

award

29

prove, establish,
show, shew

29

confront, face

29

march

Appendix E

recognize with age tu re prescribed by
a miltary regulation ; assume a
prescribed position
give, especially as a reward
establish the validity of something, as
by an example, explanation or
ex periment
present somebody with something ,
usuail y to accuse or critic ize
march in protest; take part in a
demonstration

J don't think this meaning
makes any sense

I rlnn ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I th ink this is a possible
unintended meaning

·-

J don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t th ink this meaning
makes any sense
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Synonyms

Definition

29

Requirement Text

pose

introduce

29

show, demo,
exhibit
submit

show or demonstrate something to an
interested audience
hand over formally )

29

represent, Jay out

formally present a debutante, a
representative of a country, etc. )
bring forward and present to the mind

29
29

show, demo,
exhibit
portray

29

give, gift

show or demonstrate something to an
interested aud ience
represent in a painting, drawing,
sculpture, or verbally
give as a present; make a gift of

29

deliver

deliver (a speech, oration, or idea)

29

stage, represent

perform (a play), especially on a stage

29

certify, manifest,
evidence

provide evidence for; stand as proof
of; show by one's behavior, attitude,
or external attributes
seek or achieve an end by using to
one's ad van tage

No.

29
29

30

I_ __
30

PPP Co s hall
the use of
recyclable materials
_!£!°~--9~ the S e t : _

habituate

take or consume (regularly or
habitually)
exploit the powe r of

apply, employ

put into service; make work or employ
(someth ing for a particular purpose or

30
30

Answer

J9.r

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I thi nk this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think thi s meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
T don 't think thi s meaning

makes any sense

I think this is a possible

unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
uninte nded meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meani ng

t------t--------------·-- - - - - - - - - - it<; inheren!..2!_ natu~~o._1s_1e_ _- - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
rei n in, draw rein,
control and direct with or as if by
1 don't think this meaning
30
1---+-----·------+-r_e_in
_______+_1_·e_in_s___________________ __!!!__~£~~~E___ _____ _
practice, apply
avail oneself to
I don't think thi s meaning
30
makes anv sense
30 j
~Xe~~i~------>-keep~hec k_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -lthink thl.;:-is a possible-·-

30-+-t-·------·--·-

- ---------h";bi.ruallydo something

30

tackle
,

t-;"Oj

__J__
30

I

1

.
1

expend

the past tense)
ptll a harness

~emJin- ~~~~;-;~~~nt~~~ii~~;ning-1
unin tended me:m~

The Car interior sp ace
shall be
with
a Car inteii or w idth
meas ured across the fuil
wid th of the Car, of at
leas t 2920 mm.

--1
I
-i

~"e uP, co;sume f;;JiY __________ I think this is the author's-~tend~d ~ean_i_!l.E_ _______ _

__ ------------------make the most of

make as big or large as possible

31

makes any sense

l think this is a pos~ible

I think this is the author's

intended meaning
I think this is a possible

-----~-----~---------~ntendedmea~---~

·--~ake the most of

I think this is the author's
intended meaning

~----t-----------+---------+------------------1---·-------------

make as big or large as possible

l think this is a possible
uninte nded meaning
31
make bigger or more
I think this is a possible
unintended meanin g
I----+-~------~~·-+---~-------------------~-----+~-------'"'-----~
I think this is a possi ble
31
become bigger or greater in amount
unintended meaning
32
The seat design a nd
I think this is the author's
make the most of
layout shall _ _ __
intended meaning
the avail able legroom
for seated passengers.
32
become bigger or greater in amount
I th ink this is a possible
unintended meaning
make bigger or more
I think this is a possibl e
32
31

1-----t--- - - - - - - --+-- - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- unintended rneani~-----make as big or large a-; possible
32
1 think this is a possible
unintended meaning
33--·All compressors s hall be
1 think this is a possible
become bigger or greater in amount
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No.

Requirement Text
controlled to _ _ __
compressor li fe and
optimise the effi ciency
of the ai r dryer system.

33

Synonyms

Definition

Answer
unintended meaning

make the most of

make disconnected, disjoin or
unfasten)

I think th is is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
uni ntended meaning
I think this is the author's
intended meani ng
I think this is the author's
intended meaning

make a shift in or exchange of

I don't think this meaning

change over, change around, or switch
over)
cause to go on or to be engaged or set
in operation
of electrical appliances)

I think this is a possible

33

make bigger or more

33

make as big or large as possible

34

The EAPS shall be
_ _ _ _ from the
Main Power Supply in
Fault or Failure
conditions.

34

change over, shift

I switch over,

34

exchange
throw, flip

34

trade, swap, swop

exchange or give (something

interchange, tack,
alternate, flip, flipflop
switch, shift

reverse (a direction, attitude, or course
of action))

unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don' t think this meaning
makes any sense

Jay aside, abandon , or leave for
another
provide what is desired or needed,
especially support, food or sustenance

I don 't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don't think thi meaning
makes any sense

34
34

unplug, disconnect -- (of electrical
appliances)
flog with or as if with a flexible rod)

34

34
34

35-

~

-The gangway shillbe--ply, cater
designed such that any
litter dropped by user
can be readily removed
lo elimi nate any
poten tial fire or health
hazard, without having
to -·-- · - · -Cars or
remove access panels.

35~---------- ~~;:fr, come - __ _::om~be detacbed _ _ _ _ __
is. ue

5

makes anv sense

ci1culate or distnbute

01

equip with

J think this is the au thor's

J

inteE_~~mea~-----
I don't think this meaning

makes any sense
l don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
·__
35
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
.35
unplug
of electrical appliances)
I don't think th.is meaning
makes any sense
35
pre. s, drive, or impel (someone
bear on
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
military use: separate (a small unit
35
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
35
1 think this is a possible
make disconnected, disjoin or
----·-----~-----+--------->--u_n_fas~te._n~)--·-----------+-u_n_i_n_te_r_1d_e_d_m_e_an_i_n~g---~
~35 --·
cause to become detached or
I think this is the author's
separated; take off
intended meaning
35
crowd
approach a certain age or speed
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
35
press against forcefully without being
l don't think this meaning
makes any sense
able to move
35
add , append
I don ' t think this meaning
state or say further
makes any sense
crusade, fight,
35
1 don't think this meaning
exert oneself continuously,
press. campaign,
vigorously, or obtrusively to gain an
makes any sense
end or engage in a crusade for a
agitate
certain cause or person; be an
advocate for
sell or promote the sale of (i ll egal
35

3

advertise,
~nake publicity for; try w sell (a
- - - - - - - - - - - - _ advertize, promote
product)
render, furnish
provide or furnish with

1-----1------------+--------+-~·----~----~----~----+------<----------t
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Requirement Text

No.

Synonyms

35

press

35

tu g, labor, labour,
drive
fo rce

35
35
36

PPP Co shall
mechanisms
which overcome the
reception and acc uracy
problem typically
encountered by G PS
Sys tems within the Rail
Ne twork.

36
36

36- --------------36

Definition
goods such as drugs)
make strenuous pushing movements
during birth to expel the baby
strive and make an effort to reac h a
goal
move with force, "He pushed the table
into a comer")
move strenuously and with effort

regard

look at attenti vely)

think, believe,
concei ve
view

j udge or regard; look upon; judge

take, deal

Answer
makes any sense
I don ' t th ink this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a poss ible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended mean ing

I thi nk thi s is a possible
unintended mean ing
I thi nk this is a possible
uni ntended meani ng
I thin k this is a possible
uni ntended meaning
I thi nk this is a possible
un intended meani ng
I think this is the author's
intended meanin g
l th ink th is is a possible
unintended mean ing
I think this is a poss ible
uni ntended me an ing
l don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think th is is a possible
unintended mean ing
I think thi-; is a po-;sible
umntendeu meaning

look at carefully; study mentally
take into consideration for
exemplifying purposes
think abo ut carefull y; weigh

debate. moot, tum
over, deliberate
count, weigh
show consideration for; take into
,___
,_ account
-~egard or treat with consideration,
respect, and esteem
take, deal
take into considerati on for
exem plifying purposes
see, reckon, view,
deem to be
regard
study
give careful consideration to

________

36
36
36
36
36

.....

·-

36

TITln collisions where two
trains are not aligned to
enable the couplers and
anti-climbers to fully
engage PPP ,....o shall
------- the inclusion
1 of additional Lateral
members al Sole Bar
and Cant Rail levels to
provide improved offset
angled collision

I

I

view

look at carefully; study mentally

view

look at carefully; study mentally

I

I

I

-37 --

~_resistan~~-----·-

3-j37
37
37
37
37
137
37
37
38

PPP Co shall
any
reasonable resultin g
correc tive actions on all
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-

~think, believ~- judge or regard ; look upon ; judge
conceive
regard
look at attentively)

I think this is a possible
unintended mean iQ.g_______
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
view
look at carefully; study mentally
I think this is a possible
unintended mean ing
7egard or treat with consideration,
I think this is a possible
respect, and esteem
unintended meaning
see, reckon, view,
I don ' t think this meaning
deem to be
regard
makes any sense
study
give careful consideration to
I thi nk th is is the author's
intended meaning
count, weigh
show consideration for; take into
I thin k this is the author's
account
inten ded meani ng
debate, moot, tum
think about carefully; weigh
I thi nk th is is a poss ible
over, de liberate
unintended meani ng
take, deal
take into consideration for
I think thi s is a possible
~· exe~~-8...£.~ses _
_ ____ ~nt e nded meaninL___ ___
·- - take, deal
take into consideration for
J think this is a poss ibl e
exemplifying purposes
unintended meaning
I think thi s i, the author's
guarantee
promise to do or accomp lish
intended mean ing

I
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Requirement Text
Sets to rectify the cause
of the complaint.

Synonyms

Definition

Answer

set about

enter upon an ac ti vity or enterprise)
make an effort or attemp t

38

try, seek , essay,
ass av
take in charge

38

contract

enter into a contractual arrangement)

38

set about

enter upon an activity or enterprise)

38

tackle, take on

accept as a challenge

try, seek, essay,
assay

make an effort or attempt

I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don't think this meaning
makes any sense
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I think this is a poss ible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning

contract

e nter into a contractual arrangement)

No.

38
38

39

Level I diagnostic
results shall include
recommended remedial
action required to be
by the Crew

39

accept as a charge)

"""39 -------------- take in charge
39

accept as a charge)

tackle, take on

39

accept as a challenge

set abou t

ente r upon an acti vity or en terprise)

39

·-tak~~ cha;ge

39

guarantee

promise to do or accomplish

39

·e t about

e nte r upon an ac ti vity or e nterprise)

set abou t

enter upon an ac tiv ity or en terp rise)

40

Level 2 diagnostic
res ults shall cons ist of
s tatus , Fault information
and rec omme nded
remedial action required
to be _______ by the
authorised personnel to
maintain or resto;e the
Set lo operntiouaJ
. pecificatior. in a depot
environment.

To-r-------40

___ ~ccept as a charge)

f

- ·--------~-

*

-- - - -- - set about

guarantee

~40-

tac kle, take on

--

- - -- - - -- - -- - -·->----- -- - - --------

nte r upon an activity or en te rp rise)
romise to do or accomplish

accept as a ch al le nge

40

take in c harge

accept as a charge)

40

make an effort or attempt

40

try, seek , essay,
assay
take in c harge

accept a-; a c harge)

40 -- - - -

contract

e nte r into a contrac tual arrangeme nt)

40

take in cha rge

accep t as a charge)
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I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sen se
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any sense
I think this is a poss ible
unintended meaning
I think this is a possible
unintended meaning
I don ' t think this meaning
makes an y sense
I think this is the author's
intended meaning
I think this is a possibl e
unintended meaning
I thi nk this L a poss ible
uni nte nded meani ng

l thi nk this is a possible
unmtended rncanmg
I thi nk thi s is a possible
unintended mean!!2.g______
I thi nk thi . is a poss ible
unintended mean ing
I don ' t think this meaning
makes any se nse
I think this is a poss ible
unintended meaning
I don 't think this meaning
.....!!.lakes any sense ________
J don ' t think thi · meaning
makes any sense
I don' t think this meaning
makes a~e n se__._ _ ___

I
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Appendix F· Prototype Software
·········::·.::::::::::·* ,/

/'Y.::.::::.:

// .*

::..-:====-·========::::;:::=============·=:.7===::.-:":.+:::=:=:::::;====== .... /,

using namespace std ;
const float SIMILARITY_THRESHOLD[]

{0 . 0 , 0 . 25 ,

0 . 5,

0.75 , 1.0) ;

const int WORD_L EN = 60 ;
:/ne,'c'cl-::d f·~·r lega,::y W,::-.u:!Nr::t C c,x!-::
const int i_SIZE
sizeof( SIMILARITY_THRESHOLD)/ sizeof (SIMILARITY_THRESHOLD[ O] );
const char * STATS_FILE = " c:\\stats.txt ";
const char * CONTENT_FILE = " c:\\content . txt ";
const char * EXPORT_ PAIRS = " c : \ \wn __ file . txt ";
const char * SIMILARITY_FILE = " c : \\ file . txt" ;
const char * WORDNET_SIMILARITY = " c : \\per l \\ bin\\perl.exe C : \\similarity.pl -type
WordNet::Similarity: : wup -file c:\\wn_file.txt ";
const char * OPTIMAL_CONSTRAINT_FILE = " c : \\optimal . txt" ;
/ / srruc::.~·u .n:::s

struct struct_word

s tring term ;
string pos;
s t ring sense ;

} ;

struct struct_origin

string RID;
string position;
struct_word word;
) ;

struct struct_feature

s truct_wo rd word;
vector<string> hypernyms ;
int frequency;
int polysemy;
int width ;
int tokens;
) ;

struct struct_relation

struct_feature wordl;
str u ct feature word2;
float si milarity ;
float repla cea bility;
) ;

struct s truct_synset

v ector <s tring > synonyms;
Sy nsetPtr synPtr;
i nt level;
) ;

typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

set<stri ng > S_str;
vector< float > V_f ;
vector<str in g> V_str ;
set<V_str> S_V_s tr;
v ector<struct_word > V_word ;
vecto r <s tru ct_orig in > V_orig i n;
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typedef vector<struct_feature> V_feature;
typedef vec t or<st r uct_relation> V_r e l atio n;
typedef vector<struct_synset> V_synset ;

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostre am >
<f stream>
<sstream>
<vector>
<set>
<string>
" wn . h "
" optimise.h"
" math.h "
<a lgorithm>

1' ;';;::;::: :::

// .F"uncr:.i on : P1:.intVc:.::·:<.~rc.r
/ / Purpose . . j'is,;-'l~y3 ..-:'! ~rec r;or ~
I I I/=-;:;::.;:.::;:."::~::;.";;;::::=::;.--::.=·=:::.";.:~;;:::==::;:::."':::":.=:...·::==::.--:::::=·::;~:::=:..=::;;;,:;.::·:

= :::: ~-:: -:;; ::..-: :::.·::.":..-:.~· = :;:. ::.:·: == ~:::: = == ::.:: :::.:.= ::.': ::::= .=::.:·: ==::.:: -::::=::= ::..-:=::::. =

::::::.+::.= ::::.::;-:::

===:. = =

c;:.~:::: ;;;;:.-:: ;::;

void PrintVector( V_str& TheVector
for( size_t i = O; i
{

< TheVector.size(); ++i )

cout << TheVector[i]

<< " ";

cout << endl ;

/ /
1 /

Fune:_-_;: on:

Purp.:,se :

unpac}:Syns€<
-unpac.k~~

.~~ynP:_·i.

r{>

te1Tn#po=-#s·~-:-nSc'

forrnat

//==~=============~==-=======

V_str unpackSynset(SynsetPtr synPtr)
{

V_ str V_strSyno nyms;
st d ::ostri ng stream os;
string term_pos __sense ;
for ( int i =O;
{

i<synPtr->wcount; i ++)

term_pos_sense = "";
tE:rm__po.s_sense += synPtr-->words [i];
term __pos_sense += " It ";
term_pos_sense += sy nPtr ->pos ;
te1m_pos_sense += "#";
os. str ( '"');
os << synPtr->wnsns[i];
term_pos_sense 1= os-str();
V_strSynonyms.push_back(term_pos_sense);

return V_strSynonyms;

F\.i.:.":'pcse:

v__ str

returnSynset(string term,

string pos, string sense , bool b_Hypernym)

V_str V_strSynset ;
char c_strTerm[WORD_LEN];
int i_PosTerm, i _SenseTerm ;
Sy n setPtr synPtr, synPtrHyp;
strcpy(c_strTerm, term.c_str() );
i_SenseTerm = atoi(sense.c_str() );
if(p os
" v " ) i_PosTerm
VERB ;
if(p os == "n") i _ PosTerm = NOUN ;
synPtr
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findtheinfo_ds(c _st rTerm,

i_PosTerm , OVERVIEW ,

i_SenseTerm) ;
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V_ s trSynset. clea r();
if (b_Hypernyrn)
synPtrHyp = NULL;
synPtrHyp = traceptrs_ d s(syn Ptr, HYPERPTR, i_PosTerrn, l );
if (s y nPtrHyp != NULL)
V_strSynset = unpa ckSynse t( sy nPtrHyp);
free_syns(synPtrHyp);
else
if (synPtr != NULL)

V_st r Synset = unpa ckSynse t(synPtr) ;
free_syns(synPtr);
return V_strSy ns e t;

Pu .r.:.r>:,se:
/ ,,· Pars'[.::..s 8t::..·ing in .f.:irmat

1

.I

to str.ip

te!-m#pc.3#-sens-c.~

of~

cerm ...r·c.s,

s-:-rs·:--:-

s truct_wo rd stripTerrnPosSense (string strl)
{

struct_word wordl ;
s tring::size_type posl , pos2 ;
posl
pos2

strl . find('#' , 0);
strl . rfind('#',string::npos);

if( (p osl
{

! = string : :npo s) &&

(pos2 !=string: :npos))

wordl . terrn = strl.substr(O, posl);
wo rdl.po s = strl.substr(posl + 1, pos2 - posl - l);
wordl.sense = strl.substr(pos2 + l , string :: npos - pos2 -

l) ;

else
s rl << eri dl;

cout << "E:r.ror:

'#' was not found twice in str i.pTermPosSense: " <<

exit ( 0) .:

return wordl;

1' ,," .-,;.:~·::;:::..::: .;;:: ·;::..~.":.:·.~·:;;.;;~~::::::;;:.;.·;::;::;;:::.. .;;::.: ::.·-===':::=::;::: ·.:::=:::.:::::::.::.::.-:.·.:=:..·;::.;;;:...;."::• ...:;::::.·;:;_ ~.--

f".i..l e

void importContentWords ( const char * filename,

ifstream fin(filename);
st r uct_origin originWord;
struct_word wordSynonyrn;
str in g st rRID, strPosition, strTerm,
V_s tr V_strSynset ;
V_st r::iterator it_V_strSynset;

.int,:~

V__origin& V_origins

strPos , strSense;

v_orig ins.clear();
while (!fin.eof())

fin
fin
fin
fin
fin
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

strRID ; //(·_; .. _i qi. ·"!Fi.:,,
strPosi t ion i ;'I c:::

1·!."i. ::~1~·.;

T:'

r_

~\.;C ?'. ";. :)·:..:· ..

strTerm; ,' ,-,,,·;_·);::;,:_.:,'.

st rPos; / · . :~.:. .
strSense i / ~

~1~ '! [.;: . . :· .~. ~ ..;.
~·~

•7 ~;

r~,·

t. _,: o·:;

rr-::r;
1/.'(; :.: !_; . c· . . :~ (J;
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•.

;~<~·.:-

..i.
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V_strSynset = returnSynset(s t rTerm , str P os , s tr Sense , fa l se) ;
for ( i t_V_strSynse t = V_strSy n set.begin( ); it_V_ s tr Sy n set ! =
V_strSynset . end( ) ; i t _V_ strSynset++)
{

wo rdS y n o nym = str i pTermPosS e n se

(*it_ V_s trSynse t ) ;

o riginWo rd. word.term = wo rdSynonym . te r m;
o riginWo rd. word . p o s = wordS y nonym.pos ;
o riginWord . wo rd . sense = word Synonym . se n se ;
i f ( * it_V_s t r Sy n s et

s trTerm + " # " + strPos + "# " + strSense)

o ri g inWo rd.RID = s trRID ;
o ri g inWor d .po siti o n = s trPo sit i on ;
V_ or i gi n s .push_bac k (o riginWo rd) ;
orig in Word.RID = st rRID;
o riginWo rd. posi ti o n = " - ";
V_ o ri g i ns .pu sh_bac k (o riginWo r d) ;

f in . c l ose ( ) ;

/ / Fu."Cpcg.;e: tnea.:.:uri5.'~~ f1.-cquenGy, r·oly..:;emy arjd ~\;idth o.f r.::.-a._. . h r.../Crd _in t·~CGnte.nr~\7Grds
/ / !'...Totes: fr0.·qu-:-··ncj:/ J.t>:·l r.::.:emy- a.r:d h L.i't h ar.::::.· ba3ed on u8a9e (lt:-__~..,,'Or ~·i 1 ]1..1.gJ n5) r::Y:.
~:1 .i. ct .i. c~n~:: 1. y.
// Ch-:·t!l-.._:;ed. to (~l:~unc .rn-~;,que·ncy f:.t·:-:.!. .~-:(,::!J..7>.::-~ r2tlh-:-:.:: ~:hr:::n pe_.c i: ~-:-~rm~~p . . )s .
/, / '.::: : .: :.: = .::..: :..::: :..::...;::·::.:: = .::.::.=: = ::.:· .:::: .::: :::· :.:: ;:.:: :::: ::.:·.:.:.: :.:.:: :::: :::· :..::: :::: ·:· ;::: :::.: =·;::.: :.::.:

.:.;.!:

= :.::: ::.;:"' :.:.:::::.: ::.:·=.-.:.:; ~=:: =-=:.:·::.:: ::.::: ..:.:.:·;.::: =..:::·;::.: :.:.:..:.=::.: .:.:..: :.:.:: :::::.:·..:.-::..--: :.:;-, ~.. .::.: ::.::.: .=:_•.:..:_; :.::: :..::~ ..:::-:--.; :.:::

void measureLexicalFeatures( V_origin V_orig i ns , V_feature& V_features
ofs t ream foutStats(STAT~_FILE) ;
V_origin::iterator it_V_originl , it_V_o r ig i n2;
S_str S_strSe n se , S_strSiblings, S_str~xistingWords ;
S_str::iterator it_S_strExistingWords;
struct_feature feat uredWord;
V __ str V_strHypernyms 1, V_st.rHypernyms2;
V__ str: :iterator it_V_strJ-lyp ernyms;
V_feature: :iterat o r it_V_feat:urel, it_V_feature2;
string word;
bool boolidenti c al;
S_strExistingWords.clear();
V_features.clear();
for( it_V_originl = V_origins.begin(); it_V_originl
it_ V_origi n l++)

1=

V_origins . end();

{

S_strSense.clear();
S_s t rS i b l ings.clear();
featuredWord.wor d .term = it_V_origi n l->word.te rm ;
feat u redWord.wo r d.pos = it_V_or i ginl->word . pos ;
featuredWord.word . sense = it_V_originl->wo r d.se n se ;
featuredWord . tokens
count( i t_V_origin l ->wo r d.te rm .begin( ) ,
it_V_or i gi nl ->wo r d.te r rn.end() , ' _ ') + l ;
wo rd = f eaturedWord.word.term + " # " + feat u r edWo r d.wo r d .pos + " # " +
fe aturedWo rd. wor d . se n se ;
i t_S_strExistingWords = S_strExist in gWords . f ind( wo r d) ;
if

( i t_S_strExistingWords == S_strExistingWor d s . end( ) )
S_strExistingWords . inser t (wor d);
V_strHypernymsl = r et urnSy n se t (fea ture d Word . word .t e rm ,
featuredWord.word.sense, tr ue) ;
featuredWord.hyper n yms.c l ear ();
f o r ( i t _ V__ strHypernyms = V__ st rH y p e rn y ms 1 . b e gin () ;
! = V_strHypernymsl.end() ; it_V_s t r Hyper n yms ++)

fea tu re dWor d . wo r d . pos ,
i t _V_s t r Hy pern y ms
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fe a turedWord.h ypernym s .push_back(*it_V_strHypernyms);
featuredWord.frequency = O;
f o r(it_V_ origin 2 = V_ o rigin s . b e gin() ; it_V_origin2 !=
V_ o rigins.end(); it_V_origin2++)
{

>word.term)

i f ((featuredWo rd.w o rd . term == it_V_origin2&& (featuredWord.word.pos == it_V_o rigin2 -> word.pos))
{

S_strS e nse.ins e rt(it_V_origin2- >word.sense);
//

t·1El~SURE

FF~EQUENCY

PET~

SEtVSE -· CI-IA:.".JGED:

if ( f e at u r e dWo rd.word.sense == it_V_origin2 -

>wo rd. se n se )

f e atu re dWo rd.frequency

fea t u r e dWord.frequ e n cy + l ;

fea t u re d Wor d. polysemy = S_s t rSense. size();
if ( (f e at u redWord . fre qu ency > 0 ) && (featur e d Wor d .po l y semy >
V_feat ures.push_back ( featu r e dWo rd);

else
cout << " post-condition of me a su r e Le x ica lF eat ur es n o t

satisfied ";

ex i t ( O) ;

1
t'1'idt:h
1
for( it_V_fea tu rel
it_V_feai:.urel++)

V_features.begin(); it_V_feat u rel

!= V_f eatures . e n d ();

it_V_featurel->width = O;
V_strHypernymsl = it_V_featurel->hypernyrns;
i f

(V_s trtlypernymsl.size() > 0)

f o r ( i t. __v__ feature2 =' V_features. begin ();
V_fea.tures . end(); il_V_feature2++)
{

it_V_teatur·::2 ! =

V_strHypernyms2 = it_V_feature2->hyper n yms ;
i f (V_strHypernymsl == V_str Hypernyms2)
it_V_featurel->w i dt h

i t_V_f eat u rel-> wi d th +

l i

else
it_V_featurel->width = 1;
foutS t ats << it_ V_featurel->word . ter m << " # " << it_V_fea tur el> word. p os << "#" << i t _ V_f ea ture l - >wo r d.se n se << "
" << it_V_featurel " << i t __V_fe a tu r el> frequen c y << "
" << it_V_f ea t u.rel->po l ysemy << "
> wid t h << e n d l;
)

fou t Sta t s.close ( ) ;
return;
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1

1 , 1 ' ::;:::-:-:=:===:::-::::-:;-:-::::-:::::.:::- ;:;

::::=::::-=:::: ;;:-:-;::-:::-::::::· ==:::c :::::-:::::::.-:::- :::-:::::~.7"'::::

-· - - --··---;;-.::=-------- -:-=--- -

::·:: ::.-:::= = .-:::::=::::: .:::;-:-=::::::-:-::::== --:::- :-:::::::. ::-:-:= :: ::= ;:::::::=.~=====

pairWords( V_word V_wo r ds )
{

V_word : :iterator it_V_wordl , it_V_word2 ;
ofstream fo u tPairs( EXPORT_PAIRS);
for( it_V_word l
{

V_words . begin() ; it_V_wordl

!= V_words.end( ); i t_V_wordl++)

for( it_V_word2 = V_words . begin ( ); it_V_word2 != V_words.end() ;

it_V_word2++)

if (it_V_wordl->pos == it_V_word2- >pos)

foutPairs << it_V_wordl- >term << "#" << it_V_wordl>pos << "#" << it_V_wordl- >sense << " " << it_V_word2- >te rm << "#" << it_V_word2->pos
<< " #" << it_V_wor d2- >se nse << endl;

foutPair s.c l ose ();

return;

:!==============~===~======================== = ===

1

1

/

'
1

:s_-f.rr;.i Jarit y

I3
b ,~~c ~~·c- en

t · ~. : :.·

r () ,:·a .l. ~::

;.,'o r .:13 .

1 ::.::.:.:.:::.:·: :.::.:.:::.:.· . ..-.: ;:.:.:::::: ::.:.·:.::::..:.:: ~ .:.:.:::::.: ::;; :..:.::;.:.:: =::::..:.::·:.::: ::::.:::·= ::.:..: .:.::~ :.::.: :.::.:.:.::':..:..: :.:· ::.:.:.:=.::: ::.::;:.:·::.:.::.:.:.= :: ::..:..::.:::.::: :.:.:.: .:.::.:~.::::= :.::.:.:.

v o id importSimilarityValues( V_f eature V_features, V_re l at i on& V_relations

ifstream fin(SIMILARITY_FILE);
V_feature : : iterator i t_V__ feature;
struct_relation struct_re l ations ;
string strWordl , strWord2, strFeatureWord , strSimilarity ;
wh i le ( !fin.eof())

fin >> strWordl;
fin >> strWo rd2;
fin >> strSimila r it y ;
fo r(it_V_ featur e
V_fE:a tures . end(); i t _V_feature++)

=

V_f ea tures.begin(); it _V_featur e !=

{

strFeatureWord = it_V_feature - >worcl.term + "#" + it _ V_ feature>\-iord.pos + " #" + it_V_feature->word . sense;
if (strWordl
strFeatureWord) struct_relations.wordl
*it_V_feature;
if (strWord2
strFeatureWord) struct_relations.word2
*it_V_feature;
struct_re lati ons . similarity

=

strtod(strSimilarity.c_str() ,N ULL);

v__ relations. push __back ( struct_re la tions) ;
fin.close();

ret u rn;

/ / Purp·~· .-:: ;:::
1'/'..::::::.:;..:·..:::·:..--::: ::-...:, _; ::;:::.:::.:.::::;;:::.:.::::.:..::.::::.:;;::_;:::::!.;;;!.'. ::.:·-=.:

v o id ca lculat eSi milari ty( V_feature V_features , V_relation& V_rele>tions

V_feature: : iterator it_V_feature ;
V_.word V_words i
stru c t _wo rd struct_wordl;
V_wo rd s . c l ea r() ;
for (i t_V_f eatu re
i t __V_feat u re++)

V_features . begin() ; it_V_feature

1

= V_ feature s _end();

{
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st r uct_ wordl . term = it_V_feature->word.term ;
struct_wordl.pos = it_V_feature- >word.pos ;
struct_wordl.sense = it_V_feature- >wo rd.sense ;
V_words . push_back(struct_ word l );
pai r Words( V_words ) ;
system(WORDNET_SIMILARITY);
i mpo r tSim i larityValues( V_features, V_relations );
return;

''-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------,,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

void calculateReplaceability( V_relation& V_relations
V_relation: :iterator it_V_relate;
float f _ frequencyl, f_frequency2, f_frequency2_1;
f l oat f_polysemyl, f_pol ysemy 2 , f_polysemyl_2;
f loat f __toke n s l, f __tokens2, f __ tokensl_2;
fl oat f_widthl, f _widt h 2, f_width2_1;
floa t f_similarity; ::, f.'_repJ.ac.;:ab.2~'..lty;
for( it_V_re l ate = V_re l atio n s.begin (); it_V_relate != V_re lat io n s.end() ;
i t_V__ relate++)
{

f_frequencyl = it_V_relate- >wordl.frequency;
f_frequency2 = it_V_relate->word2.frequency;
f _polysemyl = i t _V_re l a t e·->wordl .polysemy;
f_polysemy2 = it_V_relate- >word2.polysemy;
f_widthl = it_V_relate- >wo rdl.width;
f_width2 = it_V_relate->word2.width;
f_tokensl = it_V_relate->wordl.tokens ;
f_toke n s2 = it_V_relate->word2.tokens ;
£_si milarit y = it __v_relate->similarity;
it_V_relate->replaceabiJity = f_similarity " sqrt ( (f_frequency2 +
f_width2)/(f_frequencyl + f_widthl)) • (f_po1ysernyl I f_polysemy2);
cout << " -> (" << i t __V_relatc->replaceability << "\ ";
co11t <<it V relate->wo:rd2.wo.::-d.te:rm << "#" << it_V_relate>word2.word.pos << "#" << it_V_relate-->word2 . word.sense;
cout << erdJ;

return;

•I ~I :·::- ::: :::: .::: :::;.'.:: ::--:

::...--:.=

void constrainSpecification( V_origin V_or :i.gins, V_r e.Lat i on V_re1atio ns
ofstream f outConstraint(OPTIMAL_CONSTRAINT_FILE );
V_origin:: iterator it_V__ origin ;
V_relatio n::iterat or it_V_relation;
V_relati on V_rela tionReplacement(i_SIZE);
V_f V_fMaxReplaceability(i_SIZE) ;
i nt i;
str ing wordOrigin, wordRelation;
f o r(it_V_origin
i t __V_or i gi n++)
{

V_rel ationReplacement.clear();
V_fMaxReplaceability.cl ear() ;
f o r(i
0 ; i < i __ SIZE; i++)
{
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for( it_V_relati o n = V_r elations .begi n(); it_V_relation !=
V_relations.end() ; it_ V_relation++ )
{

if ((it_V_r e l a ti o n- >wo rdl.w o rd . term
it_V_o rigin- >word.term)
&& (it_V_relation->wordl . word.pos == i t _V_or igin- >wo rd.pos) && (it_V_relation>wordl.word.sense == it_V_ o rigin ->word . sense))
{

for(i

0 ; i < i_SIZE; i++)

{

if ((it_ V_re lati o n- >replaceability >
&& (it_V_re l ation->simila r ity >= SIMILARITY_THRESHOLD[i] ))

V_fMaxReplaceabilit y [i])

{

it_V_relation- >repla ceabi lit y ;
*it_V_relation;

V_fMaxReplaceability[i] =
V_relationReplacement[i] =

11
foutC o n stra i nt << it_V_origin->RID << 11
<< it_V_origin11
>posi tion << 11
<< i t __V_ _or igin- >wo rd. term << " # " << i t_V_origin- >word. pos <<
11
"# << it._V_o rigin- >wo rd.sense <<"
";
for( i
0 ; i < i_SIZE; i++)

{

foutConstraint << V_fMaxReplaceabili ty[i]
if (V_fMaxRepla ceabi li ty[i] == l)

<< "

"·,

foutConstraint << 11
"
<< it_V_or igin ->wo rd.term
11
<< " #" << it_V_origin->word .pos << "it " << it_V_origin->word . sense << "
;
}

else /.'
foutConstraint << 11 ( 11 <<
V_relationReplacement[i] .similarity< < 11 ) 11 ;
foutConstraint << "sqrt((" <<
V_relationReplacement[i] .word2 .frequency << 11 + 11 <
V_relationReplacement[i] .word2.width << 11 ) / ( 11 <<
V_relationReplacement[i].wordl.frequency << "+" <'
V_relationF.eplacement[i] .wordl.widt.h << "))";
fourConstraint << "( 11 <<
V_relationReplacement[i] .wordl .po lysemy << "/ 11 <<
V_relationReplacement[i] . word2.polyr'emy << ")" << ''
foutConstraint <<
V__relationReplacement[iJ .word2 . word.term << "#" <<
V_relat.io11Replacernent [.i] .word2 . word.pos << "P" <<
v __rela tionReplacement [ i 1 . word2. word. sense << "
}

foutConstraint << enc!J.;
foutConstraint.close();
return;

/ / Func::-ior: :

/,'

..

Pur:p.~-..-.; . .~-~:

cr·L:irn.is-:-·Le.<.icon

;" , I / ....-----------····-----·---···- ---·· .... ·-·--· ........ - - -

void optimise Lexicon( )

V_o rigi n V_origins;
V_feat u re V_featu r es;
V_re l ation V_relat i ons;
importContentWords( CONTENT_FILE, V_origin s ) ;
measureLexical Features( V_origins, V_features ) ;
ca l cu la teS im ilarity( V_features, V_relations );
calc ulat eReplaceabil i ty( V_relations );
constrainSpecification( V_origins, V_re latio n s );
return;

I

I"··--·
;
~--.
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/ / E'unf.:·t.: .£.on~· iikLi.n

int main ()
if

(wni nit ())
cout << "Fatal error - cannot open WordNet database " << endl;
exit (-1);

optimiseLexicon();
return 0 ;
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